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ANNOTATION

Satellite DNA has been identified in varying proportions in many eukaryotic genomes. It
consists  of  monomeric  units  arranged  in  tandem  into  long,  homogeneous  arrays.  Due  to  its
repetitive nature, satellite DNA is difficult to assemble and analyze, and has therefore been largely
neglected in research. With the development of next generation sequencing technologies such as
Illumina,  research  on  satellite  DNA has  intensified  and  our  understanding  of  it  has  improved.
However, the information we obtain with Illumina reads is limited by their short length. While we
can characterize the sequence of satellite DNA and its abundance in genomes, it is not possible to
study the long-range organization of satellite DNA , which limits our understanding of the origin
and evolution of satellite DNA. This limitation can be addressed by using the latest generation of
sequencing technologies that generate much longer reads of tens to hundreds of kilobases. 

The goal of this work was to develop bioinformatics approaches for analyzing the properties
of satellite DNA arrays from long sequence reads or from genome assemblies generated with these
reads. These were then used to analyze populations of satellite repeats throughout the genome or in
the  specific  type  of  chromatin  in  three  plant  species  that  differ  in  the  organization  of  their
centromeres. 
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Introduction

Eukaryotic  genomes  vary  immensely  in  size,  and  plant  genomes  are  no  different.  The
smallest haploid plant genomes of Genlisea aurea and Genlisea tuberosa range from 0.063 to 0.067
Gbp (Fleischmann et al. 2014) and the largest of Paris japonica is 150 Gbp (Pellicer et al. 2010).
However, genome coding capacity does not correlate with genome size, which is known as the C-
value paradox. Noncoding repetitive DNA is one of the main causes of the C-value paradox, as it is
widely  distributed  in  eukaryotic  genomes  and occurs  in  varying levels  of  abundance  (Gregory
2005). Depending on its distribution and organization within the genome, repetitive DNA can be
classified as either tandem repeats or dispersed repeats.

Tandem  repeats  consist  of  basic  monomeric  units  that  repeat  head-to-tail  in  a  tandem
fashion. Three dimensions can be identified in their organization: the nucleotide sequence of the
monomers,  the complexity and size of the arrays,  and their  placement  in  the genome.  Tandem
repeats  used  to  be  classified  based  on  the  sizes  of  their  monomers  as  either  microsatellites,
minisatellites,  or  satellites.  Microsatellite  monomers  are  usually  thought  to  be between 1-10bp,
while minisatellite monomers are between 10-100bp in length and satellite monomers are longer
than 100bp. Microsatellite and minisatellite arrays are also shorter and simpler than satellite arrays
and are mainly found in euchromatin. In contrast, large and complex satellite arrays, sometimes
exceeding one megabase (Mb) in length  (Lower et al. 2018) are mainly part of heterochromatin.
However,  with  the  discovery  of  large  extended  tandem  arrays  with  very  small  monomers  in
heterochromatin,  such as the tandem repeat  families  of  Drosophila  (Talbert  et  al.  2018) or  the
centromeric  and  pericentromeric  repeats  of  lupin  (Hufnagel  et  al.  2020),  it  became  clear  that
classification of tandem repeats based on monomer size is inappropriate. Rather, they should be
classified as satellites based on their organization in large extended arrays, regardless of monomer
size.

Satellite DNA (SatDNA) appears to be a pervasive part of eukaryotic genomes, but it is
present in various abundances that can change rapidly and without correlation to genome size, even
between closely related species. For example, in the genus Fritillaria the FriSAT1 family amplified
rapidly and differentially, accounting for between 0.1% and 36% of total nuclear DNA in different
species  (Ambrožová et al. 2011). The disparity between genome size and satDNA abundance can
also be observed in the Olea genus, where Olea europaea subsp.  Cuspidata has 50% of its entire
genome made up of satDNA while the larger genome of Olea paniculata has only 1.94% (Mascagni
et al. 2022). 

Some nucleotide sequence features of satDNA monomers in plants appear to be conserved.
Such as monomer size, which in satDNA generally range between 130-190bp and 310-370 bp in
length (Macas et al. 2002) and correlates with the amount of DNA in a nucleosome or its multiple.
Nevertheless, much shorter and longer monomers have been described, such as the simple sequence
repeats  of  Luzula elegans between 4bp and 6bp  (Heckmann et al.  2013) or the 4.7kb Sobo of
Solanum  tuberosum  (Tek  et  al.  2005).  Moreover,  the  analysis  of  152  monomers  belonging  to
different satDNA families showed that their AT-content averaged at 58%, even though it ranged
considerably from 22% to 75%. When analyzing the monomers for conserved nucleotide sequence
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characteristics  they  appeared  to  particularly  overrepresent  AA/TT dinucleotides  as  well  as  the
CAAAA motif  (Macas et al. 2002). This preference for certain nucleotides may be related to the
formation of secondary and tertiary DNA structures, which are thought to facilitate nucleosome
positioning  (Melters  et  al.  2013) .  Nonetheless  nucleotide  sequences  of  satDNA was  found to
change rapidly  and apparently  randomly,  leading to  the  frequent  occurrence  of  genus-  or  even
species-specific  satDNA families.  Such  an  emergence  and  accumulation  of  a  species-specific
satellite was the reason for a 2.7-fold variation in DNA content between cultivated and wild diploid
rice species (Uozu et al. 1997). Further studies confirmed these findings. For example, a study of 15
species of the genus  Heliophila identified 108 satDNA families, of which only 16 were shared
between  two or  more  species  (Dogan  et  al.  2021).  The large-scale  study of  23  species  of  the
monophyletic legume tribe Fabeae identified only a few satDNA families to be shared by most
species, wile the majority of 384 identified satDNA families was restricted to a single or a few
closely related species (Macas et al. 2015). This lack of conservation in the amount of satDNA or its
nucleotide sequence makes this genome fraction the most rapidly evolving.

Dispersed repeats, unlike tandem repeats, are scattered throughout the host genome. This
dispersed organization is  a  consequence  of  their  ability  to  move across  and between genomes.
Similar to satDNA, they come in various sizes ranging from 100bp-30kb (Arkhipova et al. 2019;
Wells and Feschotte 2020), but they all rely on protein machinery necessary for transposition. These
transposable elements (TEs) are classified into one of two classes depending on their  mode of
transposition.  Class  I  or  retrotransposons  use  a  copy-and-paste  mechanism  with  an  RNA
intermediate in which the RNA molecule is reverse transcribed into a cDNA and integrated into the
genome,  leaving the  original  element  intact.  Class  II  or  DNA transposons  use  a  cut-and-paste
mechanism with a DNA intermediate in which the transposon itself is excised and moved to a new
genomic  locus  (Finnegan  1989).  Classes  are  further  subdivided  into  subclasses  based  on  the
integration mechanism. Each subclass consists of elements that occur in a variety of host organisms
and can be divided into families and subfamilies based on their phylogenetic relationships (Bourque
et al. 2018). In addition to classification based on transposition mechanism, they can also be divided
into autonomous and non-autonomous elements. Autonomous elements still have coding sequences
that are required to establish the transposition machinery, whereas non-autonomous elements such
as SINEs  (Deragon and Zhang 2006) and MITEs  (Feschotte et  al.  2002) only have non-coding
sequences and therefore rely on the autonomous equivalents for transposition.  Non-autonomous
elements usually arise from mutation or the complete elimination of their protein-coding sequences
(Kejnovsky et al. 2012).

TEs can be a source of genomic variation in the host genome and were first discovered by
McClintock in the 1940s, due to genetic variation the Activator/Dissociation (Ac/Ds) system causes
in the maize genome, which shows up as brown or purple spots on colorless grains  (McClintock
1951).  This  genomic  variation  associated  with  TE  activity  can  be  potentially  beneficial  or
detrimental. On the one hand, stressful conditions are known to be associated with activation of
TEs, and McClintock was the first to propose that their activity could provide the genomic variation
that species need to survive these conditions (McClintock 1984). Although her theory was met with
skepticism due  to  the  possibility  that  TE activity  was  caused  by  the  breakdown of  regulatory
machinery,  later  studies  linked  TE  induced  mutations  to  an  increase  in  fitness  under  stress
(Casacuberta and González 2013). On the other hand, TE insertions often have detrimental effects,
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either by inserting into coding sequences and generating mutant transcripts, inserting into regulatory
sequences and disrupting gene expression, affecting epigenetic regulation of adjacent sequences, or
indirectly  by  providing  the  similarity  between  different  genomic  loci  required  for  ectopic
recombination (Kumar 2020). Therefore, most TE copies are silenced by host silencing mechanisms
(Kejnovsky et al. 2012).

Where retrotransposons are found in genomes depends on their  insertion preference and
post-insertion  genome dynamics  (Sultana  et  al.  2019) which  varies  between  different  types  of
retrotransposons.  An apparent  lack  of  insertion  specificity  can  be  observed  in  members  of  the
Ty1/Copia retrotransposon superfamily in  A. thaliana. These elements insert indiscriminately into
chromosomes  and  then  are  passively  retained  in  proximal  chromosomal  regions  as  they  are
removed from euchromatin by purifying selection  (Vini Pereira 2004). Even in the same order of
retrotransposons, different insertion preferences can be observed in different species. For example,
LINE elements appear to be distributed fairly evenly across chromosomes in maize (Baucom et al.
2009), whereas a primarily centromeric distribution was observed for sunflower LINEs (Nagaki et
al. 2015). A very clear preference for insertion into centromeric heterochromatin is found in plant-
specific  LTR-retrotransposon  elements  belonging  to  the  chromovirus  CRM  clade.  A group  of
elements from the CRM clade possess a chromodomain in their integrase domain that is supposed
to  target  them  into  centromeres.  Due  to  their  widespread  occurrence  in  plants  and  plant
centromeres, elements belonging to the CRM clade have been extensively studied (Neumann et al.
2011).

Long homogeneous arrays of satDNA, occasionally interrupted by TE insertions, are the
major  components  and are  most  commonly  found in  constitutive  heterochromatin.  Constitutive
heterochromatin is a genomic compartment that remains compact and transcriptionally repressed
regardless of circumstances. Heterochromatin can also be facultative, meaning that it differs in its
compaction and expression levels depending on various conditions, such as developmental stage,
cell cycle stage, or nuclear location. Principally heterochromatin is characterized by gene scarcity,
reduced recombination (Janssen et al. 2018) and the presence of DNA methylation at CG, CHG and
CHH motifs (Widman et al. 2009) as well as histone H3K9 and H3K27 mono- and dimethylation
(Liu  et  al.  2010).  Depending  on  the  location  of  heterochromatin  on  chromosomes,  it  can  be
classified  as  subtelomeric,  interstitial,  or  centromeric  and  pericentromeric.  In  smaller  plant
genomes,  the  majority  of  heterochromatin  is  located  in  the  centromeres  and  pericentromeres,
whereas plant species with larger genomes may have additional interstitial and subtelomeric bands
(Vanrobays et al. 2017). Since heterochromatin lacks coding capacity, it was considered useless.
This  opinion  has  since  changed  and  we  now  know  that  heterochromatin  is  involved  in  the
maintenance of genome architecture, sister chromatid cohesion, kinetochore formation and gene
regulation (Vanrobays et al. 2017).

Despite the importance of heterochromatin in eukaryotic genomes, our knowledge of the
underlying  nucleotide  sequences,  the  relationships  they  may  have  with  each  other,  or  the
mechanisms  acting  on  them  is  limited.  This  is  primarily  due  to  the  repetitive  structure  of
heterochromatin,  which makes it  very difficult  to assemble.  Fortunately,  with a combination of
short-read sequencing technologies and cytogenetic techniques, it  is possible to characterize the
underlying nucleotide sequence and map its distribution on chromosomes. However, we lack an
intermediate level of information to study the more detailed organization of satDNA and TEs and
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their  patterns  in  heterochromatin.  Thus,  until  we  are  able  to  easily  look  at  the  long  range
organization of repetitive DNA in eukaryotes, we will not fully understand the biology of repetitive
DNA and, consequently, eukaryotic genomes.

1. Origin and evolution of satellite DNA

Individual evolutionary mechanisms acting on tandem repeats have been explored, but there
is  a  lack  of  understanding  of  how  these  mechanisms  interact  with  each  other  under  different
circumstances to create the repeat landscapes we observe.

Computer simulations from the 1970s and 1980s focused particularly on the relationship
between unequal crossing over and the evolution of tandem repeats. In particular, the work of Smith
demonstrates the possibility of the emergence of satDNA from random, non-tandemly organized
sequences through the joint action of unequal crossing over (UCO) and mutation (Smith 1976). In
his  model,  Smith assumed that  UCO occurs  between sister  chromatids  without  the pressure of
natural selection. However, Smith did not consider the cases of intrastrand recombination, which
certainly lead to deletions and loss of tandem arrangements. Based on this, further studies showed
that recombination alone is not only insufficient for satDNA conservation but would also lead to its
elimination,  suggesting  that  other  mechanisms  contribute  to  satDNA evolution  (Walsh  1987).
Consistent with this, Charlesworth postulated that suppressed recombination rates lead to expansion
of repeats  (Charlesworth et al. 1994), which is supported by the frequent colocalization of long
tandem repeat arrays and heterochromatin (Thakur et al. 2021).

In vitro studies  have  shown that  replication  slippage is  an  important  mechanism in  the
formation of  short  simple tandem repeats  (Schlotterer  and Tautz 1992).  With DNA polymerase
stalling and disassociation  (Viguera et al. 2001), there is a preference for insertion of di- and tri-
nucleotide sequences. While the speed of replication slip and the size of insertion depend on the
disassociation propensity of DNA polymerase in the first case and on the nature of the underlying
sequence in the second case, it appears that the rate of slippage may be higher in AT -rich sequences
(Schlotterer and Tautz 1992).

The results of numerous studies show that TEs have an important influence on the origin
and evolution of satDNA (Sharma et al. 2013; Belyayev et al. 2020; Huang et al. 2021). In some
cases microsatellite and minisatellites were found embedded in TEs  (Inukai 2004; Smýkal et al.
2009). In addition, a PisTR-A tandem repeat with a bimodal distribution of array sizes was found in
Pisum sativum as  it  was organized in short  arrays in 3'  untranslated regions (3’UTRs) of Ogre
retrotransposons and as  extended arrays  in  different  genomic  loci   (Macas  et  al.  2009).  These
studies  provide evidence for the role  of  the transposition machinery in  generating new tandem
repeats  and  mobilizing  them throughout  the  genome,  whereupon  the  tandem repeats  have  the
potential to expand into satDNA. TEs can also serve as template sequences for the creation of new
satDNA, evidenced by Sobo satDNA of Solanum bulbocastanum. Based on the monomer's size of
4.7kb and  similarity  to  LTR sequences  of  a  Ty3/Gypsy retrotransposon,  it  is  unlikely  that  the
monomer was formed by repplication slippage. This leads to the hypothesis that it is a product of
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extrachromosomal circular DNA (EccDNA) amplification and insertion (Tek et al. 2005). However,
it is important to note that dispersed repeats were not found in EccDNA based on 2D gel analyzes
(Cohen and Segal 2009). 

High  similarity  between  satDNA monomers  independent  of  the  rDNA locus  and  the
intergenic spacer (IGS) of rDNA can be observed in numerous plant species, suggesting that the
IGS can also act as a seed sequence for the formation of new satDNA. Such satDNA was found in
Vicia faba (Maggini et al. 1991), Vigna radiata (Unfried et al. 1991), Phaseolus vulgaris (Falquet et
al.  1997),  Solanum bulbocastanum  (Stupar  et  al.  2002),  Vicia  sativa (Macas  et  al.  2003),  and
tobacco (Lim et al. 2004). Unfortunately, the present results do not allow us to determine whether
these satDNA sequences integrate into the IGS or whether they are derived from the IGS and spread
to new loci. Nevertheless, Macas et al. (Macas et al. 2003) have provided arguments favouring the
latter hypothesis. First, that the IGS-like satDNA is present in those species that have a similar IGS
structure, such as  V. faba and  V. radiata. Second, although the IGS within the  Vicia,  Vigna, and
Phaseolus genera  has  a  complex  structure  with  at  least  two  subrepeats,  the  satDNA shows
homology only  with  the  subrepeat  adjacent  to  the  3'  end of  the  25S gene  where  transcription
termination sequences were mapped. This suggests that a possible mechanism for the formation of
satDNA may  have  been  reverse  transcription  and  reintegration  into  new  loci.  Finally,  large
monomeric  tandem repeats  homologous  to  IGS  and  sharing  the  same  complex  structure  were
identified in  Solanum bulbocastanum  (Stupar et  al.  2002). Thus, the probability that such large
monomeric tandem repeats did not arise from IGS is quite low (Macas et al. 2003).  

After their emergence and potential expansion into long homogeneous arrays of satDNA,
their monomers do not randomly accumulate mutations and change independently. SatDNA arrays
follow  a  kind  of  nonindependent  evolution  called  concerted  evolution  (Garrido-Ramos  2017).
Concerted evolution is thought to be a consequence of DNA repair and replication mechanisms
(Elder and Turner 1995). In this way, new monomer variants spread horizontally to all members of
the satDNA family faster than new mutations accumulate, resulting in high intraspecies and low
interspecies similarity of satDNA. These mechanisms interact in different ways to generate different
homogenization patterns, with arrays homogenizing into either long stretches of identical monomers
or higher order repeats (HOR). HORs are formed when two or more different monomer types are
homogenized as a unit (Plohl et al. 2012), with monomers within one HOR having less similarity
than corresponding monomers of neighboring HOR (Willard and Waye 1987). 

One of the mechanisms thought to be involved in the expansion and homogenization of
satDNA arrays is EccDNA amplification and integration. EccDNA molecules are most likely the
products of intrastrand recombinations within satDNA arrays and could act as templates for rolling
circle amplification. The linear product, containing multiple copies of the template EccDNA, is then
possibly reintegrated into the genome thereby increasing the satDNA copy number. EccDNAs have
been identified in a number of plant species and can vary in size from 500bp to 20kb (Cohen et al.
2008). Navrátilová et al. examined 10 plant species and found EccDNA products from 9 satDNA
families and 3 subfamilies,  often in multiples of the corresponding monomers and open circles
(Navrátilová et al. 2008). The influence of EccDNA on satDNA evolution is unclear since their
reinsertion has not been detected. Thus, EccDNA may only be a product of satDNA removal from
the genome (Navrátilová et al. 2008).
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Gene  conversion  is  attributed  to  satDNA homogenization.  It  involves  a  nonreciprocal
transfer  where  one  DNA sequence  replaces  a  homologous  one,  so  that  the  sequences  become
identical.  It  is  thought  to  be  a  normal  product  of  homologous  recombination  in  which  the
heteroduplex is resolved as a noncrossover. However, it is more difficult to detect than crossing
over because the converged sequence is usually less than 2kb in length (Talbert and Henikoff 2010).
Nevertheless,  gene  conversion  has  been  confirmed  to  facilitate  homogenization  of  satDNA in
Arabidopsis and Zea mays centromeres (Kawabe and Charlesworth 2007; Shi et al. 2010). Lastly,
segmental duplication events were also found to modulate the expansion of centromeric repeats.
Particularly in rice where segmental duplications contributed more to centromeric retrotransposon
accumulation than element insertion (Ma and Jackson 2006).

Concerted evolution can also be disrupted, which leads to divergence of satDNA families
and formation of new families. Several factors such as chromosome location (Macas et al. 2006),
recombination rate between homologous and non-homologous chromosomes (Navajas-Pérez et al.
2005; Navajas-Pérez et al.  2009), or the number of reproducing individuals within a population
(Andrea et al. 2006) have the potential to disrupt or enhance concerted evolution.

2. Satellite DNA and the centromere

The centromere is a chromosomal region to which the multiprotein kinetochore complex
assembles, the microtubule spindle is attached, and which is responsible for the cohesion of sister
chromatids.  Therefore,  the  centromere  ensures  the  correct  segregation  of  genetic  material  to
daughter  cells  during mitotic and meiotic divisions  (Jiang et  al.  2003;  Kursel  and Malik 2016;
Comai et al. 2017).

Three  main  types  of  centromere  organizations  have  been  discovered:  monocentromeres,
meta-polycentromeres, and holocentromeres  (Schubert et al.  2020). The most obvious difference
between these centromere types is the number of microtubule attachment sites and their distribution
along the chromosomes. Monocentromeres have only one site or region for microtubule attachment.
The simple  "dot"  monocentromere of  Saccharomyces  cervisiae was  the  first  centromere  whose
nucleotide sequence was characterized by John Carbon and Louise Clarke as only 125bp long and
as  such is  necessary and sufficient  for  centromere  formation  and function  (Clarke  and Carbon
1985). However, the short and simple centromere of  S. cervisiae is the exception rather than the
rule, as most higher plants have large "regional" monocentromeres that can span megabases, as
observed  in  rice  (Li  et  al.  2021),  maize  (Jiao  et  al.  2017),  or  potato  (Pham  et  al.  2020).  In
metaphase, these centromeres are visible as primary constrictions surrounded by pericentromeric
heterochromatin bearing specific post-translational  marks  (Fransz et  al.  2006).  Holocentromeres
differ from monocentromeres in that centromeric activity is extended along the entire length of
chromosomes  that  have  no  visible  primary  constriction  in  metaphase  (Schubert  et  al.  2020).
Holocentricity has evolved at least 13 times convergently in different lineages, including insects,
nematodes, arachnids, and plants (Melters et al. 2013; Kasinathan and Henikoff 2018) . Moreover, it
is thought to be a monocentric-derived trait. In what way or with what goal the transition from
monocentricity to holocentricity may have occurred is unclear, but Neumann et al. have argued that
meta-polycentromeres  may  be  an  evolutionary  link  between  monocentricity  and  holocentricity
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(Neumann et al. 2012). Meta-polycentromeres were first observed in  Pisum sativum and later in
Lathyrus sativus, where there may be between 2 and 5 regions of microtubule attachment and the
primary constrictions are much more extensive (Neumann et al. 2012; Neumann et al. 2015).

Although the function of the centromere is largely conserved in eukaryotes, its nucleotide
sequence  is  not,  which  has  been  termed  the  centromere  paradox  (Henikoff  et  al.  2001).
Nevertheless, centromeres often exhibit a repetitive structure. An example are the centromeres of
Arabidopsis thaliana, whose major component is the 180 bp pAL1 satellite  (Nagaki et al. 2003),
which is present in all centromeres, but in varying proportions (Copenhaver et al. 1999), and in long
continuous arrays occasionally interspersed with an Athila retrotransposon (Thompson et al. 1996).
Although the centromeres of A. thaliana are uniform in sequence composition, plant species have
been found with more diversified centromere sequence composition. For example, an extraordinary
diversity of 13 centromeric satellites, all differentially distributed among the chromosomes, was
discovered in  P. sativum (Neumann et al.  2012). While in  Vicia faba,  three distinct centromeric
satellites were found on chromosome one and one chromosome-specific centromeric satellite was
found on four other centromeres, as well as one centromere without any tandem repeats  (Ávila
Robledillo et  al.  2018). Repeat-based and repeatless centromeres also coexist  in the genome of
Solanum  tuberosum  (Gong  et  al.  2012).  In  contrast,  holocentromeres  were  assumed  to  lack
centromeric repeats  (Heckmann et al. 2013) until the centromeres of  Rhynchospora pubera were
characterized. R. pubera was the first holocentromeric species in which centromeric sequences were
detected. Similar to monocentromeres or meta-polycentromeres, they consist mainly of a tandem
repeat, a centromeric retrotransposon, and two other mobile elements (Marques et al. 2015). Unlike
how monocentromeres or meta-polycentromeres organize into large units that then affect large-scale
chromosome organization (Muller et al. 2019), the small centromeric units of holocentromeres are
interspersed with euchromatin (Marques et al. 2015). How these small repetitive centromeric units
are spread throughout the genome and influence genome architecture is not yet known.

CENH3 is  used  as  a  marker  for  centromeric  activity  since  the  nucleotide  sequence  of
centromeres is not conserved and therefore cannot be used. CENH3 is a centromeric histone variant
of histone H3 and an inner kinetochore protein that is conserved in presence and function across
eukaryotic species (Karpen and Allshire 1997). 

In  the  holocentric  plant  Cuscuta europaea,  CENH3 has  lost  its  function  and instead of
colocalizing  along  chromosomes  to  centromeres,  it  is  deposited  on  large  DAPI-positive
heterochromatic bands. The finding of these bands is unusual, as holocentric plants usually do not
have  them.  Even  more  surprising,  however,  is  the  complex  structure  of  these  heterochromatin
bands, which includes a CUS-TR24 satDNA, a simple sequence repeat, and TEs  (Oliveira et al.
2020).  However,  it  was  not  possible  to  study  the  pattern  organization  of  the  heterochromatin
components. 

3. Methods of satellite DNA research

Due to its tandem repetitive nature and sequence composition, satDNA often separates from
the rest of the genome when centrifuged in a cesium chloride gradient. On this basis it was first
discovered in mouse in 1961  (Kit 1961). Subsequently, various techniques such as Cot  analysis,
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restriction endonuclease analysis, and Southern blot have been used to identify and characterize
satDNA of various species. However, less abundant satDNA families or those that do not contain
restriction sites are left undetected with these methods (Garrido-Ramos 2017; Novák et al. 2017).
Even with the advancements in genome sequencing and the development of the Sanger sequencing
technique,  satDNA has been largely neglected.  This is primarily due to the repetitive nature of
satDNA, that makes assembling the contigs containing them difficult and tedious. The technical
limitations of studying satDNA have led to a lack of understanding of the biology of satDNA and
centromeres.

SatDNA research intensified with the development of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS).
The first NGS techniques were a big improvement over Sanger sequencing due to their massively
parallel sequencing by synthesis. This not only increased throughput and accuracy, but also reduced
the cost of sequencing (Schatz et al. 2010). The first commercially available NGS technology was
Roche  454,  which  uses  pyrosequencing.  Pyrosequencing  is  based  on  the  detection  of  a
pyrophosphate light signal, a byproduct of nucleotide incorporation (Liu et al. 2012). Later, other
NGS technologies entered the market, with Illumina quickly becoming the most widely used. In this
process, library DNA fragments are provided with adapters that allow the template to hybridize to
flow cell oligos, and a polymerase creates a copy of the template. This bound template copy is then
amplified by bridge amplification, creating clusters of clonal DNA fragments. After clustering is
complete, sequencing begins. One by one, the different nucleotides carrying a fluorescent dye are
incorporated, and the fluorescent signal is detected (Bronner et al. 2013). This significant advance
in sequencing technology has led to an increase in sequencing projects for various plant and animal
species (Schatz et al. 2010).

Nevertheless, the disadvantage of all NGS sequencing methods at that time was their short
read length, e.g., standard Illumina reads had a length of up to 300nt. Since NGS reads are not able
to span satDNA arrays or TEs, repetitive DNA causes significant problems in genome assemblies as
highly repetitive genome parts are left as gaps and different repeats are therefore unrepresented
(Treangen and Salzberg 2012). Thus, identification of new repeats by their assembly is not possible.
Additionally, de novo identification of satDNA even between closely related species is complicated
by similarity searches of existing repeat databases, as satDNA is evolutionarily dynamic.

RepeatExplorer is a graph based clustering pipeline developed with the motivation to  de
novo identify repeats from unassembled Illumina reads (Novák et al. 2013; Novák et al. 2020). The
input to RepeatExplorer are paired-end low pass shotgun Illumina reads between 100-300 nt in
length. When the genome coverage is low, between 0.1-0.5X genome coverage, a random sample of
the genome is generated. The short unassembled reads are all compared and repeats are identified
based  on  the  frequent  similarity  hits  between  reads  since  the  number  of  similarity  hits  is
proportional  to  genome copy number  of  the  sequences  that  the  reads  represent.  Therefore  the
number of  similarity  hits  should be smallest  for  low copy or  unique sequences  and largest  for
repetitive sequences. The similarities can be represented as edges of a graph, connecting vertices
representing individual reads. Based on the identification of the clusters of frequently connected
nodes in the graph, different types of repetitive elements can be identified, and the number of reads
in each cluster allows estimation of the repeat abundance  (Novák et al. 2010; Novák et al. 2013;
Novák et al. 2020). Although RepeatExplorer was developed primarily for identifying repeats in
plants, it has been used for both plant and animal species analysis (Weiss-Schneeweiss et al. 2015;
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Ruiz-Ruano et al. 2016; Pamponét et al. 2019). Nevertheless, there were limitations with respect to
identification and to the analysis of satDNA, such as the need for visual inspection of cluster graphs
and the inability to infer the most abundant monomer consensus sequences. 

The  TAREAN  program  proved  to  be  a  significant  improvement  in  the  unsupervised
identification of tandem repeats and the reconstruction of consensus monomer sequences. The first
step of TAREAN analysis the same to that of Repeat Explorer, in which low-pass shotgun Illumina
reads are all compared to form clusters. To identify which clusters belong to tandem repeats, the
read clusters are converted into directed graphs. Based on the connectivity of the directed graphs,
they  can  be  classified  as  belonging  or  not  belonging  to  a  tandem  repeat.  To  reconstruct  the
consensus sequence of the most abundant monomers, the occurrence of k-mers in the oriented reads
must be counted from the directed graphs. The most abundant k-mers are then used to reconstruct
the most representative monomers for each satellite (Novák et al. 2017). These bioinformatics tools
have been successfully  used to  identify  and classify novel  repetitive DNA elements  in  various
organisms (Pamponét et al. 2019; González et al. 2020; Boštjančić et al. 2021; Valeri et al. 2021). 

Although  RepeatExplorer  and  TAREAN  successfully  use  short  reads  to  identify  and
quantify repetitive DNA, the shortness of the reads means that information on how these repeats are
organized in the genome and in relation to each other is lacking.

The  recent  development  of  long  read  sequencing  technologies  offers  significant
improvement in read length. The available long read technologies are Single Molecule Real Time
(SMRT)  sequencing  from  Pacific  Biosciences  (PacBio)  and  Oxford  Nanopore  sequencing.
However,  while  PacBio  is  based  on  sequencing  by  synthesis  (Rhoads  and  Au  2015),  Oxford
Nanopore sequencing developed a new approach. A double stranded DNA molecule is unwound and
passed through a protein pore embedded in a synthetic membrane. As the intact single-stranded
DNA passes through the pore, the change of the ion current is recorded as a “squiggle” signal,
which  is  then  used  for  basecalling  to  determine  the  nucleotide  sequence.  Oxford  Nanopore
technology is very valuable because of their potential to generate extremely long reads that can be
hundreds  of  kilobases  in  length,  especially  in  conjunction with improved protocols  (Jain  et  al.
2016). 

These long-read technologies are capable of capturing highly repetitive genomic regions and
improving the quality of genome assemblies. By combining long Nanopore reads and short reads of
a higher accuracy, the human Y centromere was sequenced (Jain et al. 2018), while the combination
of  multiple  long read  technologies  produced a  telomere to  telomere  sequence of  the  human X
chromosome (Miga et al. 2020) and most recently the complete sequence of a human genome (Nurk
et al. 2022). In addition, unassembled long reads have been successfully used to analyze tandem
repeats (Cechova et al. 2019; Harris et al. 2019). 

Because of their large size, long reads therefore provide an unprecedented opportunity to
observe the patterns that repetitive DNA generates on a longer scale than Illumina reads allow to
investigate. By observing these patterns, we are able to describe the evolutionary mechanisms and
genome dynamics that lead to their formation, leading to a better understanding of satDNA biology.
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Objective and aims of the thesis

The overall objective of this work was to use state of the art, long reads to explore patterns
of satellite DNA genome organization to advance our understanding of the origin and evolution of
satellite DNA.  

For  this  purpose long unassembled nanopore reads  belonging to  two plant  species  with
different centromere organizations were analyzed: the meta-polycentric  Lathyrus sativus and the
holocentric  Cuscuta europaea.  L. sativus was selected because of the large number of different
satellite DNA families in its genome, which make it a good model for testing the suitability of
unassembled nanopore reads for satellite DNA analysis. Because of its relatively large genome size
and low chromosome number, it is also a good cytogenetic model, offering the possibility of using
cytogenetic  techniques  to  verify  and  complement  bioinformatic  results.  The  holocentric  C.
europaea was chosen because of its unusual heterochromatin bands. Not only are heterochromatin
bands an unusual occurrence in holocentric species, but these bands also contain three repeat types:
the CUS-TR24 satellite, simple sequence repeats, and additional repeats. This composition indicates
a complex structure, in contrast to the usually expected homogeneous arrays of satellites sparsely
interspersed  with  transposable  elements.  Moreover,  the  heterochromatin  domain  accumulates
CENH3, a typical centromeric marker. Therefore, we decided to use the long reads to study the
organization of repeats within the bands and infer the evolutionary mechanisms that led to their
formation.

Finally,  Rynchospora pubera was the first holocentric species found to have centromeric
repeats  consisting of  Tyba satellites,  centromeric  retrotransposons,  and two unidentified mobile
elements. However, there was no information on the size of the Tyba arrays or how these elements
were organized relative to each other.  When a chromosome scale  whole-genome assembly was
created  using  PacBio  HiFi  reads,  two  whole  genome  duplication  events  were  discovered  that
resulted in the formation of paralogous centromeric loci. Hence, taking advantage of the available
genome assembly we compared the centromeric paralogs to find polymorphisms and to understand
what changes these loci undergo and how they spread through the genome.

We aimed to:
1. Develop a bioinformatic pipeline for the annotation of repeats in long unassembled nanopore
reads.

2. Utilize the previously developed pipeline to investigate the long-range organization of satellite
DNA in  L. sativus and  C. europaea.  Interpret these results to infer the origin and evolutionary
patterns of selected satellite DNA families.   

3. Utilize the genome assembly of  Rhynchospora pubera to identify paralogous centromeric loci
and investigate the mechanisms acting on their gain and removal in the genome.
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Scope of the thesis

Chapter  I addresses  the  genome-wide  analysis  of  satellite  DNA arrays  enabled  by  nanopore
sequencing and the development of a bioinformatics pipeline for their annotation. Lathyrus sativus
was selected for analysis because it has a relatively large genome, a small chromosome number
(2n=14), meta-polycentric chromosomes, and a large number of different satellite DNA families.
Therefore, we wanted to investigate the size distribution of satellite DNA families and their possible
correlation. A total of 11 satellite DNA families were analyzed, all representing at least 0.1% of the
genome. Unexpectedly, two patterns of array size distribution were found. Only 2 of the 11 families
analyzed appeared to consist  mainly of long arrays, while the remaining satellite DNA families
contained mainly short arrays (< 5kb). To investigate the possible association between the different
satellite DNA families, the 10kb neighborhood on either side of each satellite array was examined.
In the case of the satellite DNA arrays belonging to the long array group, the arrays were mostly
surrounded by satellite DNA arrays of the same family due to breaks in the otherwise long arrays.
However, for the other groups of satellites, frequent association with LTR Ogre retrotransposons
was observed. Based on a subsequent neighborhood analysis of the satellite arrays associated with
Ogre elements, which revealed an accurate and expected arrangement of protein domain spacing
and orientations, we concluded that these short arrays are embedded in the Ogre retrotransposons.
Furthermore, the results of the FISH experiments showed that the extended satellite arrays were
located in the primary constrictions of the chromosomes.  This suggests that  the Ogre elements
facilitate the movement of the short arrays, while the pericentromeres might promote the expansion
of the satellite arrays. Furthermore, these results prove that unassembled long reads can be reliably
used to study repetitive DNA.

In  contrast  to  the  extended  homogeneous  satellites  of  the  pericentromeric  and  subtelomeric
heterochromatin of  L. sativus, the heterochromatin bands of holocentric  Cuscuta europaea were
known to have a complex structure containing the CUS-TR24 satellite, simple sequence repeats
(SSR),  and  other  repetitive  elements.  In  addition,  the  heterochromatic  bands  were  known  to
accumulate CENH3. Inspired by these unusual features in Chapter II, we set out to investigate the
content and long-range organization of the heterochromatic bands. Nanopore sequencing yielded
ultralong reads, and inspection of these reads using self-similarity dot plots revealed a complex
structure  of  heterochromatin.  A  composite  repeat  structure  of  CUS-TR24  arrays  regularly
interspersed  with  SSR  and  a  transposable  element  prompted  us  to  analyze  the  array  size
distributions of the different components and assess their association with the same pipeline as in
the previous chapter. It was found that the CUS-TR24 arrays are mostly short (< 10kb), but apart
from that, there seem to be two types of array termination. A larger portion of the CUS-TR24 arrays
is a multiple of the consensus monomer, while the other portion appears to be terminated by a
truncated monomer of ~120bp. A 10kb window neighborhood analysis revealed that 40% of the
CUS-TR24  arrays  are  terminated  by  SSR,  leading  to  termination  of  arrays  with  a  truncated
monomer. 20% of CUS-TR24 arrays were terminated by transposable elements identified as LINE
retrotransposons belonging to the L1- CS lineage. While three lineages of LINEs were identified in
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the  C. europaea genome, only L1- CS was identified to specifically target CUS-TR24, while the
remaining elements were found scattered throughout the genome. The insertion sites of LINEs were
mapped to specific  positions  within the  CUS-TR24 monomer,  suggesting  a  possible  nucleotide
sequence-specific  targeting  of  the  insertion.  Considering  all  these  results,  we  propose  an
explanation for the origin of this pattern in which the CUS-TR24 monomer played a central role in
providing  seed  sequences  for  SSR  expansion  and  targeted  insertion  of  the  L1-  CS  LINE
retrotransposon.

Rhynchospora  pubera was  the  first  holocentric  species  to  have  centromeric  repeats  identified,
which were the Tyba satellite, a centromeric retrotransposon, and two other unidentified mobile
elements. However, there was no information on the array sizes or the organisation of these repeats
in the genome and in relation to each other. Therefore, we focused on the evolutionary dynamics of
these centromeric repeats in Chapter III. Chromosome-scale genome assembly of R. pubera was
performed along with two other holocentric and a closely related monocentric species to compare
their  genomes  and  potentially  identify  the  changes  in  the  transition  from  monocentricity  to
holocentricity.  In  addition,  R.  pubera was  found  to  be  an  autooctoploid  due  to  two  genome
duplications, providing a unique opportunity to study Tyba polymorphisms as well as differences in
CENH3 deposition in four paralogous copies of the genome. The paralogous regions were identified
as such based on the presence of two paralogous genes on either side of a CENH3 region. Most
paralogous loci were found to be unaltered with respect to the presence of Tyba arrays or CENH3
deposits. However, some paralogous loci showed an increase in CENH3 deposition associated with
the acquisition of a new Tyba array. Similar to L. sativus, where Ogre elements carry short arrays of
tandem repeats, a Helitron DNA transposon insertion was frequently found to cause the emergence
of new Tyba arrays. This suggests that the Helitron aids in the spread of Tyba. Loss of CENH3 loci
in the four paralogous regions was also detected, mainly due to complete removal or degradation of
the underlying Tyba arrays. These results suggest a clear link between CENH3 deposition and the
Tyba  satellite.  Nevertheless,  the  question  remains  whether  the  transition  to  holocentricity  was
caused by the spread of Tyba to new loci, possibly due to Helitron activity, or whether the transition
to holocentricity preceded the spread of Tyba and provided an environment favourable for Tyba
accumulation.
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Chapter I

Characterization  of  repeat  arrays  in  ultra-long  nanopore  reads  reveals
frequent  origin  of  satellite  DNA from  retrotransposon-derived  tandem
repeats.
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SUMMARY

Amplification of monomer sequences into long contiguous arrays is the main feature distinguishing satellite

DNA from other tandem repeats, yet it is also the main obstacle in its investigation because these arrays

are in principle difficult to assemble. Here we explore an alternative, assembly-free approach that utilizes

ultra-long Oxford Nanopore reads to infer the length distribution of satellite repeat arrays, their association

with other repeats and the prevailing sequence periodicities. Using the satellite DNA-rich legume plant

Lathyrus sativus as a model, we demonstrated this approach by analyzing 11 major satellite repeats using a

set of nanopore reads ranging from 30 to over 200 kb in length and representing 0.733 genome coverage.

We found surprising differences between the analyzed repeats because only two of them were predomi-

nantly organized in long arrays typical for satellite DNA. The remaining nine satellites were found to be

derived from short tandem arrays located within LTR-retrotransposons that occasionally expanded in

length. While the corresponding LTR-retrotransposons were dispersed across the genome, this array expan-

sion occurred mainly in the primary constrictions of the L. sativus chromosomes, which suggests that these

genome regions are favourable for satellite DNA accumulation.

Keywords: satellite DNA, Lathyrus sativus, long-range organization, sequence evolution, nanopore sequenc-

ing, centromeres, heterochromatin, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), technical advance.

INTRODUCTION

Satellite DNA (satDNA) is a class of highly repeated geno-

mic sequences characterized by its occurrence in long

arrays of almost identical, tandemly arranged units called

monomers. It is ubiquitous in animal and plant genomes,

where it can make up to 36% or 18 Gbp/1C of nuclear DNA

(Ambro�zov�a et al., 2010). The monomer sequences are typ-

ically hundreds of nucleotides long, although they can be

as short as simple sequence repeats (<10 bp) (Heckmann

et al., 2013) or reach over 5 kb (Gong et al., 2012). Thus,

satDNA is best distinguished from other tandem repeats

like micro- or minisatellites by forming much longer arrays

(tens of kilobases up to megabases) that often constitute

blocks of chromatin with specific structural and epigenetic

properties (Garrido-Ramos, 2017). This genomic organiza-

tion and skewed base composition have played a crucial

role in satDNA discovery in the form of additional

(satellite) bands observed in density gradient centrifuga-

tion analyses of genomic DNA (Kit, 1961). Thanks to a

number of studies in diverse groups of organisms, the ini-

tial view of satellite DNA as genomic ‘junk’ has gradually

shifted to an appreciation of its roles in chromosome orga-

nization, replication and segregation, gene expression, dis-

ease phenotypes and reproductive isolation between

species (reviewed in Plohl et al., 2014; Garrido-Ramos,

2015, 2017; Hartley et al., 2019). Despite this progress,

there are still serious limitations in our understanding of

the biology of satDNA, especially with respect to the

molecular mechanisms underlying its evolution and turn-

over in the genome.

Although the presence of satDNA is a general feature of

eukaryotic genomes, its sequence composition is highly

variable. Most satellite repeat families are specific to a
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single genus or even a species (Macas et al., 2002), which

makes satDNA the most dynamic component of the gen-

ome. A theoretical framework for understanding satDNA

evolution was laid using computer simulations (reviewed

in Elder and Turner, 1995). For example, the computer

models demonstrated the emergence of tandem repeats

from random non-repetitive sequences by a joint action of

unequal recombination and mutation (Smith, 1976), pre-

dicted satDNA accumulation in genome regions with sup-

pressed meiotic recombination (Stephan, 1986) and

evaluated possible impacts of natural selection (Stephan

and Cho, 1994). It was also revealed that recombination-

based processes alone cannot account for the persistence

of satDNA in the genome, which implied that additional

amplification mechanisms need to be involved (Walsh,

1987). These models are of great value because, in addition

to predicting conditions that can lead to satDNA origin,

they provide testable predictions regarding tandem repeat

homogenization patterns, the emergence of higher order

repeats (HORs) and the gradual elimination of satDNA

from the genome. However, their utilization and further

development have been hampered by the lack of genome

sequencing data revealing the long-range organization and

sequence variation within satDNA arrays that were needed

to test their predictions.

A parallel line of research has focused on elucidating

satDNA evolution using molecular and cytogenetic meth-

ods. These studies confirmed that satellite repeats can be

generated by tandem amplification of various genomic

sequences, for example, parts of dispersed repeats within

potato centromeres (Gong et al., 2012) or a single-copy

intronic sequence in primates (Valeri et al., 2018). An addi-

tional putative mechanism of satellite repeat origin was

revealed in DNA replication studies, which showed that

repair of static replication forks leads to the generation of

tandem repeat arrays (Kuzminov, 2016). SatDNA can also

originate by expansion of existing short tandem repeat

arrays present within rDNA spacers (Macas et al., 2003)

and in hypervariable regions of LTR retrotransposons

(Macas et al., 2009). Moreover, there may be additional

links between the structure or transpositional activity of

mobile elements and satDNA evolution (Me�strovi�c et al.,

2015; McGurk and Barbash, 2018). Once amplified, satel-

lite repeats usually undergo a fast sequence homogeniza-

tion within each family, resulting in high similarities of

monomers within and between different arrays. This pro-

cess is termed concerted evolution (Elder and Turner,

1995) and is supposed to employ various molecular mech-

anisms, such as gene conversion (Schindelhauer and Sch-

warz, 2002), segmental duplication (Ma and Jackson,

2006) and rolling-circle amplification of extrachromosomal

circular DNA (Cohen et al., 2005; Navr�atilov�a et al., 2008).

However, little evidence has been gathered thus far to

evaluate real importance of these mechanisms for satDNA

evolution. Since each of these mechanisms leaves specific

molecular footprints, this question can be tackled by

searching for these patterns within satellite sequences.

However, obtaining such sequence data from a wide

range of species has long been a limiting factor in satDNA

investigation.

The introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS)

technologies (Metzker, 2009) marked a new era in genome

research, including the characterization of repetitive DNA

(Weiss-Schneeweiss et al., 2015). Although the adoption

of short-read technologies like Illumina resulted in a

boom of genome assembly projects, such assemblies are

of limited use for satDNA investigation because they

exclude repeat-rich regions that cannot be efficiently

resolved with the short reads (Peona et al., 2018). On the

other hand, the short-read data are successfully utilized

by bioinformatic pipelines specifically tailored to the iden-

tification of satellite repeats employing assembly-free

algorithms (Nov�ak et al., 2010; Ruiz-Ruano et al., 2016;

Nov�ak et al., 2017). Although these approaches proved to

be efficient in satDNA identification and revealed a sur-

prising diversity of satellite repeat families in some plant

and animal species (Macas et al., 2015; Ruiz-Ruano et al.,

2016; �Avila Robledillo et al., 2018), they, in principle,

could not provide much insight into their large-scale

arrangement in the genome. In this respect, the real

breakthrough was recently made by the so-called long-

read sequencing technologies that include the Pacific Bio-

sciences and Oxford Nanopore platforms. Especially the

latter has, due to its principle of reading the sequence

directly from a native DNA strand during its passage

through a molecular pore, a great potential to generate

“ultra-long” reads reaching up to one megabase (van Dijk

et al., 2018). Different strategies utilizing such long reads

for satDNA investigation can be envisioned. First, they

can be combined with other genome sequencing and

mapping data to generate hybrid assemblies in which

satellite arrays are faithfully represented and then ana-

lyzed. This approach has already been successfully used

for assembling satellite-rich centromere of the human

chromosome Y (Jain et al., 2018) and for analyzing

homogenization patterns of satellites in Drosophila mela-

nogaster (Khost et al., 2017). Alternatively, it should be

possible to infer various features of satellite repeats by

analyzing repeat arrays or their parts present in individual

nanopore reads. Since only a few attempts have been

made to adopt this strategy (Cechova and Harris, 2018) it

has yet to be fully explored, which is the subject of the

present study.

In this work, we aimed to characterize the basic proper-

ties of satellite repeat arrays in a genome-wide manner by

employing bioinformatic analyses of long nanopore reads.

As the model for this study, we selected the grass pea

(Lathyrus sativus L.), a legume plant with a relatively large
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genome (6.52 Gbp/C) and a small number of chromosomes

(2n = 14) which are amenable to cytogenetic experiments.

The chromosomes have extended primary constrictions

with multiple domains of centromeric chromatin

(meta-polycentric chromosomes) (Neumann et al., 2015;

Neumann et al., 2016) and well distinguishable heterochro-

matin bands indicative of the presence of satellite DNA.

Indeed, repetitive DNA characterization from low-pass gen-

ome sequencing data revealed that the L. sativus genome

is exceptionally rich in tandem repeats that include 23

putative satDNA families, which combined represent 10.7%

of the genome (Macas et al., 2015). Focusing on the frac-

tion of the most abundant repeats, we developed a work-

flow for their detection in nanopore reads and subsequent

evaluation of the size distributions of their arrays, their

sequence homogenization patterns and their interspersion

with other repetitive sequences. This work revealed sur-

prising differences of the array properties between the ana-

lyzed repeats, which allowed their classification into two

groups that differed in origin and amplification patterns in

the genome.

RESULTS

For the present study, we chose a set of 16 putative satel-

lites with estimated genome proportions exceeding a

threshold of 0.1% and reaching up to 2.6% of the

L. sativus genome (Table 1). These sequences were

selected as the most abundant from a broader set of 23

tandem repeats that were previously identified in

L. sativus using graph-based clustering of Illumina reads

(Macas et al., 2015). The clusters selected from this study

were further analyzed using the TAREAN pipeline (Nov�ak

et al., 2017), which confirmed their annotation as satellite

repeats and reconstructed consensus sequences of their

monomers (Data S1). The monomers were 32–660 bp

long and varied in their AT/GC content (46.3–76.6% AT).

Mutual sequence similarities were detected between

some of the monomers, which suggested that they repre-

sented variants (sub-families) of the same repeat family

(Figure S1). These included three variants of the satellite

families FabTR-51 and FabTR-53 and two variants of

FabTR-52 (Table 1). Except for the FabTR-52 sequences,

which were found to be up to 96% identical to the repeat

pLsat described by (Ceccarelli et al., 2010), none of the

satellites showed similarities to sequences in public

sequence databases. We assembled a reference database

of consensus sequences and additional sequence variants

of all selected satellite repeats to be used for similarity-

based detection of these sequences in the nanopore

reads. The reference sequences were put into the same

orientation to allow for evaluation of the orientation of

the arrays in the nanopore reads.

We conducted two sequencing runs on the Oxford

Nanopore MinION device utilizing independent libraries

prepared from partially fragmented genomic DNA using a

1D ligation sequencing kit (SQK-LSK109). The two runs

resulted in similar size distributions of the reads (Figure S2,

panel a) and combined produced a total of 8.96 Gbp of

raw read data. Following quality filtering, the reads shorter

than 30 kb were discarded because we aimed to analyze

only a fraction of the longest reads. The remaining 78 563

reads ranging from 30 to 348 kb in length (N50 = 67 kb)

Table 1 Characteristics of the investigated satellite repeats

Satellite family Monomer [bp] AT [%]
Genomic abundance

FISH probe
Subfamily [%] [Mbp/1C]

FabTR-2 49 71.4 1.700 110.8 LASm3H1
FabTR-51 3.101 202.2

FabTR-51-LAS-A 80 46.3 2.500 163.0 LASm1H1
FabTR-51-LAS-B 79 51.9 0.560 36.5 LasTR6_H1
FabTR-51-LAS-C 118 50.0 0.041 2.7

FabTR-52 2.019 131.6
FabTR-52-LAS-A 55 47.3 2.000 130.4 LASm2H1
FabTR-52-LAS-B 32 50.0 0.019 1.2

FabTR-53 2.600 169.5 c1644 + c1645
FabTR-53-LAS-A 660 76.6 n.d.
FabTR-53-LAS-B 368 76.4 n.d.
FabTR-53-LAS-C 565 75.9 n.d.

FabTR-54 104 51.0 0.840 54.8 LasTR5_H1
FabTR-55 78 55.1 0.480 31.3 LasTR7_H1
FabTR-56 46 60.9 0.250 16.3 LasTR8_H1
FabTR-57 61 65.6 0.130 8.5 LasTR9_H1
FabTR-58 86 59.3 0.140 9.1 LasTR10_H1
FabTR-59 131 49.6 0.110 7.2 LasTR11_H1
FabTR-60 86 52.3 0.110 7.2 LasTR12_H1
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provided a total of 4.78 Gbp of sequence data, which corre-

sponded to 0.739 coverage of the L. sativus genome.

Detection of the satellite arrays in nanopore reads

revealed repeats with contrasting array length

distributions

The strategy for analyzing the length distribution of the

satellite repeat arrays in the genome using nanopore reads

is schematically depicted in Figure 1. The satellite arrays in

the nanopore reads were identified by similarity searches

against the reference database employing the LASTZ pro-

gram (Harris, 2007). Using a set of nanopore reads with

known repeat compositions, we first optimized the LASTZ

parameters towards high sensitivity and specificity. Under

these conditions, the satDNA arrays within nanopore reads

typically produced a series of short overlapping similarity

hits that were filtered and parsed with custom scripts to

detect the contiguous repeat regions longer than 300 bp.

Then, the positions and orientations of the detected

repeats were recorded, while distinguishing whether they

were complete or truncated by the read end. In the latter

case, the recorded array length was actually an underesti-

mation of the real size.

When the above analyses were applied to the whole set

of nanopore reads, the detected array lengths were pooled

for each satellite repeat, and their distributions were

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the analysis

strategy. (a) Nanopore read (grey bar) containing

arrays of satellites A (orange) and B (green). The ori-

entations of the arrays with respect to sequences in

the reference database are indicated. (b) LASTZ

search against the reference database results in

similarity hits (displayed as arrows showing their

orientation, with colours distinguishing satellite

sequences) that are quality-filtered to remove non-

specific hits (c). The filtered hits are used to identify

the satellite arrays as regions of specified minimal

length that are covered by overlapping hits to the

same repeat (d). The positions of these regions are

recorded in the form of coded reads where the

sequences are replaced by satellite codes and array

orientations are distinguished using uppercase and

lowercase characters (e). The coded reads are then

used for various downstream analyses. (f) Array

lengths are extracted and analyzed regardless of

orientation of the arrays but while distinguishing

the complete and truncated arrays (here it is shown

for satellite A). (g) Analysis of the sequences adja-

cent to the satellite arrays includes 10 kb regions

upstream (�) and downstream (+) of the array. This

analysis is performed with respect to the array ori-

entation (compare the positions of upstream and

downstream regions for arrays in forward (A1, A3)

versus reverse orientation (A2)).
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visualized as weighted histograms with a bin size of 5 kb,

distinguishing complete and truncated satellite arrays

(Figure 2). This type of visualization accounts for the total

lengths of the satellite sequences that occur in the genome

as arrays of the lengths specified by the bins. Alternatively,

the array size distributions were also plotted as histograms

of their counts (Figure S3). As a control for the satellite

repeats, we also analyzed the length distribution of 45S

rDNA sequences, which typically form long arrays of tan-

demly repeated units (Copenhaver and Pikaard, 1996).

Indeed, the plots revealed that most of the 45S rDNA

repeats were detected as long arrays ranging up to

>120 kb. A similar pattern was expected for the satellite

repeats; however, it was found for only two of them,

FabTR-2 and FabTR-53 (Figure 2a). Both of these repeats

were almost exclusively present as long arrays that

extended beyond the lengths of most of the reads. To ver-

ify these results, we analyzed randomly selected reads

using sequence self-similarity dot-plots, which confirmed

that most of the arrays spanned entire reads or were trun-

cated at only one of their ends (Figure S4a,e). However, all

nine remaining satellites generated very different array

length distribution profiles that consisted of relatively large

numbers of short (<5 kb) arrays and comparatively fewer

longer arrays (Figure 2b; Figure S3b). The proportions of

these two size classes differed between the satellites, for

example, while for FabTR-58, most of the arrays (98%)

were short and only a few were expanded over 5 kb,

FabTR-51 displayed a gradient of sizes from <5 to 174 kb.

To check whether these profiles could have partially been

due to differences in the lengths of the reads containing

these satellites, we also analyzed their size distributions.

However, the read length distributions were similar

between the different repeats, and there was no bias

towards shorter read lengths (Figure S2, panel b). Thus,

we concluded that nine of 11 analyzed satellites occurred

in the L. sativus genome predominantly as short tandem

arrays, and only a fraction of them expanded to form long

arrays typical of satellite DNA. This conclusion was also

confirmed by the dot-plot analyses of the individual reads,

which revealed reads carrying short or intermediate-sized

arrays and a few expanded ones (Figure S4i–n).

Analysis of genomic sequences adjacent to the satellite

arrays identified a group of satellites that originated from

LTR-retrotransposons

Next, we were interested in whether the investigated satel-

lites were frequently associated in the genome with each

other or with other types of repetitive DNA. Using a refer-

ence database for the different lineages of LTR-retrotrans-

posons, DNA transposons, rDNA and telomeric repeats

compiled from L. sativus repeated sequences identified in

our previous study (Macas et al., 2015), we detected these

repeats in the nanopore reads using LASTZ along with the

analyzed satellites. Their occurrences were then analyzed

within 10-kb regions directly adjacent to each satellite

repeat array, and the frequencies at which they were asso-

ciated with individual satDNA families were plotted with

respect to the oriented repeat arrays (Figure 3). When per-

formed for the control 45S rDNA, this analysis revealed

that they were mostly surrounded by arrays of the same

sequences oriented in the same direction. This pattern

emerged due to short interruptions of otherwise longer

arrays. Similar results were found for FabTR-2 and FabTR-

53 (Figure 3a) which also formed long arrays in the gen-

ome. Notably, the adjacent regions could be analyzed for

only 33 and 35% of the FabTR-2 and FabTR-53 arrays,

respectively, because these repeats mostly spanned entire

reads. Substantially different profiles were obtained for the

remaining nine satellites (Figure 3b), revealing their fre-

quent association with Ogre LTR-retrotransposons. No

other repeats were detected at similar frequencies, except

for unclassified LTR-retrotransposons that probably repre-

sented less-conserved Ogre sequences. At a much smaller

frequency (~0.1), the FabTR-54 repeat was found to be

adjacent to the FabTR-56 satellite arrays. Based on its posi-

tion and size in relation to FabTR-56, the detected pattern

corresponded to short FabTR-54 arrays attached to FabTR-

56 in a direction-specific manner. Inspection of the individ-

ual reads confirmed that short arrays of these satellites

occurred together in a part of the reads (Figure S4l). A

peculiar pattern was revealed for FabTR-58 that consisted

of a series of peaks that suggested interlacing FabTR-58

and Ogre sequences at fixed intervals (Figure 3). This pat-

tern was found to be due to occurrence of complex arrays

consisting of multiple short arrays of FabTR-58 arranged in

the same orientation and embedded into Ogre sequences

(Figure S4q). Upon closer inspection, this organization was

found in numerous reads.

Ogre elements represent a distinct phylogenetic lineage

of Ty3/gypsy LTR-retrotransposons (Neumann et al., 2019)

that were amplified to high copy numbers in some plant

species including L. sativus. Because they comprise 45% of

the L. sativus genome (Macas et al., 2015), the frequent

association of Ogres with short array satellites could sim-

ply be due to their random interspersion. However, we

noticed from the structural analysis of the reads that these

short arrays were often surrounded by two direct repeats,

which is a feature typical of LTR-retrotransposons. This

finding could mean that the arrays are actually embedded

within the Ogre elements and were not only frequently

adjacent to them by chance. To test this hypothesis, we

performed an additional analysis of the array neighbour-

hoods, but this time, we specifically detected parts of the

Ogre sequences coding for the retroelement protein

domains GAG, protease (PROT), reverse transcriptase (RT),

RNase H (RH), archeal RNase H (aRH) and integrase (INT).

If the association of Ogre sequences with the satellite
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Figure 2. Length distributions of the satellite repeat arrays. The lengths of the arrays detected in the nanopore reads are displayed as weighted histograms with

a bin size of 5 kb; the last bin includes all arrays longer than 120 kb. The arrays that were completely embedded within the reads (red bars) are distinguished

from those that were truncated by their positions at the ends of the reads (blue bars). Due to the array truncation, the latter values are actually underestimations

of the real lengths of the corresponding genomic arrays and should be considered as lower bounds of the respective array lengths. Tandem repeats forming

long arrays are shown in panel (a), while the remaining repeats forming predominantly short arrays are in panel (b).
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Figure 3. Sequence composition of the genomic regions adjacent to the satellite repeat arrays. The plots show the proportions of repetitive sequences identified

within 10 kb regions upstream (positions �1 to �10 000) and downstream (1 to 10 000) of the arrays of individual satellites (the array positions are marked by

vertical lines, and the plots are related to the forward-oriented arrays). Only the repeats detected in proportions exceeding 0.05 are plotted (coloured lines). The

black lines represent the same satellite as examined. Tandem repeats forming long arrays are shown in panel (a), while the remaining repeats forming predomi-

nantly short arrays are in panel (b).
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arrays was random, these domains would be detected at

various distances and orientations with respect to the

arrays. In contrast, finding them in a fixed arrangement

would confirm that the tandem arrays were in fact parts of

the Ogre elements and occurred there in specific positions.

As evident from Figure 4(a), that latter explanation was

confirmed for all nine satellites. We found that their arrays

occurred downstream of the Ogre gag-pol region including

the LTR-retrotransposon protein coding domains in the

expected order and orientation (see the element structure

in Figure 4b). In two cases (FabTR-54 and 57), some protein

domains were not detected, and major peaks corre-

sponded to the GAG domain which was relatively close to

the tandem arrays. These patterns were explained by the

frequent occurrence of these tandem arrays in non-au-

tonomous elements lacking their pol regions due to large

deletions. In approximately half of the satellites (e.g.,

FabTR-51 and 52), we detected additional smaller peaks

corresponding to the domains in both orientations located

approximately 7–10 kb from the arrays. Further investiga-

tion revealed that these peaks represented Ogre elements

that were inserted into the expanded arrays of correspond-

ing satellites (Figure S4k). Consequently, they were

detected only in satellites such as FabTR-51 and 52 in

which the proportions of expanded arrays were relatively

large and not FabTR-58 in which the expanded arrays were

almost absent.

The finding that the nine satellite sequences are also

present as short tandem arrays within Ogre elements can

be explained by either of the two principally different sce-

narios: (1) the long satellite arrays originated by expansion

of tandem sequences originally present only within Ogre

elements, or (2) the long satellite arrays are ancestral and

unrelated to Ogre sequences but their fragments were cap-

tured by some element copies and subsequently dispersed

in the genome along with the element amplification.

Although the array size distributions (Figure 2b; Figure S3b)

suggest gradual expansion of the arrays from their short

precursors and thus support the first scenario, we set to

further investigate this question employing an alternative,

phylogeny-based approach. Using the repeat sequencing

and annotation data generated previously for a group of

Fabeae species (Macas et al., 2015), we tested the presence

of these satellite sequences in two related Lathyrus spe-

cies, L. vernus and L. latifolius. No similarity hits to repeat

clusters annotated as satellite repeats were detected, thus

revealing that these sequences occur as amplified satellite

DNA only in L. sativus. However, significant similarity hits

to clusters annotated as Ogre elements or putative LTR-

retrotransposons were found for three of the tested

repeats, FabTR-54, FabTR-55 and FabTR-57 in both species

(Table S1). Detailed inspection of these clusters confirmed

their annotation and revealed that all of them also included

tandem subrepeats, some of which matched the query

sequences. Thus, at least for these three repeats it was

demonstrated that while the elements carrying their short

arrays occur in all three Lathyrus species, the correspond-

ing satellite repeats were detected in L. sativus only, thus

supporting the model of satellite DNA evolution from the

tandem subrepeats within Ogre sequences.

Satellites with mostly expanded arrays show higher

variation in their sequence periodicities

The identification of large numbers of satellite arrays in the

nanopore reads provided sequence data for investigating

the conservation of monomer lengths and the eventual

occurrence of additional monomer length variants and

HORs. To this purpose we designed a computational pipe-

line that extracted all satellite arrays longer than 30 kb and

subjected them to a periodicity analysis using the fast

Fourier transform algorithm (Venables and Ripley, 2002).

The analysis revealed the prevailing monomer sizes and

eventual additional periodicities in the tandem repeat

arrays as periodicity spectra containing peaks at positions

corresponding to the lengths of the tandemly repeated

units. These periodicity spectra were averaged for all

arrays of the same satellite (Figure 5) or plotted separately

for the individual arrays to explore the periodicity varia-

tions (Figure S5). As an alternative approach, we also

visualized the array periodicities using nucleotide auto-

correlation functions (Herzel et al., 1999; Macas et al.,

2006). In selected cases, we verified the periodicity pat-

terns within arrays using dot-plot analyses (Figure S4b–d
and f,h).

As expected, the periodicity spectra of all satellites con-

tained peaks corresponding to their monomer lengths (Fig-

ure 5 and Table 1). In the nine Ogre-derived satellite

repeats, the monomer periods were the longest detected.

There were only a few additional peaks detected with

shorter periods that corresponded to higher harmonics

(see Experimental procedures) or possibly reflected short

subrepeats or underlying single-base periodicities. In con-

trast, FabTR-2 and FabTR-53 repeats, which occur in the

genome as the expanded arrays, displayed more periodic-

ity variations. Various HORs that probably originated from

multimers of the 49 bp consensus were detected in the

FabTR-2 arrays. Closer examination of the individual arrays

revealed that the multiple peaks evident in the averaged

periodicity spectrum (Figure 5) originated as combinations

of several simpler HOR patterns that differed between indi-

vidual satellite arrays (Figure S5). In FabTR-53, the HORs

were not detected, but a number of shorter periodicities

were revealed, which suggests that the current monomers

of 660, 368 and 565 bp (sub-families A, B and C, respec-

tively) actually originated as HORs of shorter units that are

represented by the peaks on the left from the monomer

peaks (Figure 5). An additional analysis using autocorrela-

tion functions generally agreed with the fast Fourier
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Figure 4. Detection of the Ogre sequences coding for the retrotransposon conserved protein domains in the genomic regions adjacent to the satellite repeat arrays.

(a) The plots show the proportions of similarity hits from the individual domains and their orientation with respect to the forward-oriented satellite arrays. (b) A

schematic representation of the Ogre element with the positions of the protein domains and short tandem repeats downstream of the coding region.
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Figure 5. Periodicity spectra revealed by the fast

Fourier transform analysis of the satellite repeat

arrays. Each spectrum is an average of the spectra

calculated for the individual arrays longer than

30 kb of the same satellite family or subfamily. The

numbers of arrays used for the calculations are in

parentheses. The peaks corresponding to the

monomer lengths listed in Table 1 are marked with

red asterisks. The peaks in the FabTR-2 spectrum

corresponding to higher-order repeats are indicated

by the horizontal line.
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transform approach and confirmed the high variabilities in

FabTR-2 and FabTR-53 (Figure S5).

Array expansion of the retrotransposon-derived satellites

occurred preferentially in the pericentromeric regions of

L. sativus chromosomes

To complement the analysis of satellite arrays with the

information about their genomic distribution, we per-

formed their detection on metaphase chromosomes using

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (Figure 6).

Labelled oligonucleotides corresponding to the most con-

served parts of the monomer sequences were used as

hybridization probes in all cases except for FabTR-53 for

which a mix of two cloned probes was used instead due to

its relatively long monomers (Table 1 and Data S2).

Although each satellite probe generated a different label-

ling pattern, most of them were located within the primary

constrictions. The exception was FabTR-53, which pro-

duced strong hybridization signals that overlapped with

most of the subtelomeric heterochromatin bands (Fig-

ure 6a). The other distinct pattern was revealed for FabTR-

2, which produced a series of dots along the periphery of

the primary constrictions on all chromosomes (Figure 6b).

This pattern was identical to that obtained using an anti-

body to centromeric histone variant CenH3 (Neumann

et al., 2015; Neumann et al., 2016), which suggests that

FabTR-2 is the centromeric satellite. The remaining nine

probes corresponding to Ogre-derived satellites mostly

produced bands at various parts of primary constrictions

(Figure 6c–f; Figure S6). For example, the bands of FabTR-

54 occurred within or close to the primary constrictions of

all chromosomes and produced a labelling pattern which,

together with the chromosome morphology, allowed us to

distinguish all chromosome types within the L. sativus

karyotype (Figure 6c). A peculiar pattern was generated by

the FabTR-51-LAS-A subfamily probe, which painted whole

primary constrictions of one pair of chromosomes (chro-

mosome 1, Figure 6d); a similar pattern was produced by

the FabTR-52-LAS-A probe, but it labelled the entire pri-

mary constrictions of a different pair (chromosome 7, Fig-

ure 6e).

Although the FISH signals of the Ogre-derived satellites

were supposed to originate from their expanded and

sequence-homogenized arrays, we had to consider the

possibility that the probes had also cross-hybridized to the

short repeat arrays within the elements; therefore these

FISH patterns may have reflected the genome distribution

of Ogre elements. Thus, we investigated the Ogre distribu-

tion in the L. sativus genome using a probe designed from

the major sequence variant of the integrase coding domain

of the elements carrying the satellite repeats (see the ele-

ment scheme in Figure 4b). The probe produced signals

dispersed along the whole chromosomes that differed

from the locations of the bands in the primary

constrictions revealed by the satellite repeat probes (Fig-

ure 6g–i). Thus, these results confirmed that, while the

Ogre elements carrying short tandem repeat arrays were

dispersed throughout the genome, these arrays expanded

and gave rise to long satellite arrays only within the pri-

mary constrictions.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we demonstrated that the detection and anal-

ysis of satellite repeat arrays in the bulk of individual nano-

pore reads is an efficient method to characterize satellite

DNA properties in a genome-wide manner. This is an addi-

tion to an emerging toolbox of approaches utilizing long

sequence reads for investigating satellite DNA in complex

eukaryotic genomes. Currently, these approaches have pri-

marily been based on generating improved assemblies of

satellite-rich regions and their subsequent analyses (Weis-

sensteiner et al., 2017; Jain et al., 2018). Alternatively,

satellite array length variation was analyzed using the long

reads aligned to the reference genome (Mitsuhashi et al.,

2019) or by detecting a single specific satellite locus in the

reads (Roeck et al., 2018). Compared to these approaches,

our strategy does not distinguish individual satDNA arrays

in the genome. Instead, our approach applies statistics to

partial information gathered from individual reads to infer

the general properties of the investigated repeats. As such,

this approach can analyze any number of different satellite

repeats simultaneously and without the need for a refer-

ence genome. However, the inability to specifically address

individual repeat loci in the genome may be considered a

limitation of our approach. For example, we could not pre-

cisely measure the sizes of the arrays that were longer than

the analyzed reads and instead provided lower bounds of

their lengths. On the other hand, we could reliably distin-

guish tandem repeats that occurred in the genome pre-

dominantly in the form of short arrays from those forming

only long contiguous arrays and various intermediate

states between these extremes. Additionally, we could ana-

lyze the internal arrangements of the identified arrays and

characterized the sequences that frequently surrounded

the arrays in the genome. This analysis was achieved with

a sequencing coverage that was substantially lower com-

pared with that needed for genome assembly. Thus, this

approach could be of particular use when analyzing very

large genomes, genomes of multiple species in parallel or

simply whenever sequencing resources are limited. How-

ever, it could be valuable even for the genome assembly

projects as it provides information that is complementary

to that obtained from the assembly-based methods.

We found that only two of the 11 most abundant satellite

repeats occurred in the genome exclusively as long tan-

dem arrays typical of satellite DNA. Both occupied specific

genome regions, FabTR-2 was associated with centromeric

chromatin, and FabTR-53 made up subtelomeric
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heterochromatic bands on mitotic chromosomes. Both are

also present in other Fabeae species (Macas et al., 2015),

which suggests that they are phylogenetically older com-

pared with the rest of the investigated L. sativus satellites.

The other feature common to these satellites was the

occurrence of HORs that emerge when a satellite array

becomes homogenized by units longer than single mono-

mers. The factors that trigger this shift are not clear,

however, it is likely that chromatin structure plays a role in

this process by exposing only specific, regularly-spaced

parts of the array to the recombination-based homogeniza-

tion. There are examples of HORs associated with specific

types of chromatin (Henikoff et al., 2015) or chromosomal

locations (Macas et al., 2006), but data from a wider range

of species and diverse satellite repeats are needed to

provide a better insight into this phenomenon. The

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

(f)

Figure 6. Distribution of the satellite repeats on the metaphase chromosomes of Lathyrus sativus (2n = 14). (a–f) The satellites were visualized using multi-col-

our FISH, with individual probes labelled as indicated by the colour-coded descriptions. The chromosomes counterstained with DAPI are shown in grey. The

numbers in panel (c) correspond to the individual chromosomes that were distinguished using the hybridization patterns of the FabTR-54 sequences. This satel-

lite was then used for chromosome discrimination in combination with other probes. (g–i) Simultaneous detection of the Ogre integrase probe (INT) and the

satellite FabTR-52-LAS-A demonstrates the different distribution of these sequences in the genome. The probe signals and DAPI counterstaining are shown as

separate grayscale images (g–i) and a merged image (j). The arrowheads point to the primary constrictions of chromosomes 7.
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methodology presented here may be instrumental in this

task because both the fast Fourier transform and the

nucleotide autocorrelation function algorithms employed

for the periodicity analyses proved to be accurate and cap-

able of processing large volumes of sequence data pro-

vided by nanopore sequencing.

One of the key findings of this study is that the majority

of L. sativus satellites originated from short tandem

repeats present in the 30 untranslated regions (30UTRs) of

Ogre retrotransposons. These hypervariable regions made

of tandem repeats that vary in sequences and lengths of

their monomers are common in elements of the Tat lin-

eage of plant LTR-retrotransposons, including Ogres

(Macas et al., 2009; Neumann et al., 2019). These tandem

repeats were hypothesized to be generated during element

replication by illegitimate recombination or abnormal

strand transfers between two element copies that are co-

packaged in a single virus-like particle (Macas et al., 2009);

however, the exact mechanism is yet to be determined.

The same authors also documented several cases of satel-

lite repeats that likely originated by the amplification of

30UTR tandem repeats. In addition to proving this mecha-

nism by detecting various stages of the retroelement array

expansions in the nanopore reads, the present work on

L. sativus also revealed that this phenomenon can be

responsible for the emergence of many different satellites

within a species. Considering the widespread occurrence

and high copy numbers of Tat/Ogre elements in many

plant taxa (Neumann et al., 2006; Macas and Neumann,

2007; Kub�at et al., 2014; Macas et al., 2015), it can be

expected that they play a significant role in satDNA evolu-

tion by providing a template for novel satellites that

emerge by the expansion of their short tandem repeats.

Additionally, similar tandem repeats occur in other types

of mobile elements; thus, this phenomenon is possibly

even more common. For example, tandem repeats within

the DNA transposon Tetris have been reported to give rise

to a novel satellite repeat in Drosophila virilis (Dias et al.,

2014).

The other important observation presented here is that

the long arrays of all nine Ogre-derived satellites are pre-

dominantly located in the primary constrictions of meta-

phase chromosomes. This implies that these regions are

favourable for array expansion, perhaps due to specific

features of the associated chromatin. Indeed, it has been

shown that extended primary constrictions of L. sativus

carry a distinct type of chromatin that differs from the

chromosome arms by the histone phosphorylation and

methylation patterns (Neumann et al., 2016). However, it is

not clear how these chromatin features could promote the

amplification of satellite DNA. An alternative explanation

could be that the expansion of the Ogre-derived tandem

arrays occurs randomly at different genomic loci, but the

expanded arrays persist better in the constrictions

compared with the chromosome arms. Because excision

and eventual elimination of tandem repeats from chromo-

somes is facilitated by their homologous recombination

(Navr�atilov�a et al., 2008), this explanation would be sup-

ported by the absence of meiotic recombination in the

centromeric regions. The regions with suppressed recom-

bination have also been predicted as favourable for

satDNA accumulation by computer models (Stephan,

1986). These hypotheses can be tested in the future investi-

gations of properly selected species. For example, the spe-

cies known to carry chromosome regions with suppressed

meiotic recombination located apart from the centromeres

would be of particular interest. Such regions occur, for

instance, on sex chromosomes (Vyskot and Hobza, 2015),

which should allow for assessments of the effects of sup-

pressed recombination without the eventual interference

of the centromeric chromatin. In this respect, the spreading

of short tandem arrays throughout the genome by mobile

elements represents a sort of natural experiment, provid-

ing template sequences for satDNA amplification, which in

turn, could be used to identify genome and chromatin

properties favouring satDNA emergence and persistence in

the genome.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

DNA isolation and nanopore sequencing

Seeds of Lathyrus sativus were purchased from Fratelli Ingegnoli
S.p.A. (Milano, Italy, cat. no. 455). High molecular weight (HMW)
DNA was extracted from leaf nuclei isolated using a protocol
adapted from (Vershinin and Heslop-Harrison, 1998) and (Macas
et al., 2007). Five grams of young leaves were frozen in liquid
nitrogen, ground to a fine powder and incubated for 5 min in
35 ml of ice-cold H buffer (19 HB, 0.5 M sucrose, 1 mM phenyl-
methyl-sulphonylfluoride (PMSF), 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.1% (v/
v) 2-mercaptoethanol). The H buffer was prepared fresh from 109
HB stock (0.1 M Tris–HCl pH 9.4, 0.8 M KCl, 0.1 M EDTA, 40 mM

spermidine, 10 mM spermine). The homogenate was filtered
through 48 lm nylon mesh, adjusted to 35 ml volume with 19 H
buffer, and centrifuged at 200 g for 15 min at 4°C. The pelleted
nuclei were resuspended and centrifuged using the same condi-
tions after placement in 35 ml of H buffer and 15 ml of TC buffer
(50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 75 mM NaCl, 6 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM CaCl2).
The final centrifugation was performed for 5 min only, and the
nuclei were resuspended in 2 ml of TC. HMW DNA was extracted
from the pelleted nuclei using a modified CTAB protocol (Murray
and Thompson, 1980). The suspension of the nuclei was mixed
with an equal volume of 29 CTAB buffer (1.4 M NaCl, 100 mM

Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 2% CTAB, 20 mM EDTA, 0.5% (w/v) Na2S2O5, 2%
(v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol) and incubated at 50°C for 30–40 min. The
solution was extracted with chloroform: isoamylalcohol (24:1)
using MaXtractTM High Density Tubes (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
and precipitated with a 0.7 volume of isopropanol using a sterile
glass rod to collect the DNA. Following two washes in 70% etha-
nol, the DNA was dissolved in TE and treated with 2 ll of RNase
CocktailTM Enzyme Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 h at 37°C.
The DNA integrity was checked by running a 200 ng aliquot on
inverted field gel electrophoresis (FIGE Mapper, Bio-Rad, Hercules,
CA, USA). Because intact HMW DNA gave poor yields when used
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with the Oxford Nanopore Ligation Sequencing Kit, the DNA was
mildly fragmented by slowly passing the sample through a
0.3 9 12 mm syringe to get a fragment size distribution ranging
from ~30 kb to over 100 kb. Finally, the DNA was further purified
by mixing the sample with a 0.5 volume of CU and a 0.5 volume
of IR solution from the Qiagen DNeasy PowerClean Pro Clean Up
Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), centrifugation for 2 min at
24 000 g at room temperature and DNA precipitation from the
supernatant using a 2.5 volume of 96% ethanol. The DNA was dis-
solved in 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.5 and stored at 4°C.

The sequencing libraries were prepared from 3 lg of the par-
tially fragmented and purified DNA using a Ligation Sequencing
Kit SQK-LSK109 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK) fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the DNA was treated
with 2 ll of NEBNext formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)
DNA Repair Mix and 2 ll of NEBNext Ultra II End-prep enzyme
mix in a 60 ll volume that also included 3.5 ll of FFPE and 3.5 ll
of End-prep reaction buffers (New England Biolabs, Ipswisch, MA,
USA). The reaction was performed at 20°C for 5 min and 65°C for
5 min. Then, the DNA was purified using a 0.49 volume of
AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA); because
long DNA fragments caused clumping of the beads and were diffi-
cult to detach, the elution was performed with 3 mM Tris–HCl (pH
8.5) and was extended up to 40 min. Subsequent steps including
adapter ligation using NEBNext Quick T4 DNA Ligase and the
library preparation for the sequencing were performed as recom-
mended. The whole library was loaded onto FLO-MIN106 R9.4
flow cell and sequenced until the number of active pores dropped
below 40 (21–24 h). Two sequencing runs were performed, and
the acquired sequence data were first analyzed separately to
examine eventual variations. However, because the runs gener-
ated similar read length profiles and analysis results, the data
were combined for the final analysis.

Bioinformatic analysis of the nanopore reads

The raw nanopore reads were basecalled using Oxford Nanopore
basecaller Guppy (ver. 2.3.1). Quality filtering of the resulting
FastQ reads and their conversion to the FASTA format were per-
formed with BBDuk (part of the BBTools, https://jgi.doe.gov/data-
and-tools/bbtools/) run with the parameter maq = 8. Reads shorter
than 30 kb were discarded. Unless stated otherwise, all bioinfor-
matic analyses were implemented using custom Python and R
scripts and executed on a Linux-based server equipped with
64 GB RAM and 32 CPUs.

Satellite repeat sequences were detected in the nanopore reads
by similarity searches against a reference database compiled from
contigs assembled from clusters of L. sativus Illumina reads in the
frame of our previous study (Macas et al., 2015). Additionally, the
database included consensus sequences and their most abundant
sequence variants calculated from the same Illumina reads using
the TAREAN pipeline (Nov�ak et al., 2017) executed with the default
parameters and cluster merging option enabled. For each satellite,
the reference sequences in the database were placed in the same
orientation to allow for the evaluation of the orientations of the
satellite arrays in the nanopore reads. The sequence similarities
between the reads and the reference database were detected
using LASTZ (Harris, 2007). The program parameters were fine-
tuned for error-prone nanopore reads using a set of simulated and
real reads with known repeat contents while employing visual
evaluation of the reported hits using the Integrative Genomics
Viewer (Thorvaldsd�ottir et al., 2013). The LASTZ command includ-
ing the optimized parameters was “lastz nanopore_reads[multiple,
unmask] reference_database -format=general: name1,size1,start1,
length1,strand1,name2,size2,start2,length2,strand2,identity,score –

ambiguous=iupac --xdrop=10 --hspthresh=1000”. Additionally, the
hits with bit scores below 7000 and those with lengths exceeding
1.239 the length of the corresponding reference sequence were
discarded (the latter restriction was used to discard the partially
unspecific hits that spanned a region of unrelated sequence
embedded between two regions with similarities to the reference).
Because the similarity searches typically produced large numbers
of overlapping hits, they were further processed using custom
scripts to detect the coordinates of contiguous repeat regions in
the reads (Figure 1). The regions longer than 300 bp (satellite
repeats) or 500 bp (rDNA and telomeric repeats) were recorded
and further analyzed. The positions and orientations of the
detected satellites were recorded in the form of coded reads where
nucleotide sequences were replaced by characters representing
the codes for the detected repeats and their orientations, or “0”
and “X”, which denoted no detected repeats and annotation con-
flicts, respectively. In the case of the analysis of repeats other than
satellites, the reference databases were augmented for assembled
contig sequences representing the following most abundant
groups of L. sativus dispersed repeats: Ty3/gypsy/Ogre, Ty3/gypsy/
Athila, Ty3/gypsy/Chromovirus, Ty3/gypsy/other, Ty1/copia/Max-
imus, Ty1/copia/other, LTR/unclassified and DNA transposon.
These repeats were not arranged nor scored with respect to their
orientations. In cases of annotation conflicts of these repeats with
the selected satellites, they were scored with lower priority.

Detection of the retrotransposon protein coding domains in the
read sequences was performed using DANTE, which is a bioinfor-
matic tool available on the RepeatExplorer server (https://repeatex
plorer-elixir.cerit-sc.cz/) employing the LAST program (Kielbasa
et al., 2011) for similarity searches against the REXdb protein data-
base (Neumann et al., 2019). The hits were filtered to pass the fol-
lowing cutoff parameters: minimum identity = 0.3, min.
similarity = 0.4, min. alignment length = 0.7, max. interruptions
(frameshifts or stop codons) = 10, max. length proportion = 1.2,
and protein domain type = ALL. The positions of the filtered hits
were then recorded in coded reads as described above.

Analysis of the association of the satellite arrays with other repeats
was performed by summarizing the frequencies of all types of
repeats detected within 10 kb regions directly adjacent to all arrays
of the same satellite repeat family. Visual inspection of the repeat
arrangement within the individual nanopore reads using self-similar-
ity dot-plot analysis was performed using the Dotter (Sonnhammer
and Durbin, 1995) and Gepard (Krumsiek et al., 2007) programs.

Periodicity analysis was performed for the individual satellite
repeat arrays longer than 30 kb that were extracted from the nano-
pore reads and plotted for each array separately or averaged for all
arrays of the same satellite. The analysis was performed using the
fast Fourier transform algorithm (Venables and Ripley, 2002) as
implemented in R programming environment. Briefly, a nucleotide
sequence X was converted to its numerical representation X̂ where

X̂ ið Þ ¼
1 ifX ið Þ ¼ A
2 ifX ið Þ ¼ C
3 ifX ið Þ ¼ G
4 ifX ið Þ ¼ T

8>><
>>:

For the resulting sequences of integers, fast Fourier transformwas
conducted, and the frequencies f from the frequency spectra were
converted to periodicity T as:

T ¼ L

f

where L is the length of the analyzed satellite array. The analysis
reveals the lengths of monomers and other tandemly repeated
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units like HORs as peaks at the corresponding positions on the
resulting periodicity spectrum. However, it should be noted that,
while these sequence periodicities will always be represented by
peaks, some additional peaks with shorter periods could have
merely reflected higher harmonics that are present due to the
non-sine character of the numerical representation of nucleotide
sequences (Li, 1997; Sharma et al., 2004). Alternatively, periodicity
was analyzed using the autocorrelation function as implemented
in the R programming environment (McMurry and Politis, 2010).
The nucleotide sequence, X, was first converted to four numerical
representations: bXA; bXC ; bXT ; bXG where:

bXN ¼ 1 ifX ið Þ ¼ N
0 ifX ið Þ 6¼ N

�

The resulting numerical series were used to calculate the auto-
correlations with a lag ranging from 2 to 2000 nucleotides.

Chromosome preparation and fluorescence in situ

hybridization

Mitotic chromosomes were prepared from root tip meristems
synchronized using 1.18 mM hydroxyurea and 15 lM oryzalin as
described previously (Neumann et al., 2015). Synchronized root
tip meristems were fixed in a 3:1 v/v solution of methanol and
glacial acetic acid for 2 days at 4°C. Then the meristems were
washed in ice-cold water and digested in 4% cellulase (Onozuka
R10, Serva Electrophoresis, Heidelberg, Germany), 2% pectinase
and 0.4% pectolyase Y23 (both MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA,
USA) in 0.01 M citrate buffer (pH 4.5) for 90 min at 37°C. Fol-
lowing the digestion, the meristems were carefully washed in
ice-cold water and post-fixed in the 3:1 fixative solution for
1 day at 4°C. The chromosome spreads were prepared by
transferring one meristem to a glass slide, macerating it in a
drop of freshly made 3:1 fixative and placing the glass slide
over a flame as described in (Dong et al., 2000). After air-dry-
ing, the chromosome preparation were kept at �20°C until used
for FISH.

Oligonucleotide FISH probes were labelled with biotin, digoxi-
genin or rhodamine-red-X at their 5’ ends during synthesis (Inte-
grated DNA Technologies, Leuven, Belgium). They were used for
all satellite repeats except for FabTR-53, for which two genomic
clones, c1644 and c1645, were used instead. The clones were
prepared by PCR amplification of L. sativus genomic DNA using
primers LASm7c476F (50-GTTTCTTCGTCAGTAAGCCACAG-30) and
LASm7c476R (50-TGGTGATGGAGAAGAAACATATTG-30), cloning
the amplified band and sequence verification of randomly picked
clones as described (Macas et al., 2015). The same approach was
used to generate probe corresponding to the integrase coding
domain of the Ty3/gypsy Ogre elements. The PCR primers used to
amplify the prevailing variant A (clone c1825) were PN_ID914 (50-
TCTCMYTRGTGTACGGTATGGAAG-30) and PN_ID915 (50-CCTTC
RTARTTGGGAGTCCA-30). The sequences of all probes are
provided in Data S2. The clones were biotin-labelled using nick
translation (Kato et al., 2006). FISH was performed according to
(Macas et al., 2007) with hybridization and washing temperatures
adjusted to account for the AT/GC content and hybridization
stringency while allowing for 10–20% mismatches. The slides
were counterstained with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI),
mounted in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA, USA) and examined using a Zeiss AxioImager.Z2
microscope with an Axiocam 506 mono camera. The images were
captured and processed using ZEN pro 2012 software (Carl Zeiss
GmbH).
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Supplementary Fig. S1. Dot-plot sequence similarity comparison of consensus monomer sequences. 
The sequences are separated by green lines and their similarities exceeding 40% over a 100 bp sliding 
window are displayed as black dots or diagonal lines. 
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Supplementary Fig. S2. Length distributions of nanopore reads displayed as weighted 
histograms with bin size of 5 kb, with the last bin including all reads longer than 120 kb. 
(A) Length distributions of raw reads from two sequencing runs and the final set of quality-
filtered and size-selected (>30kb) reads used for analysis. (B) Length distributions of 
nanopore reads containing rDNA and satellite repeats.
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Supplementary Fig. S3. Length distributions of satellite repeat arrays displayed as histograms with bin size 
of 5 kb, with the last bin including all arrays longer than 120 kb. Arrays which were completely embedded 
within the reads (red bars) are distinguished from those truncated due to their positions at the ends of the 
reads (blue bars). Tandem repeats forming long arrays are shown in panel A, while the remaining repeats 
forming predominantly short arrays are in panel B.
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Supplementary Fig. S4 A-D. Self-similarity dot-plot visualization of FabTR-2 arrays. Tandem repeats are 
revealed as diagonal lines with spacing corresponding to monomer length. (A) Example of a 163 kb read 
completely made of FabTR-2 array (the periodicity pattern is obscured by the high density of lines). (B) 
Magnification of the 10 kb region highlighted by a red square on panel A. This array is homogenized as 
~1300 bp HOR. (C,D) Examples of other FabTR-2 periodicities detected in different reads (only 10 kb 
regions were used for dot-plots to make periodicity patterns comparable with other plots).  
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Supplementary Fig. S4 E-H. Self-similarity dot-plot visualization of FabTR-53 arrays. (E) Example of a 
202 kb read completely made of FabTR-2 array (the periodicity pattern is obscured by the high density of 
lines). (F) Magnification of the 10 kb region highlighted by a red square on panel A. (G,H) Examples of 
other FabTR-53 periodicities detected in different reads (only 10 kb regions were used for dot-plots to make 
periodicity patterns comparable with other plots). 
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Supplementary Fig. S4 I-K. Dot-plots demonstrating length distribution of FabTR-52 arrays, ranging from  
short arrays (red circle) embedded within LTR-retrotransposon sequences (I) and partially expanded arrays 
(J) to the arrays >100 kb in length which are interrupted by insertions of LTR-retrotransposons (blue circles) 
(K).
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Supplementary Fig. S4 O-Q. Three types of genome organization of FabTR-58 repeats: (O) short array 
(marked by red circle) within LTR-retrotransposon, (P) expanded array, (Q) short arrays embedded within a 
longer tandem repeat monomer. 
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Supplementary Fig. S4 L-N. (L) Example of LTR-retrotransposon carrying short FabTR-54 and FabTR-56 
arrays. Reads with those tandem repeats expanded to long arrays are shown on panels M (FabTR-54) and N 
(FabTR-56). The expanded tandem arrays appear as black squares on the dot-plots due to high density of 
lines. 
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Supplementary Fig. S5. Detailed periodicity analysis of FabTR-2 and FabTR-53 arrays. Periodicity 
analysis using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and autocorrelation function (ACF) are shown as averages of 
spectra calculated on individual satellite arrays longer than 30 kb. Periodicity spectra from individual arrays 
are shown as heatmaps with rows corresponding to individual arrays. Autocorrelations are shown separately 
for individual nucleotides. The array average graphs of FabTR-53 were calculated with all subfamilies 
combined and the FFT peaks corresponding to different monomer lengths of the three subfamilies are 
indicated with asterisks.
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Supplementary Fig. S6. Distribution of the satellite repeats on the metaphase chromosomes of L. 
sativus (2n = 14). The satellites were visualized using FISH, with individual probes labeled as 
indicated by the color-coded descriptions. The chromosomes counterstained with DAPI are shown in 
gray. 

Supplementary Fig. S6
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Supplementary Tab. 1. Similarity hits of L. sativus satellite repeats to the repeat clustering data 
(Macas et al., 2015) from two related Lathyrus species 

L. vernus L. latifolius

Satellite 
repeat

Hit score (a) Cluster(b) Annotation (b) tandem
subrepeats

(c)

Hit score (a) Cluster
(b)

Annotation (b) tandem
subrepeats

(c)

FabTR-54 3e-05, 24/24
(100%)

CL87 Putative LTR-
retrotransposon

Yes 1e-06, 26/26 
(100%)

CL135 Dispersed 
repeat

Yes

FabTR-55 3e-14, 
92/113 
(81%)

CL87 Putative LTR-
retrotransposon

Yes 3e-64, 
145/152 
(95%)

CL150 Dispersed 
repeat

Yes

FabTR-57 2e-33, 
99/107 
(92%)

CL82 LTR/gypsy/
Ogre

Yes 1e-54, 
120/123 
(97%)

CL5 Putative LTR-
retrotransp.

Yes

(a) BLASTn hit score is provided as E-value, number of identities/hit length (% similarity)
(b) Cluster numbers and their annotations correspond to the repeat analysis described in Macas et al. 
(2015)
(c) Presence of short, tandem subrepeats in contigs assembled from the repeat clusters
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Chapter II

Complex  sequence  organization  of  heterochromatin  in  the  holocentric
plant  Cuscuta  europaea elucidated  by  the  computational  analysis  of
nanopore reads.
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a b s t r a c t

Repeat-rich regions of higher plant genomes are usually associated with constitutive heterochromatin, a
specific type of chromatin that forms tightly packed nuclear chromocenters and chromosome bands.
There is a large body of cytogenetic evidence that these chromosome regions are often composed of tan-
demly organized satellite DNA. However, comparatively little is known about the sequence arrangement
within heterochromatic regions, which are difficult to assemble due to their repeated nature. Here, we
explore long-range sequence organization of heterochromatin regions containing the major satellite
repeat CUS-TR24 in the holocentric plant Cuscuta europaea. Using a combination of ultra-long read
sequencing with assembly-free sequence analysis, we reveal the complex structure of these loci, which
are composed of short arrays of CUS-TR24 interrupted frequently by emerging simple sequence repeats
and targeted insertions of a specific lineage of LINE retrotransposons. These data suggest that the orga-
nization of satellite repeats constituting heterochromatic chromosome bands can be more complex than
previously envisioned, and demonstrate that heterochromatin organization can be efficiently investi-
gated without the need for genome assembly.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Heterochromatin is a tightly packed, fundamental form of chro-
matin organization in eukaryotic nuclei exhibiting a unique combi-
nation of post-translational histone modifications [1,49] . In higher
plants, cytologically defined constitutive heterochromatin is
mostly associated with large tracks of highly repetitive satellite
DNA (satDNA) and forms densely stained bands on mitotic chro-
mosomes or chromocenters in interphase nuclei [13] . In plants
with monocentric chromosomes and small genomes, this hete-
rochromatin is usually confined to centromeric and pericentric
regions [49] . In species with larger genomes, however, it can be
found in additional subtelomeric and interstitial chromosomal loci
[12] , whereas plants with holocentric chromosomes usually lack
distinguishable heterochromatic bands [19] . Heterochromatin is
supposed to play an important role in chromosome segregation,
gene regulation and the maintenance of genome stability [49] ,
yet the processes shaping its distribution throughout the genome,

and the role of underlying repetitive sequences, remain poorly
understood [13] . This is in part due to our limited knowledge of
the long-range sequence arrangement of repeat-rich heterochro-
matic regions which are in principle difficult to assemble [38] .

SatDNA is organized in the genome in long arrays of almost
identical, tandemly arranged units called monomers. Monomer
sequences are typically hundreds of nucleotides long [27] ,
although they can be as short as simple sequence repeats
(<10 bp) [19] or reach over 5 kb [15] . Since monomer arrays can
extend megabases in length, they present a significant challenge
for even the most advanced genome assembly projects. Conse-
quently, sequence composition of plant heterochromatin is tradi-
tionally elucidated by mapping repeats to heterochromatic
chromosome bands using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
[21] . However, this approach requires prior knowledge of the
repeated sequences to be used as FISH probes. Despite the recent
introduction of bioinformatic tools designed to retrieve satellite
DNA sequences from short next generation sequencing (NGS) reads
[34,41] , this reverse approach does not ensure that all repeats pre-
sent in heterochromatic regions are revealed. Moreover, FISH-
based methods have relatively limited resolution and are unable

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.csbj.2021.04.011
2001-0370/� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and Structural Biotechnology.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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to reveal details of the internal structure of highly repetitive
regions.

It has recently been demonstrated that repeat-rich genome
regions, such as centromeres, can be efficiently assembled using
long-read sequencing technologies that include the Pacific Bio-
sciences and Oxford Nanopore platforms [26,30]. The latter plat-
form can generate ‘‘ultra-long” reads of up to 1 Mb [8] allowing
for investigation of the long-range organization of genomic loci
made of satellite DNA. In addition to greatly improving genome
assembly [38] , unassembled nanopore reads can also be utilized
to examine the properties of satellite repeat arrays using dedicated
bioinformatic tools [50] .

One of the most interesting satellite-rich heterochromatic gen-
ome regions has recently been described in the holocentric plant
Cuscuta europaea [36] . Mitotic chromosomes of this species dis-
play large 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-positive hete-
rochromatic bands (schematically depicted in Fig. 1), which are
atypical for holocentric plants. Moreover, most of these hete-
rochromatic bands are unique in their association with CENH3, a
specific variant of canonical histone H3 that usually marks the
position of active centromeres [44] . C. europaea CENH3 may have
lost this function, however, as the mitotic spindle is able to attach
to chromosomes at CENH3-free sites in this species [36] . The
mechanism driving CENH3 deposition at heterochromatic bands
in this species is currently unknown.

We have shown previously that heterochromatic bands on C.
europaea chromosomes consist of 389 bp CUS-TR24 satellite
repeats amplified to approximately 466,000 copies, accounting
for 15.5% of the genome [33,36]. FISH mapping of other C. europaea
tandem repeats showed that heterochromatic regions also accu-
mulated the simple sequence repeat (SSR) (TAA)n. Moreover,
bioinformatic analysis of low-pass shotgun sequencing reads using
the RepeatExplorer pipeline showed that the CUS-TR24 satellite
can be interspersed with additional repeats [33] . Taken together,
these findings indicated that the structure of C. europaea hete-
rochromatic genome regions is complex.

In the present work, we have used ultra-long read sequencing
to investigate the internal structure of the heterochromatic regions
of C. europaea chromosomes. We adopted an assembly-free
strategy, developed for the characterization of satDNA in the
repeat-rich genome of Lathyrus sativus [50] , for the genome-wide

characterization of satellite arrays. This strategy employed a
custom-made reference database for the identification of satellite
arrays in individual nanopore reads. Nanopore reads representing
significant genome coverage were then analyzed, revealing the
prevalent length of arrays in the genome, sequence variations,
and patterns of interspersion with other repetitive elements.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Genomic DNA isolation and nanopore sequencing

Seeds of Cuscusta europaea (serial number: 0101147) were
obtained from the Royal Botanic Garden (Ardingly, UK). The plants
were cultivated in the greenhouse and propagated vegetatively,
using Urtica dioica as their host. High molecular weight nuclear
DNA was isolated from young shoots of C. europaea employing
the protocol described previously [50] . Five grams of tissue was
frozen in liquid nitrogen, ground to a fine powder and incubated
for 5 min in 35 ml ice-cold H buffer (1 � HB, 0.5 M sucrose,
1 mM phenylmethyl-sulphonylfluoride (PMSF), 0.5% (v/v) Triton
X-100, 0.1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol) prepared fresh from a
10 � HB stock (0.1 M TRIS-HCl pH 9.4, 0.8 M KCl, 0.1 M EDTA,
40 mM spermidine, 10 mM spermine). The homogenate was fil-
tered through 48 lm nylon mesh, adjusted to 35 ml with 1 � H
buffer, and centrifuged at 230 � g for 15 min at 4�C. The pelleted
nuclei were resuspended in 35 ml H buffer, centrifuged at
230� g for 15 min at 4�C, and the resulting pellet was resuspended
in 15 ml TC buffer (50 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.5, 75 mM NaCl, 6 mM
MgCl2, 0.1 mM CaCl2). A final centrifugation was performed at
400 � g for 5 min, and the nuclei were resuspended in 2 ml TC.
The suspension of nuclei was mixed with an equal volume of
2 � CTAB buffer (1.4 M NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2% CTAB,
20 mM EDTA, 0.5% (w/v) Na2S2O5, 2% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol)
and incubated at 50�C for 30–40 min. The solution was extracted
with chloroform: isoamylalcohol (24:1) using MaXtractTM High
Density Tubes (Qiagen) and precipitated with a 0.7 � volume of
isopropanol using a sterile glass rod to collect the DNA. Following
two washes in 70% ethanol, the DNA was dissolved in TE and trea-
ted with 2 ll RNase CocktailTM Enzyme Mix (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) for 1 h at 37�C. Finally, the DNA was further purified by
mixing the sample with a 0.5 � volume of CU and a 0.5 � volume

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the Cuscuta europaea karyotype (n = 7) with distribution of DAPI-positive heterochromatin bands (A) and tandem repeats (B). The loci
containing CUS-TR24 repeats are associated with the CENH3 protein. The band on chromosome 1 that lacks CUS-TR24 but is composed of the satellite CUS-TR2 is marked
with the asterisk. Adapted from [36]
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of IR solution from the Qiagen DNeasy PowerClean Pro Clean Up Kit
(Qiagen), centrifugation for 2 min at 15,000 rpm at room temper-
ature and DNA precipitation from the supernatant using a 2.5� vol-
ume of 96% ethanol. The DNA was dissolved in 10 mM TRIS-HCl pH
8.5 and stored at 4�C.

Sequencing libraries were prepared from 3 lg of the purified,
partially fragmented DNA (from ~20 kb to >100 kb) using a Ligation
Sequencing Kit SQK-LSK109 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies), fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the DNA was treated
with 2 ll NEBNext FFPE DNA Repair Mix and 3 ll NEBNext Ultra
II End-prep enzymemix in a 60 ll volume that included 3.5 ll FFPE
and 3.5 ll End-prep reaction buffers (New England Biolabs). The
reaction was performed at 20�C for 5 min and 65�C for 5 min. Sub-
sequently, the DNA was purified using a 0.4 � volume of AMPure
XP beads (Beckman Coulter); because long DNA fragments caused
clumping of the beads and were difficult to detach, elution was
performed with 5 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 8.5) for 40 min. Subsequent
steps, including adapter ligation using NEBNext Quick T4 DNA
Ligase and library preparation for sequencing, were performed as
recommended. The whole library was loaded onto a MinION FLO-
MIN106 R9.4.1 flow cell and sequenced until the number of active
pores dropped below 40 (19–20 h). Two independent sequencing
runs were performed, and the resulting raw reads were deposited
into the European Nucleotide Archive (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena)
under run accession numbers ERR5237073 and ERR5237074.

2.2. Bioinformatic analysis of nanopore reads

Raw nanopore reads were basecalled using the Oxford Nano-
pore basecaller Albacore (ver. 2.3.4). Quality-filtering of the result-
ing FastQ reads, and their conversion to the FASTA format, was
performed with BBDuk (part of the BBTools, https://jgi.doe.gov/-
data-and-tools/bbtools/) run with the parameter maq = 8. Reads
shorter than 30 kb were discarded. Unless stated otherwise, all
bioinformatic analyses were implemented using custom Python
and R scripts, and executed on a Linux-based server equipped with
64 GB RAM and 32 CPUs.

Self-similarity dot-plot analysis of individual nanopore reads
was done using the Gepard [23] and Dotter programs [46] , and
the annotated dot-plots used for the figures were generated using
FlexiDot [45] . Repeat annotation in nanopore reads and subse-
quent analysis of the length distribution of tandem repeat arrays
and their interspersion with other repetitive sequences followed
the procedures described previously [50] . Briefly, the repeats were
identified and annotated in the nanopore reads based on their sim-
ilarities to a custom-made reference database. The database
included consensus sequences that were representative of all
major repeat groups identified in the C. europaea genome using
the RepeatExplorer analysis of Illumina reads [33] . For each family
of tandem repeats and LINE elements, the reference sequences in
the database were placed in the same orientation to allow for the
evaluation of their mutual orientations in the nanopore reads.
Sequence similarities were detected using LASTZ [18] . The search
parameters and processing of the resulting similarity hits were as
described previously [50] . The reference database and custom
scripts used for the analysis are available from GitHub (https://
github.com/vondrakt/nanopore-read-annotation-Cuscuta-euro-
paea.git).

2.3. Analysis of LINE sequences

Consensus sequences of full-length LINE elements were recon-
structed from contigs produced by the RepeatExplorer [33] . The
positions of regions coding for retrotransposon proteins in these
sequences were detected by DANTE (https://repeatexplorer-elixir.
cerit-sc.cz/) based on their similarity to the REXdb protein data-

base [32] . Phylogenetic analysis of LINEs was performed using
reverse transcriptase (RT) protein domain sequences extracted by
DANTE from C. europaea contigs. These sequences were supple-
mented with a set of 71 randomly selected reference RT domains
representing different lineages of plant LINEs from Eudicot plant
species [20] . Multiple sequence alignment of RT sequences was
done using the Muscle alignment program [11] and refined by
manual inspection using Seaview [16] . A Neighbor-Joining phylo-
genetic tree was calculated using Geneious Prime 2020.1.1
(https://www.geneious.com) with default parameters.

Associations of the individual LINE lineages with CUS-TR24
repeats were investigated by extracting all identified LINE
sequences from the nanopore reads and dividing them into two
groups based on their presence in a 10 kb region adjacent to
CUS-TR24 arrays. The elements located within these regions were
labeled as associated while those located >10 kb from CUS-TR24
were classified as not associated. Sequences from both groups were
assigned to a LINE lineage using the LASTZ program, which com-
pared each sequence with a set of full-length reference LINE
sequences. To obtain a unique hit for each sequence, the best hit
for each sequence was identified based on the highest bitscore.
The LASTZ command for running the alignment was ‘lastz query[-
multiple,unmask] database –format = general:name1,size1,start1,
length1,strand1,name2,size2,start2,length2,strand2,identity,score
--ambiguous = iupac --xdrop = 10 –hspthresh = 10000.

Insertion sites of LINEs were mapped to a dimer of CUS-TR24
consensus sequence for full-length (5–7 kb) LINE elements. A
200 bp windowwas extracted from each side of the LINE. Windows
that were shorter than 190 bp or that had <190 bp annotated as
CUS-TR24 were discarded. These windows were then aligned to
the CUS-TR24 dimer using the LASTZ alignment program and the
command described above. The alignment was filtered by bitscore
so that each window had a unique hit to the CUS-TR24 dimer, and
the insertion sites were recorded. The insertion site frequencies
from the identical parts of CUS-TR24 the dimer were merged to
produce a monomer insertion site profile.

2.4. Chromosome preparation and FISH

Mitotic chromosomes for FISH experiments were prepared from
shoot apical meristems fixed in a 3:1 solution of methanol: glacial
acetic acid for at least 24 h, without previous treatment. The fixed
meristems were washed three times in distilled water for 5 min. To
remove the cell wall, washed meristems were incubated in a solu-
tion of 2% cellulase and 2% pectinase in PBS for 70 min at 37�C, fol-
lowed by two washes with cold distilled water. Slides were
prepared using the flame-drying method; meristems were macer-
ated in a drop of cold 3:1 ethanol: glacial acetic acid fixative solu-
tion using fine-pointed forceps on a glass slide, which was
subsequently warmed over an alcohol flame and air-dried before
immediate use or storage at 4�C. An oligonucleotide probe for
CUS-TR24 (50-AGT GTC ACA AAT ACT TAG CCT TAT CTC TAT GAT
TTA GCG TTT TCA GCG AA-30) was labeled with fluorescein isothio-
cyanate (FITC) at its 50 ends during synthesis (Integrated DNA
Technologies, Leuven, Belgium). Fragments of other probes were
PCR-amplified from genomic DNA of C. europaea and cloned into
pCR4-TOPO vector (Thermo Fisher Scientific). PCR primer
sequences were 50-CCT CTT TGA TAT TGG AGA TAA TAA ATC-30

and 50-GGC AAG GTC ATA ATC AGC A-30 for L1-CS_cl3, 50-GTT
TGA TAT TGG GGA TGA CAA-30 and 50-AAC ACC TCC CAA GAA
AAT ATT AGA T-30 for L1-CS_cl48, and 50-AGG CAG ATC TTC CGA
GGT A-30 and 50-AAA GTC AAG CAC AAG CAT CC-30 for the RTE
probe; the sequences of the cloned probes are available from Gen-
Bank under accession numbers MN625503, MN625506 and
MN625501, respectively. These probes were labeled with biotin-
16-dUTP (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) using nick translation
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[22] . FISH was performed as described previously [28] with a
hybridization and washing temperature of 37�C. Slides were coun-
terstained with DAPI, mounted in Vectashield mounting medium
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), and examined using
a Zeiss AxioImager.Z2 microscope with an Axiocam 506 mono
camera. Images were captured and processed using ZEN pro
2012 software (Carl Zeiss GmbH).

3. Results

3.1. Nanopore sequencing and initial analysis of the reads provides the
first insight into the complex structure of the CUS-TR24 loci

The sequencing of high molecular weight nuclear DNA from C.
europaea was performed on the Oxford Nanopore MinION device
using a 1D ligation sequencing kit. Quality-filtered reads were
pooled from two independent sequencing runs and filtered for a
minimum length of 30 kb, resulting in the selection of 96,528 reads
for further analysis. Selected reads were up to 239 kb in length
(N50 = 56.9 kb) and represented 5.9 Gbp of sequence data (5-
fold coverage of 1169 Gb/1C C. europaea genome [33] ).

Initial sequence analysis of randomly selected reads containing
CUS-TR24 sequences was performed using self-similarity dot-plots
to investigate their internal structure (Fig. 2). The dot-plots
revealed that these reads had a complex and variable structure

composed of arrays of tandemly repeated CUS-TR24 monomers
frequently interrupted with short regions of simple sequence
repeats (SSRs). These SSRs were mostly (TAA)n motifs, confirming
our previous finding, from FISH experiments, that (TAA)n repeats
co-localize with CUS-TR24 [36] . In addition, other, less frequent
motifs were detected, including a (TGA)n motif and irregular repe-
titions of SSR-like sequences. It was also evident from the dot-plots
that CUS-TR24 arrays are often interrupted with common
sequences identified as fragments of mobile elements with multi-
ple copies found within and between reads (Fig. 2). Structure of
these elements and sequences of their open reading frames coding
for reverse transcriptase and endonuclease proteins led to their
classification as LINE retrotransposons.

3.2. Computational analysis of all nanopore reads reveals a general
pattern of sequence arrangement in CUS-TR24-containing
heterochromatin

To investigate if the patterns uncovered by the dot-plot analysis
of selected reads represented general features of the genomic loci
containing CUS-TR24 repeats, we performed a computational anal-
ysis of their properties across the whole set of nanopore reads. A
reference database containing a representative set of CUS-TR24,
SSRs and LINE sequences was assembled and used to identify
regions containing these repeats in individual nanopore reads.

Fig. 2. Sequence organization of CUS-TR24 loci revealed by self-similarity dot-plot analysis of individual nanopore reads. A typical sequence arrangement is demonstrated
here on a dot-plot from a 40 kb portion of a 98 kb read. Sequence annotation within the read is provided along the dot-plot axes, with colored rectangles representing CUS-
TR24 satellite arrays (blue), SSRs (yellow) and LINEs (green, with the arrow showing the 50?30 orientation). Dot-plot of the entire read and additional dot-plot examples are
provided in Supplementary Fig. S1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The lengths of these regions and their mutual interspersion were
then evaluated. The reference database was also supplemented
with other C. europaea tandem repeats including the abundant
CUS-TR2 satellite and 45S rDNA sequences, and by representatives
of major groups of mobile elements that were previously charac-
terized from the C. europaea genome [33] .

The analysis of the length distribution of tandem repeat arrays
revealed remarkable differences between the investigated repeats.
The array length distributions were visualized as weighted his-
tograms with a bin size of 5 kb, distinguishing complete and trun-
cated satellite arrays (Fig. 3). While 45S rDNA and CUS-TR2
sequences were almost exclusively present as long contiguous
arrays of up to hundreds of kilobases that extended beyond the
lengths of most reads (Fig. 3A,B), CUS-TR24 arrays were much
shorter, with over 96% of them not exceeding 10 kb (Fig. 3C). A
detailed plot of CUS-TR24 array length distribution showed a series
of peaks ranging from ~200 bp to 4 kb (Fig. 3D). The occurrence of
these peaks and their spacing suggested that the CUS-TR24 arrays
are not terminated at random positions but instead differ by mul-
tiples of the consensus monomer length (389 bp). The observed
pattern of prominent peaks interlaced by smaller ones could then
be explained by the presence of two variants of array termination
in the genome: the prominent peaks represented arrays containing
multiple complete monomers terminated by a truncated monomer
sequence of ~120 bp, while a series of smaller peaks corresponded
to multiples of full-length monomers (Fig. 3D). The size distribu-
tion of SSR arrays (Fig. 3E) did not show any regular pattern and
were mostly of a short length (<400 bp).

Next, we investigated patterns of interspersion of CUS-TR24
sequences with other repeats by examining the presence and ori-
entation of repeats within 10 kb regions directly adjacent to each
CUS-TR24 array. Results were pooled from all reads, and the fre-
quencies at which different repeats were associated with CUS-
TR24 arrays were summarized (Fig. 4A). This analysis revealed that
about 40% of CUS-TR24 arrays are terminated by short SSR repeats
(30% in forward and 10% in reverse orientation with respect to the
CUS-TR24 arrays). However, their broader neighborhood (1–10 kb)
was most frequently (40–45%) occupied by another CUS-TR24
array in the same orientation, while CUS-TR24 sequences in the
opposite orientation were less frequent (10–15%). Up to 20% of
CUS-TR24 arrays were directly adjacent to LINE elements, with
the LINE elements frequently in reverse orientation to the CUS-
TR24 consensus. Similar analysis of LINE elements revealed that
up to 50% of the genome regions directly adjacent to LINE
sequences consisted of CUS-TR24 in a reverse orientation
(Fig. 4B). SSR arrays were found to be similarly surrounded by
CUS-TR24 sequences and, to a lesser extent, by further SSR
sequences (Fig. 4C). The distinct peaks evident in the CUS-TR24
and SSR density plots reflect the interlaced pattern of these
repeats, with SSRs separated by CUS-TR24 arrays of various lengths
that differ by multiples of CUS-TR24 monomer size (Fig. 4C). In
contrast to CUS-TR24, another highly amplified satellite, CUS-
TR2, did not show preferential association with other repetitive
sequences (Fig. 4D), consistent with the observation that this satel-
lite usually forms long, homogeneous arrays (Fig. 3B).

3.3. CUS-TR24 sequences are interspersed with a specific lineage of
LINEs due to its insertional target site preference

The observed association of LINEs with CUS-TR24 arrays
prompted us to perform detailed characterization of these
sequences in the C. europaea genome. Using previously published
data on repeat variation in Cuscuta [33] , we defined three major
LINE element groups in the C. europaea genome. These groups cor-
responded to sequence clusters or super-clusters generated by the

Fig. 3. Length distribution of the satellite repeat arrays. (A-C) The lengths of the
arrays detected in nanopore reads are displayed as weighted histograms with a bin
size of 5 kb; the last bin includes all arrays longer than 120 kb. Arrays completely
embedded within a read (red bars) are distinguished from truncated arrays
positioned at the end of a read (blue bars). Due to array truncation, the latter values
are underestimation of the lengths of corresponding genomic arrays and should be
considered as lower bounds of the respective array lengths. (D-E) The distribution
of CUS-TR24 and SSR array length plotted in 1 bp resolution. The formulas provided
in (D) explain the prevalent array lengths represented by the peaks marked with
corresponding colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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similarity-based repeat clustering of Illumina reads employing the
RepeatExplorer pipeline [35] . Representative full-length elements
were reconstructed for each group using consensus sequences pro-
duced by the RepeatExplorer. The structure of these elements is
provided in Fig. 5A, showing positions of the regions coding for
reverse transcriptase (RT), RNase-H (RH), and endonuclease
(ENDO) protein domains. We used protein sequences obtained by
conceptual translations of the RT-coding regions to assign the iden-
tified elements to the phylogenetic lineages of plant LINEs defined
by Heitkam et al. [20] . A Neighbor-Joining tree constructed from
multiple alignment of RT sequences sampled from various plant
species [20] revealed that the three groups of C. europaea LINEs
belong to the three major branches of the tree, representing L1
LINE-CS (L1-CS), L1-Llb, and RTE lineages (Fig. 5B). Repeat cluster-
ing data estimated the proportions of these lineages in the C. euro-
paea genome to be 4.26%, 0.08%, and 0.45%, respectively.

We re-analyzed the nanopore read data taking the classification
of LINE element by lineage into account, examining LINE sequences
located in proximity (up to 10 kb) to CUS-TR24 arrays and compar-
ing them with all remaining LINE elements detected in the nano-
pore reads. This analysis revealed that 91% of L1-CS elements
were associated with CUS-TR24 arrays, while the other two lin-
eages showed no such strong association (Table 1). To verify these

results, we designed hybridization probes for L1-CS and RTE
sequences and visualized their distribution on metaphase chromo-
somes of C. europaea using FISH (the L1-Llb elements were not
examined due to their low proportion in the genome). Two differ-
ent probes were used for L1-CS to account for sequence variation
among these elements. The FISH signals of both probes were much
stronger in the DAPI-positive heterochromatic bands than in the
euchromatic chromosome regions (Fig. 6A,B). In addition, only
bands known to contain CUS-TR24 repeats were strongly labeled,
while a band on chromosome 1 consisting of CUS-TR2 (Fig. 1)
lacked these strong FISH signals. Conversely, the RTE probe gener-
ated labeling patterns that were uniformly scattered along whole
chromosomes (Fig. 6C), suggesting that these elements are evenly
dispersed in the genome. These experiments thus confirmed that
CUS-TR24 loci are specifically enriched with LINEs of the L1-CS
lineage.

The specific association of L1-CS elements with CUS-TR24
repeats prompted us to investigate if this association might result
from an insertional preference for this LINE lineage. LINEs insert
into the genome via target-site primed reverse transcription, gen-
erating target site duplication (TSD) upon their insertion [29] .
Selective insertional targeting to specific sequence motifs has been
described for some LINE families [7] . If this mechanism was also

Fig. 4. Sequence composition of genomic regions adjacent to CUS-TR24 arrays (A), LINE elements (B), SSRs (C) and CUS-TR2 arrays (D). The plots show the proportions of
repetitive sequences identified within 10 kb regions upstream (positions�1 to �10,000) and downstream (1 to 10,000) of the arrays of tandem repeats (A, C, D) or insertion of
LINE elements (B). The vertical line shows the array or LINE position, and the plots are relative to the forward-oriented sequences. Only the repeats detected in proportions
exceeding 0.05 are plotted (colored lines).
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functional in the C. europaea L1-CS elements, it could explain the
observed interspersion patterns, if the LINE target sequence was
conserved in CUS-TR24 monomers. Indeed, the mapping of LINE
insertions with respect to the CUS-TR24 consensus monomer
showed clear preference for two adjacent regions of the monomer
(Figs. 7 and 8A). These two insertion sites had consensus sequences
of 50-TTCTA-30 and 50-TTTCAA-30, similar to the cannonical cleavage
site of mammalian L1 elements (50-TTTTAA-30) [47] .

3.4. The model for the origin of the complex structure of CUS-TR24 loci

Taken together, our findings indicated that the complex
sequence arrangement of heterochromatic loci containing CUS-
TR24 repeats resulted from a combined action of several processes,
outlined in Fig. 8B. It appears that the nucleotide sequence of the
CUS-TR24 monomer played a crucial role in these processes by
providing target sequences for the L1-CS element insertions and

hotspots for the emergence of SSR arrays (Fig. 8A). In the proposed
model, we presume that ancestral arrays of CUS-TR24 were ampli-
fied in the C. europaea genome (Fig. 8B). The frequent occurrence of
(TAA) motifs within the monomer sequences (highlighted in
Fig. 8A) provided a template for their occasional conversion and/
or expansion into SSR arrays, possibly via the replication strand
slippage mechanism known to generate microsatellite sequences
[43]. The AT-rich sequences may also constitute fragile sites that
are prone to DNA breakage and structural rearrangements [2] .
Our detailed inspection of the CUS-TR24/SSR boundaries in multi-
ple nanopore reads revealed that the presence of expanded (TAA)n
motifs within CUS-TR24 arrays was frequently associated with the
truncation of neighboring monomer sequences (Fig. 8A). The
length of truncated monomers varied between ~120–150 bp,
which roughly corresponds to the observed size distribution pat-
tern of CUS-TR24 arrays (Fig. 3D), consisting of multiple full-
length monomers terminated by the truncated monomer sequence
of ~120 bp.

Concurrent with the emergence of SSRs, the CUS-TR24 mono-
mers were specifically targeted by L1-CS lineage LINEs (Fig. 8B).
Since these CUS-TR24-associated LINEs are relatively heteroge-
neous in their nucleotide sequences (Supplementary Fig. S2 and
Fig. 2), it is likely that they originated from the retrotransposition
of multiple master elements. Finally, the CUS-TR24 loci were prob-
ably shaped by additional processes including segmental duplica-
tions, inversions (both are evident from the dot-plot analysis;
Supplementary Fig. S1), and possibly recombination-based dele-
tions, resulting in the present complex structure of these loci.

Table 1
Estimated proportions of LINE elements associated with CUS-TR24 repeats.

Lineage Associated with CUS-TR24 Elements

YES NO scored

L1-CS 91% 9% 97,860
L1-Llb 32% 68% 7302
RTE 14% 86% 21,645

Fig. 5. Structure of the reconstructed consensus sequences representing three distinct LINE element groups identified in the C. europaea genome (A). Groups were assigned to
phylogenetic lineages defined by Heitkam et al. [20] according to similarities of their RT domain sequences (B). The branches of the neighbor-joining tree labeled with circles
represent RT sequences extracted from C. europaea elements. The remaining branches represent reference sequences collected from various plant species [20] . Bootstrap
values are provided for the major nodes and the scale bar indicates numbers of changes per site.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of LINE sequences on metaphase chromosomes of C. europaea. Two-color FISH experiments were performed to detect LINEs (red channel) and CUS-TR24
sequences (green). The chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Individual channels and corresponding merged color images are shown for experiments
including LINE probes L1-CS_cl3 (A), L1-CS_cl48 (B) and RTE (C). Arrowheads mark the position of DAPI-positive heterochromatic band on the chromosome 1 that lacks CUS-
TR24 repeats (for comparison, the CUS-TR24-containing band on the same chromosome that is also enriched for L1-CS LINEs is marked with asterisk). See also Fig. 1 for a
schematic of this karyotype. Bar = 5 lm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4. Discussion

In this study, we uncovered the complex sequence structure of
genomic loci containing the satellite CUS-TR24, which constitute
most of the heterochromatic bands on holocentric chromosomes
of C. europaea. Satellite DNA is known to be the major component
of constitutive heterochromatin in eukaryotic genomes [14,40],
being supposedly arranged in long contiguous arrays that are only
sparsely interrupted by random insertions of mobile elements.
Such arrangement has been documented for some human and
plant satellites [25,30,50] , and it has also been found for the
other abundant satellite family in C. europaea, CUS-TR2. This con-
trasts with the genome organization of the CUS-TR24 repeats,
which are highly fragmented due to their interspersion with short
SSR arrays and insertions of LINE elements. Such a complex struc-
ture was unexpected for highly amplified satellite repeat, espe-
cially considering that its amplification in C. europaea occurred
relatively recently as judged from the absence of the CUS-TR24
repeats from closely related species C. epithymum [33] . On the
other hand, arrays of abundant satellite repeats in maize were
found to be highly fragmented by retrotransposon insertions
[26] . Mobile elements were also proposed to generate complex
arrangements and even facilitate genomic dispersal of satellite
repeats in other species [37,42,50] . Since detailed studies of
satellite repeat arrays are still scarce, it is yet to be elucidated
what is the prevailing type of satDNA organization and how it
is affected by various factors like the age of the arrays or their
location in the genome.

To explain the origin of a complex pattern shared among CUS-
TR24 loci, we considered two different scenarios, proposing that
either (1) there was an ancestral, low-copy repeat composed of
adjacent CUS-TR24, SSR, and LINE sequences that became ampli-
fied and spread throughout the genome as a new compoundmono-
meric unit; or (2) the pattern resulted from ongoing and
concurrent processes of CUS-TR24 amplification, the emergence
of SSRs from proto-SSR units, and the insertional targeting of LINEs
during their genomic proliferation.

The compound monomers proposed in the first scenario have
already been described for several satellite repeats. For example,
a 4.7 kb-long monomer of the Sobo satellite from Solanum bulbo-
castanum originated from part of an LTR-retrotransposon and a
genomic tandem repeat [48] . Similar satellites with long mono-
mers consisting of unrelated, repeated and/or low-copy genomic
sequences have been described from Solanum tuberosum [15]
and Secale cereale [24] . However, the monomer sequences of
these satellites are highly homogenized throughout the genome,
with up to 99% similarity between copies [48] , and therefore the
arrangement of the original sequence components is identical in
all monomers. No such conserved arrangement of CUS-TR24, SSR,
and LINE sequences occurs at CUS-TR24 loci, making it unlikely
that they were amplified as a single conserved monomer unit.
In addition, there is variation in the presence and length of the
SSR arrays in CUS-TR24 monomers (Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Fig. S1), and considerable LINE sequence diversity (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S2), which suggests that they do not originate from a
single insertion into an ancestral satellite array. However, the
association of heterogeneous LINE sequences with CUS-TR24
can be explained by recurrent retrotransposition of multiple
template elements. Despite their sequence variation, these ele-
ments belong to the same phylogenetic lineage of LINEs and
share insertional target sites (Fig. 7). Considering these facts,
we favor the explanation provided by the second scenario, which
was included into the proposed model of the evolution of CUS-
TR24 loci (Fig. 8).

A notable feature of the CUS-TR24 loci is their association with
the CENH3 protein [36] which serves as an epigenetic marker of
active centromeres in all plant species studied so far [6,44] . How-
ever, C. europaea CENH3 may have lost this function: the distribu-
tion of CENH3 on chromosomes does not correlate with the
attachment of the mitotic spindle [36] . It is supposed that CENH3
deposition to plant centromeres is independent of the underlying
centromeric repeats; instead, it is a part of an epigenetically deter-
mined self-propagation loop based on the interactions of CENH3
chaperones and the additional constitutive centromere-
associated network (CCAN) proteins [17] . However, the mecha-
nism driving CENH3 deposition in C. europaea is unknown. It is
possible that there is a sequence-dependent interaction between
CENH3 (or its chaperone) and CUS-TR24 repeats, in a manner sim-
ilar to the interaction of human centromeric protein CENP-B with a
17 bp CENP-B-box sequence within centromeric alpha satellites
[10] . However, such sequence-specific deposition of CENH3 has
not been reported in any plant species.

Although repeat-rich regions of the genome are generally tran-
scriptionally silent, it has been reported that transcriptional activ-
ity at centromeric repeats plays an important role in CENH3
deposition [9,39]. In this respect, the accumulation of LINE ele-
ments in the CUS-TR24 loci may be of interest, as these elements
could initiate transcription of adjacent sequences, which in turn
may promote CENH3 deposition. In support of this hypothesis is
the finding that LINE-L1 transcripts are an essential component
of human neocentromeres [5] . LINEs represent major repeats asso-
ciated with centromeric chromatin in Drosophila [4] and
centromere-specific LINE elements have been reported in the sun-
flower genome [31] . Although we currently cannot provide an
explanation for the observed co-localization of CENH3 with hete-
rochromatin containing CUS-TR24 repeats, the findings discussed
above warrant further investigation of kinetochore composition
and centromere determination in the holocentric Cuscuta species.

This work provides evidence for a new type of highly complex
sequence arrangement in plant constitutive heterochromatin. It
also demonstrated the potential of long-read sequencing technolo-
gies to fill gaps in our knowledge of the satellite DNA-rich regions
of eukaryotic genomes that are otherwise hard to investigate.

Fig. 7. Analysis of the insertional target sites of LINE elements within CUS-TR24
monomers. Plots show the frequency of 50 (A) and 30 ends (B) of LINEs mapped to
individual positions along a CUS-TR24 consensus monomer (the monomer
sequence is provided in Fig. 8A). Due to target site duplication generated upon
element insertion, the mapped positions of 50 and 30 ends are shifted by
approximately 13–16 bp. An example of CUS-TR24 sequence with LINE insertion
is provided in Supplementary Fig. S3, including also target site duplication
generated upon LINE insertion.
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Although the ultra-long sequence reads are mostly used to
improve whole genome assemblies [30] , this work, and work pre-
viously reported [3,50] paves the way for their use in assembly-
free bioinformatic approaches to provide a unique insight into
the origin and structure of satellite repeats.
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(TAA) motifs (yellow) and LINE target sites (orange). These arrays become fragmented by concurrent SSR expansion and insertion of new LINE elements, and undergo further
rearrangements, including segmental duplications and inversions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Supplementary Fig. S1 A,B
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Supplementary Fig. S1 C,D

Supplementary Fig. S1. Examples of self-similarity dot-plots of individual nanopore reads (A-D) 
containing CUS-TR24 arrays. The plots were generated and annotated using FlexiDot (Seibt et al., 2018). 
The read used to generate dot-plot for Fig. 2 is shown on panel (A).   
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Supplementary Fig. S2. Sequence similarities of L1-CS LINE elements. The dot-plot shows all-to-all 
sequence comparison of twenty randomly sampled elements (the elements are separated by green lines). The 
similarities were scored within a sliding window of 100 bp and dots or lines were drawn when at least 80 
matching bases were detected.    

Supplementary Fig. S2

10 kb
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Supplementary Fig. S3

Supplementary Fig. S3. Example of the target site duplication (TSD) generated upon insertion of LINE 
element into CUS-TR24 monomer. The sequence was retrieved from a nanopore read, therefore the CUS-
TR24 monomer sequence differs from the consensus provided in Fig. 8A. Only 5’ and 3’ terminal sequences 
are shown for the LINE element.    
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Summary

The centromere represents a single region in most eukaryotic chromosomes. However, several plant

and  animal  lineages  assemble  holocentromeres  along  the  entire  chromosome length.  Here,  we

compare genome organization and evolution as a function of centromere type by assembling the

first chromosome-scale holocentric genomes with repeat-based holocentromeres from three beak-

sedges (Rhynchospora pubera, R. breviuscula, and R. tenuis) and their closest monocentric relative,

Juncus effusus. We demonstrate that transition to holocentricity affected 3D genome architecture by

redefining genomic compartments, while distributing centromere function to thousands of repeat-

based centromere units genome-wide. We uncover a complex genome organization in  R. pubera

that hides its unexpected octoploidy and describe a marked reduction in chromosome number for R.

tenuis, which has only two chromosomes. We show that chromosome fusions, facilitated by repeat-

based holocentromeres,  promoted karyotype evolution  and diploidization.  Our study thus  sheds

light on several important aspects of genome architecture and evolution influenced by centromere

organization.

Keywords: spatial  genome  organization,  genome  regulation,  holocentric  chromosomes,

Rhynchospora, whole-genome duplication, dysploidy
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Introduction

Most eukaryotes are monocentric, meaning that their centromeres are restricted to single regions on

each chromosome. These centromeric regions can range from kilobases (kb) to megabases (Mb) in

length and comprise specific repeats (Gohard et al., 2014). Holocentromeres, by contrast, consist of

multiple  centromeric  units  distributed  along  the  poleward  surface  of  metaphase  chromosomes,

extending from one telomere to the other, and are thus typically visible as a line on each chromatid

(Heckmann et al., 2013; Senaratne et al., 2021; Steiner and Henikoff, 2014). Holocentromeres are

hypothesized to stabilize chromosomal fragments and fusions that favor karyotype rearrangements

and  speciation  (Mandrioli  and  Manicardi,  2020),  directly  influencing  chromosome  evolution

(Schubert and Lysak, 2011). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that holocentromeres have

evolved independently several times in different plant and animal lineages (Escudero et al., 2016;

Melters et al., 2012). 

Aside from their function in cell division, centromeres have an evolutionarily conserved role in

determining  large-scale  genome  architecture  and  chromatin  composition  (Muller  et  al.,  2019).

Centromeres  in  monocentric  chromosomes  influence  the  distribution  of  genes,  eu-  and

heterochromatin-specific  post-translational  histone  modification  domains,  transposable  elements,

and meiotic crossovers (Fernandes et al., 2019; Fuchs et al., 2006; Muller et al., 2019; Naish et al.,

2021). However, genome organization and chromatin composition of organisms with holocentric

chromosomes is poorly understood, and it is likely that holocentric species differ markedly from the

monocentric paradigm.

The  beak-sedge  Rhynchospora pubera (Cyperaceae,  sedges)  has  repeat-based  holocentromeres

(Marques et al., 2015), as do other species from the same genus (Costa et al., 2021; Ribeiro et al.,

2017).  R. pubera holocentromeres  are  associated  with  a  single  tandem  repeat  family  (the

centromeric 172-bp unit  Tyba repeat) and the centromeric retroelement of  Rhynchospora (CRRh),

giving rise to thousands of small centromere units across the genome (Marques et al., 2015). The
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lack  of  a  Rhynchospora reference  genome  has,  however,  hampered  detailed  studies  about  its

intriguing centromere organization.

Here, we combined genomic and chromatin analyses to elucidate genomic adaptations related to

different  centromere  organizations.  We report  the  full  characterization  of  a  holocentric  genome

containing thousands of repeat-based centromere units. We show that this centromere organization

influences the 3D genome architecture by redefining the extent of genomic compartments due to the

lack of centromere clustering. Strikingly, despite substantial genome restructuring, the epigenetic

regulation of centromere units in beak-sedges resembles that of monocentric centromeres, as in

Arabidopsis  thaliana (Naish  et  al.,  2021).  This  observation  suggests  evolutionarily  conserved

epigenetic regulation of repeat-based centromeres in both monocentric and holocentric organisms.

We further  reveal  that  chromosome fusions  facilitated  by  repeat-based  holocentromeres  reduce

chromosome number and can act as an alternative to diploidization after genome doubling without

the  need  for  genome downsizing.  Our  work  sheds  light  on  the  role  of  centromeres  in  overall

genome organization and chromosome evolution.

Results

Holocentricity affects spatial genome organization

To  identify  the  genomic  adaptations  related  to  the  transition  to  holocentricity,  we  constructed

chromosome-scale  reference  genomes  using  PacBio  HiFi  sequencing  and  Dovetail  Omni-C

(DNase-based Hi-C) for three holocentric Rhynchospora species, R. pubera (n=5; 1C=1.61 Gb), R.

breviuscula (n=5; 1C=415 Mb), and R. tenuis (the plant with the fewest known chromosomes; n=2;

1C=394 Mb)  (Castiglione  and Cremonini,  2012;  Vanzela  et  al.,  1996),  as  well  as  their  closest

monocentric  relative,  the  rush  J.  effusus  (n=21;  1C=271 Mb)  (Guerra et  al.,  2019) (Figure 1;

Figure 2; Figure S1A–B; Table S1; STAR Methods).
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J.  effusus  showed  a  typical  monocentric  configuration  of  chromatin  interaction  within  A

(euchromatin)  and B (heterochromatin)  compartments,  including some degree of  a telomere-to-

centromere axis (Figure 2A–B) (see (Hoencamp et al., 2021).

The  concept  of  chromosome  arms  does  not  apply  to  holocentric  species,  as  centromeres  are

ubiquitous.  Consequently,  we  observed  no  large-scale  compartmentalization  or  telomere-to-

centromere axes, as evidenced by the chromatin configuration capture (Hi-C) contact matrices of

our  three  Rhynchospora species  (Figure  2C–D;  Figure  S1A–B).  Further  quantification  of

intrachromosomal (cis) and interchromosomal (trans) chromatin contacts revealed a significantly

higher ratio (p < 4.04e-05) of cis versus trans interactions in all Rhynchospora species compared to

the monocentric J. effusus (Figure S1C). Thus, holocentric beak-sedges are characterized by higher

intra-chromosomal spatial genome organization and lack of centromere clustering.

The distribution of  genomic features  differed  markedly between holocentric  Rhynchospora and

monocentric  J.  effusus  (Figure  2E–F).  Rhynchospora had  a  uniform  distribution  of  genes,

transcriptional  activity,  Tyba centromeric  repeats,  transposable  elements  (TEs),  and  DNA

methylation (Figure 2F; Figure S1D–E). By contrast,  J. effusus genes were concentrated toward

telomeric regions, while TEs and tandem repeats clustered towards centromeric regions (Figure

2E). Genome-wide gene distribution and transcriptional activity were positively correlated, while

repeat  distribution was positively correlated with overall  DNA methylation levels  (Figure 2E).

Genome-wide CpG methylation (mCpG) was lower in R. pubera than in J. effusus, whereas CHG

methylation was higher and CHH methylation was the same in both species (Figure S1F–G). Thus,

transition  to  holocentricity  likely  affects  3D  genome  architecture  by  redefining  the  extents  of

genomic compartments and their relationships to each other.
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Genetic and epigenetic composition of repeat-based holocentromeres

We analyzed the sequence organization and chromatin structure of the Rhynchospora repeat-based

holocentromeres. The contiguity of our assemblies coupled with the short array size of centromeric

Tyba repeats  allowed  us  to  resolve  mostly  complete  Tyba arrays  in  the  three  Rhynchospora

genomes. While total number and amount of Tyba arrays increased with chromosome size (Figure

3A–B), the density of arrays decreased (Figure 3C). Average array sizes of 20.3, 20.5, and 19.8 kb,

and average spacing between two consecutive arrays of 368, 492, and 424 kb were found in  R.

breviuscula, R. pubera, and R. tenuis, respectively (Figure 3D–E). These results confirm a similar

overall  organization  of  centromeric  Tyba repeats  among  the  three  Rhynchospora species.  In

common with monocentric centromeric repeats (Kasinathan and Henikoff, 2018), we also found a

high frequency of dyad symmetries in the  Tyba consensus sequences of all three  Rhynchospora

species (Figure 3F). 

Chromatin  immunoprecipitation  followed  by  sequencing  (ChIP-seq)  confirmed  the  highest

enrichment  of  CENTROMERIC  HISTONE  H3  (CENH3)  for  the  Tyba repeats  and  lower

enrichment  for  CRRh (centromeric  retrotransposon  of  Rhynchospora)  throughout  the  entire  R.

pubera and R. breviuscula genomes (Figure 4A–C; Figure S1H; Table S2). We detected 2,753 and

995  CENH3-binding  regions  (hereafter  CENH3  domains)  evenly  distributed  across  the  five

chromosomes of  R. pubera  and R. breviuscula, respectively. In both species, length, density and

spacing of  CENH3 domains  followed a similar  pattern  to  the  number  of  Tyba arrays  detected

(Figure 3A–E).  Considering that one CENH3 domain is  equivalent to one centromere unit,  on

average, each  R. pubera chromosome carried 600 centromere units (1.88 domains/Mb), while the

smaller  chromosomes  of  R.  breviuscula carried  200  centromere  units  each  on  average  (2.69

domains/Mb) (Figure 3A–C). Thus, genome/chromosome size may be negatively correlated with

centromere unit density in beak-sedges. Genome-wide there was a significant association between

CENH3 domains and Tyba repeats for both species (p < 0.05), confirming that Tyba repeats are the
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main CENH3-binding sites. Therefore, repeat-based holocentromeres are likely to be conserved and

associated with Tyba repeats in beak-sedges.

In the monocentric J. effusus, the histone mark H3K4me3 (euchromatin-specific) showed dispersed

labeling along chromosome arms, while H3K9me2 (heterochromatin-specific) was concentrated at

pericentromeric  regions  and  co-localized  with  chromocenters  in  interphase  (Figure  S1I).  By

contrast, in the holocentric  R. pubera, both eu- and heterochromatin-specific histone marks were

intermingled all along the chromosomes with a constant density even towards subtelomeric and

central chromosomal regions (Figure 4A–C). Locally, H3K4me3 was mostly highly enriched at the

promoter  regions  of  protein-coding  genes,  whereas  H3K9me2  was  enriched  on  small

heterochromatic islands, typically resembling TEs (Figure 4C). H3K4me3 was depleted at CENH3

domains, while H3K9me2 showed residual enrichment. We noticed a slight increase in H3K9me2

enrichment flanking CENH3 domains relative to the core region, mimicking the pericentromeric

chromatin composition in monocentromeres (Figure 4C).

Irrespective of centromere type, gene bodies were highly enriched for mCpG in both R. pubera and

J. effusus, with a sharp decrease at promoters and terminal regions. Methylation in the CHH and

CHG contexts was much lower for the gene bodies than for intergenic regions (Figure 4D–E), as

previously reported for  other  plants  (Feng et  al.,  2020).  Remarkably,  despite  the differences  in

chromosome organization, both the  Tyba repeats in  R. pubera and tandem repeats in centromeric

regions of J. effusus chromosomes were highly enriched for mCpG at similar levels to those for TEs

(Figure  4D–E).  mCHG  was  sharply  enriched  flanking  CENH3-binding  regions  in  R.  pubera,

resembling  the  H3K9me2  pattern  (Figure  4C).  We  obtained  a  similar  pattern  for  mCHG  at

centromeric repeats in  J. effusus (Figure 2D;  Figure 4D–E). TEs showed the highest enrichment

for  mCHG and mCHH, while  Tyba repeats  displayed lower  levels  of  mCHH, similar  to  genes

(Figure 4D–E). Our results argue for the presence of a pericentromere-like chromatin state around

the ends of centromere units in Rhynchospora that may mark the borders for CENH3 loading.
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A typical centromere unit in R. pubera comprised a single Tyba array surrounded by genes and TEs

(Figure 4F). We detected CENH3 domains all along the chromosomes, even in Tyba arrays located

near  telomeres  like  those at  both ends of  RpChr2 (Figure 4F–G),  confirming the  telomere-to-

telomere centromere activity of holocentric chromosomes. Notably, we observed an enrichment for

H3K4me3 and actively transcribed genes close to centromere units, with an average distance of 6.3

kb (Figure 4H–I).  We identified  313 genes  that  showed at  least  a  1-bp overlap  with CENH3

domains. We even detected actively transcribed genes with typical H3K4me3 enrichment inside

CENH3 domains  (Figure 4H),  a  characteristic  only  rarely  observed in  monocentric  organisms

(Mizuno et  al.,  2011;  Schotanus et  al.,  2021).  Both CENH3 association and transcription were

frequently  reduced  in  genic  regions  inserted  into  centromere  units,  compared  to  genic  regions

residing  outside  the  core  centromere  unit  (Figure  4H),  reflecting  the  precise  regulation  of

chromatin composition of the  R. pubera genome.  CRRh was frequently inserted into  Tyba arrays

enriched  for  CENH3,  but  also  H3K9me2 and some level  of  H3K4me3,  suggesting  a  different

epigenetic regulation of this retroelement compared to  Tyba repeats (Figure 4I). Our results thus

point to fine-scale epigenetic regulation of genomes with repeat-based holocentromeres.

Transposition partially explains genome-wide Tyba dispersal and expansion

Tyba repeats in R. pubera can be flanked by TCR1 and TCR2 repeats, suggesting that some Tyba

arrays are part of larger repetitive elements (Marques et al., 2015). The consensus full-length TCR1

element  contained  a  Tyba array  with  a  5′  sequence  of  approximately  4.8-kb  and  a  136-bp  3′

sequence. The element possessed no open reading frame (ORF), lacked terminal repeats, and its 5′

and 3′ ends harbored the ATC and CTAGT sequence motifs, respectively, suggesting that TCR1 is a

non-autonomous Helitron transposable element (Thomas and Pritham, 2015), from the same family

as a fully autonomous  Helitron element (Helitron-27) in the  R. pubera genome. Despite sharing

conserved  terminal  sequences,  TCR1 and  Helitron-27 exhibited  no  similarity  in  their  internal
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regions. We identified three intact copies of the autonomous Helitron-27 in the genome (Table S3)

with high mutual similarity, each encoding a full Helitron helicase (1,340 amino acids), indicating

that  TCR1 and  Helitron-27 elements  are  still  capable of  transposition.  We further  identified an

additional 322 full-length elements (Table S3) with both TCR1 termini as well as Tyba and another

146 partial elements with the 3′ terminal sequence and containing Tyba within the upstream 500-bp

region.  We  conclude  that  at  least  468  Tyba-containing  loci  in  the  genome  resulted  from  the

transposition activity of TCR1 elements. The full-length TCR1 sequences were 6.9–49.6 kb (24.8 kb

average), containing 1.2–31.3 kb from Tyba (15.7 kb average). In many TCR1 elements, Tyba arrays

were split into multiple segments due to insertions of other sequences, showing that multiple Tyba

loci can originate from a single TCR1 insertion (Figure 4J–K). Importantly, a comparison of TCR1-

and CENH3 domains revealed that the vast  majority (98.7%) of full-length  TCR1 elements are

embedded within or overlap with the centromere units (Table S2).

Helitrons with boundaries similar to TCR1/Helitron-27 were present in R. tenuis and R. breviuscula,

but all but one of the full-length elements in these two genomes lacked Tyba. The sole exception

was a single element from  R. breviuscula (Chr1:69162288–69195619) with 5′  and 3′  boundary

sequences characteristic of this  Helitron family as well as a  Tyba array; however, the remaining

sections  lacked any similarity  to  the  TCR1 of  R.  pubera.  These  results  suggest  that  Tyba was

amplified as a part of a TCR1 Helitron only in the genome of R. pubera.

The TCR2 element was found to be a miniature inverted-repeat transposable element (MITE) and

ranged from 672 to  1,235 bp,  likely  originated  from the  DNA transposon MuDR with  shared

similarity (up to 97%) in the terminal inverted repeats. All 158 full-length TCR2 elements identified

in the R. pubera genome were in Tyba arrays, but none were characterized by Tyba insertions. Thus,

TCR2 elements did not contribute to the dispersal of Tyba in the R. pubera genome.
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R. pubera is a cryptic auto-octoploid with n=5 chromosomes

The R. pubera genome is four times larger than that of its closely related species, despite sharing

the same ancestral chromosome number (ACN, x=5) (Burchardt et al., 2020; Ribeiro et al., 2018)

(Figure S2A).  One explanation for this  pronounced genome expansion would be a sudden and

massive proliferation of repeat elements. However, we observed no accumulation of repeats when

comparing repeat abundance profiles among closely related  Rhynchospora species (Figure S2A).

Thus, a different process must be responsible for the large genome size in R. pubera.

Completeness assessment  of the  R. pubera genome by calculating the Benchmarking Universal

Single-Copy Orthologs  (BUSCO) score  revealed  a  surprisingly  high level  of  gene  duplications

(96.0% duplicated  BUSCOs)  (Figure S2B).  Annotation  of  the  genome yielded  far  more  high-

confidence gene models (91,363) in R. pubera compared to the other species (Figure 1D–E; Table

S1),  confirming the high level of gene duplication (Figure S2C). Self-synteny analysis revealed

that  the  R.  pubera genome comprises  two large syntenic  blocks  in  four  copies  across  the five

chromosomes (Figure S3A). The larger syntenic block, named Block1, corresponded to the entire

R. pubera chromosome 4 (RpChr4) and RpChr5 and contributed to a large fraction of both RpChr1

and RpChr2. We identified the smaller block, named Block2, twice in an inverted arrangement in

RpChr3, as well as in RpChr1 and RpChr2 (Figure S3A).

The distribution of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (Ks) for coding sequences over

the intragenomic syntenic blocks in R. pubera had a large peak indicative of recent and successive

whole-genome duplication (WGD) events. An additional small peak was also observed, indicating

an ancient WGD (Figure S3B). By filtering out the sequences showing the lowest Ks values, we

determined  that  Block1  from  RpChr1  shows  higher  sequence  identity  to  RpChr4,  which  we

renamed Block1A1 and Block1A2, respectively.  Similarly,  Block1 from  RpChr2 showed higher

sequence  identity  to  RpChr5,  which  were  thus  named  Block1B1  and  Block1B2,  respectively

(Figure  S3B–C).  We  confirmed  the  relationships  of  the  four  Block1  copies  by  comparative
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phylogenetic analysis (Figure S3D). A similar analysis of Block2 copies was inconclusive (Figure

S3C;E). Using k-mer analysis, which provides information on genome size, ploidy, and genome

structure  through  scrutiny  of  heterozygous  k-mer  pairs  (Ranallo-Benavidez  et  al.,  2020),  we

detected a  higher  incidence of  homozygous and duplicated  k-mers,  favoring  an autopolyploidy

genome model for R. pubera (Figure S3F–G). Importantly, this analysis accurately determined the

diploid heterozygous state of R. breviuscula and R. tenuis (Figure S4). Thus, R. pubera has an auto-

octoploid genome shaped by two rounds of genome doubling explaining its  large genome size.

Post-polyploid genome shuffling events considerably reduced the chromosome number to n=5.

Chromosome fusions explain karyotype evolution in beak-sedges

To explore the genome duplications seen in R. pubera, we compared its genome to its close relative

R. breviuscula, which has the same chromosome number but a genome one-quarter the size (415

Mb) (Figure S2A). Assessment of the R. breviuscula genome revealed a high level of completeness,

with a BUSCO score of 98.3%, and little gene duplication (2.1%) (Figure S2B–C), confirmed by

the absence of self-synteny (Figure S1D). Gene annotation yielded 24,354 high-confidence gene

models (Figure 1D–E;  Table S1), four times fewer than in the  R. pubera genome, as expected.

Synteny analysis between both genomes illustrated how each R. breviuscula chromosome is present

in four copies in the R. pubera genome (Figure 5A). Remarkably, RpChr1 and RpChr2 contained

all five putative R. breviuscula chromosomes (Rb) in end-to-end configurations. RpChr3 contained

Rb3 and  Rb4 copied twice in an inverted order, comprising Block2, while  RpChr4 and  RpChr5

contained Rb1, Rb2, and Rb5, comprising Block1A and Block1B, respectively (Figure 5A). Thus,

R. breviuscula likely conserved the ancestral karyotype, while R. pubera restored the ACN (x=5) of

its clade due to descending dysploidy, which was mediated by a complex chain of chromosome

fusions,  e.g.,  end-to-end  fusions  (EEFs),  with  15  EEF  junctions  detected.  Remarkably,  each

chromosome  pair  had  a  unique  combination  of  ancestral  chromosomes.  We  conclude  that
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descending dysploidy involving a unique combination of chromosomes may be a strategy to avoid

meiotic pairing issues that could potentially arise from autopolyploidy, thereby acting as a rapid

route to diploidization facilitated by holocentricity.

Because we detected several EEFs in multiple copies in R. pubera, we assessed whether they were

derived  from  the  same  rearrangement  or  if  they  arose  from multiple  independent  events.  All

duplicated EEFs in the R. pubera genome, e.g.,  Rb2/Rb5, Rb3/Rb4, Rb1/Rb2, and Rb1/Rb5 EEFs,

share a fusion signature involving the same regions. This observation suggested that the Rb2/Rb5

and Rb3/Rb4 EEFs present four times in the R. pubera genome emerged only once—before the first

WGD event (Figure 5C; Figure S5). The  Rb1/Rb2 and Rb1/Rb5 EEFs, which were found twice,

likely emerged after the first WGD event. Finally, we found the Rb1/Rb4, Rb2/Rb4, and Rb3/Rb3

EEFs only once, suggesting that they occurred after the second WGD (Figure 5C; Figure S5).

The  Rb3/Rb4 EEF,  which forms Block2 in  the  R. pubera genome,  was likely  maintained as  a

duplicated fused chromosome after the first WGD, which might have allowed a longer period of

tetrasomic inheritance. This hypothesis might explain the fact that the sequences of the four copies

from Block2 cannot be distinguished from each other, in contrast to Block1.

We attempted to date the duplication events using a set of conserved genes shared among the four

copies of Block1, which revealed the first WGD event as occurring around 3.8 Mya followed by a

second WGD event around 2.1 Mya (Figure S3D). Based on this analysis, we deduced the origin

and  evolution  of  the  R.  pubera karyotype  (Figure  5C).  These  results  further  support  an

autopolyploid origin for R. pubera and confirm a short interval between the two rounds of WGDs,

indicating rapid chromosome number reduction in this species.

We carried out a number of analyses to determine the origin of the reduced karyotype in R. tenuis

(n=2).  BUSCO  analysis  of  its  genome  revealed  high  completeness  (98.5%  against  the

viridiplantae_odb10 dataset) and little duplication (3.7%) (Figure S2B–C). Gene annotation yielded

23,215 high-confidence gene models (Figure 1D–E). The absence of self-synteny in the R. tenuis
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genome ruled out large duplications (Figure S2E). Synteny comparison between R. tenuis and R.

breviuscula genomes showed that again all  R. breviuscula chromosomes were present in simple

end-to-end  configurations  in  the  R.  tenuis genome,  explaining  its  karyotype  by  descending

dysploidy from n=5 to n=2 (Figure 5A). Strikingly, we observed similar associations of syntenic

Rb blocks as found in Block1 and 2 in both  R. pubera and  R. tenuis, where  RtChr1 resembled

Block1B and was composed of Rb2, Rb5, and Rb1, while RtChr2 resembled Block2 consisting of

Rb3 and  Rb4 (Figure 5A). However, the orientation of chromosome ends involved in the EEFs

differed in the two instances, suggesting that the EEFs occurred independently (Figure 5C).

Despite  their  high  chromosome  number  and  centromere-type  differences,  J.  effusus and  the

previously available genome for the sedge Carex littledalei (synonym Kobresia littledalei) (Can et

al., 2020) showed a typical diploid gene content and no evidence of any recent WGD, outside of a

shared ancient WGD between sedges and rushes (Figure S4). The J. effusus genome also revealed

high completeness (100% viridiplantae_odb10 dataset) and little duplication (1.6%) (Figure S2B–

C). Annotation of its genome yielded 18,942 high-confidence gene models (Figure 1D–E; Table

S1).  Synteny analysis  further  revealed  that  most  J.  effusus and  C.  littledalei chromosomes are

present as highly collinear blocks across the five chromosomes of R. breviuscula, suggesting a high

conservation of synteny although the group is ancient (78 Mya) (Figure 5B–C). Thus, neither the

low nor the high chromosome numbers observed in many holocentric species necessarily reflect the

absence or presence of recent polyploidy, respectively, and these numbers should be interpreted

with caution in the absence of detailed genomic studies.

Tyba repeats are frequently present at the junctions of end-to-end fusions

Transposable elements can influence chromosomal rearrangements (Lonnig and Saedler, 2002). To

assess  their  possible  role  in  the  EEFs  observed  in  Rhynchospora genomes,  we  looked  for

enrichment of specific repeats at the end of R. breviuscula chromosomes and near the junctions of
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EEFs in  R. pubera and  R. tenuis. We detected a high density of TEs in almost all subtelomeric

regions of R. breviuscula chromosomes. These repeat-rich regions varied from 500 kb to 3 Mb in

size, were mainly enriched for an LTR Ty3/Gypsy element of the Athila clade, were poorly enriched

for  genes,  and  lacked  Tyba repeats  (Figure  5A–B;  Figure  S1D).  Notably,  the  R.  breviuscula

subtelomeric repeat-rich regions were largely missing at the junctions of fused chromosomes in

both  R.  pubera and  R.  tenuis (Figure 5D;  Figure S6).  Remarkably,  we detected  Tyba repeats

exactly at the EEF junctions in 10 out of the 15 EEFs of R. pubera, while we observed a small 45S

rDNA remnant array (with only five 18S-5.8S-26S units) in one EEF (Figure 5C–D; Figure S6A–

G). In R. tenuis, we also identified a Tyba repeat array in one out of three EEF junctions (Rb3/Rb4

junction  on  RtChr2),  while  an  interstitial  telomeric  site  (536 bp)  was detected  at  the  Rb5/Rb1

junction (Figure 5C; Figure S6H).

Emergence and loss of CENH3 domains related to Tyba

We used the duplicated genome copies of R. pubera to study cases of paralogous CENH3 domains

and Tyba arrays. Of 660 groups of paralogous regions, 66% of the CENH3 domains were present in

all four copies (Table S5). We also identified 50 groups of paralogous regions in which the CENH3

domain was lost in one of the paralogs. Most cases (88%) were associated with Tyba loss (Figure

6A; Figure S7A) or a reduced size of the Tyba region in loci devoid of CENH3 signal compared to

their paralogous regions bound by CENH3. We observed the likely inverse event, the gain of a new

CENH3 domain, in groups of paralogous regions in which we only identified the CENH3 domain in

only one of the four paralogous regions. In the newly acquired CENH3 domain, there was either a

new  Tyba insertion,  likely  due  to  a  new insertion  of  TCR1 (Figure 6B; Figure  S7B),  a  Tyba

expansion, or the insertion of a new TE (most frequent). However, the ChIP/Input ratios within

these potentially new CENH3 domains containing a new TE insertion (1.5) were significantly lower
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(p < 2.2.e–16) than the ChIP/Input ratios in potentially new CENH3 domains associated with a new

insertion of a Tyba element (4.1).

DISCUSSION

Here,  we report  the first  high-quality  and contiguous chromosome-scale  reference genomes for

three species with repeat-based holocentromeres, R. pubera, R. breviuscula, and R. tenuis, and their

closest  monocentric  relative,  J.  effusus.  These  newly  assembled  genomes  provide  a  valuable

resource for comparative biology and studies related to genome adaptation to different centromere

types.

Repeat-based holocentromeres influence genome organization and regulation

Repeat-based holocentromeres in beak-sedges comprise small islands (20–25 kb) of centromeric

Tyba repeats in which high mCpG, low H3K9me2, and depletion of H3K4me3 distinguish them

from other holocentric genomes with and without repeat-based holocentromeres (Cortes-Silva et al.,

2020; Despot-Slade et al., 2021; Gassmann et al., 2012; Nhim et al., 2021; Senaratne et al., 2021;

Steiner and Henikoff, 2014). The association levels of H3K9me2 and mCHG at the core (low) and

flanking (high)  centromere units  in  R. pubera are  strikingly similar to the recently reported  A.

thaliana centromeres (Naish et al., 2021). We also observed a similar pattern of mCHG methylation

in monocentric  J. effusus. Heterochromatinization of pericentromeres appears to be important for

stabilizing the centromeric core, by preventing recombination between core repeats and stopping

the spread of CENH3 into adjacent regions (Achrem et al., 2020; Wong et al., 2020). Thus, despite

substantial  genome  restructuring,  the  epigenetic  regulation  of  centromere  units  in  beak-sedges

resembles that in monocentric centromeres. This observation suggests an evolutionarily conserved

epigenetic  regulation  of  repeat-based  centromeres  in  both  mono-  and  holocentric  organisms.

Although rare, we observed active genes close to and even within centromere units, which is likely
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only possible with a plastic regulation of eu-/heterochromatic boundaries. We hypothesize that  R.

pubera achieves such a feat with a fine-scale epigenetic regulation of centromere units (Figure 7A–

B).

Centromere  units  are  regularly  spaced (350–500 kb)  in  the  Rhynchospora genomes,  instead  of

randomly distributed. This specific spacing might point to a selection mechanism for establishing

centromere units separated by an optimal spacing required to fold the chromatin during cell-cycle

progression  and  for  the  recruitment  of  CENH3-positive  nucleosomes  to  build  the  line-like

holocentromere at  metaphase (Figure 7B).  In silico modeling based on polymer simulations of

chromatin folding in holocentric chromosomes suggests that centromere units can act as anchors of

loop  extruders,  facilitating  the  formation  of  line-like  holocentromeres  during  chromosome

condensation (Camara et al., 2021).

A mechanism for the formation of repeat-based holocentromeres

The  repeat-based  holocentromeres  of  the  Rhynchospora species  analyzed  here  are  almost

exclusively composed of  Tyba repeats. We cannot conclude from the available data whether the

accumulation of such repeats triggered the transition to holocentricity or whether CENH3 spreading

preceded and/or also facilitated the subsequent expansion of holocentromeric repeats. However, we

did demonstrate that a portion of  Tyba arrays in  R. pubera emerged in the genome as a result of

amplification of TCR1-type Helitrons and that most (98.7%) full-length TCR1 elements possessing

Tyba are associated with CENH3-bound chromatin. This either indicates that centromere units are at

least partially determined genetically by the nucleotide sequence of Tyba or that TCR1 transposition

involves the transfer of epigenetic centromere marks, e.g., CENH3, which remain associated with

the new copy of the element. The presence of tandem repeats within Helitrons is common in both

plants and animals (Thomas and Pritham, 2015), but TCR1 is the first Helitron described to possess

a centromeric satellite. The lack of Tyba repeats in TCR1-related elements in R. breviuscula and R.
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tenuis suggests that Tyba was captured by TCR1 after the ancestors of R. pubera and the two other

Rhynchospora species diverged.

It is conceivable, however, that the amplification and dispersal of Tyba occurred via mobilization by

transposable elements earlier  in  the evolution of  Rhynchospora and that  the signatures  of such

events have long since been lost due to the accumulation of mutations, insertions/deletions, and

DNA rearrangements. We also observed such changes in many TCR1 loci identified in the genome

of  R. pubera that contained either truncated  TCR1 elements or full-length elements with nested

insertions of other sequences (Figure 4K–L). The existence of a single  TCR1/Helitron27-related

element in  R. breviuscula that possesses  Tyba but lacks overall similarity to  TCR1 suggests that

Tyba capture by  Helitrons occurs recurrently in the evolution of  Rhynchospora species and may

result in waves of Tyba amplification via Helitron transposition.

The effect of holocentricity on karyotype evolution and diploidization

Our results are consistent with dysploidy as the main driver of karyotype evolution in holocentric

organisms (Guerra, 2016; Mayrose and Lysak, 2021), where strong descending dysploidy restored

the ACN (x=5) in R. pubera and reduced the chromosome number in R. tenuis. In both cases, the

same ancestral  chromosomes  were  fused  independently  either  without  (R.  tenuis)  or  following

WGDs (R. pubera). Such tolerance of extensive chromosomal rearrangements seems to underlie

rapid  karyotype  evolution,  eventually  leading  to  chromosomal  speciation  (Lucek  et  al.,  2022;

Lukhtanov et al., 2018).

Robertsonian translocations and chromosome fusions leading to descending dysploidy have been

reported in some holocentric butterflies  (Cicconardi et al., 2021; Hill et al., 2019). However, the

incidence of EEFs as the sole mechanism of descending dysploidy in Rhynchospora is intriguing.

Remarkably, meiotic pairing and segregation is not disturbed in the R. pubera genome (Marques et

al.,  2016),  suggesting  selection  has  produced a  balanced  set  of  fewer  chromosomes.  Since  R.
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pubera underwent  two  rounds  of  WGD,  descending  dysploidy  by  EEFs  would  be  a  way  to

effectively create chromosomes with different combinations of ancestral syntenic blocks, reducing

the risk of meiotic multivalent pairing without need of rapid genome downsizing. EEFs in genomes

with monocentric chromosomes is  normally associated with the formation of typically  unstable

dicentric chromosomes but may represent a tolerable mechanism for chromosomal rearrangements

when  coupled  with  concurrent  centromere  elimination  as  part  of  structural  diploidization  after

WGDs (Mandakova et al., 2010; Mandakova and Lysak, 2018; Murat et al., 2010). We argue that

the  prevalence  of  EEFs  observed  in  R.  pubera was  facilitated  by  holocentricity,  avoiding  the

deleterious effect of two centromeres after EEFs in monocentric species and likely promoting rapid

structural diploidization.

In Rhynchospora, homologous chromatids are linked by terminal chromatin threads during inverted

meiosis  (Cabral  et  al.  2014).  EEFs  may  occur  with  high(er)  frequency  in  scenarios  where

chromatids  of  non-homologous  chromosomes  are  erroneously  connected  via  (repeat-based)

chromatin threads. However, this notion does not exclude the possibility of EEFs occurring during

interphase  or  mitosis.  It  is  tempting  to  speculate  that  the  repeat-rich  regions  observed  at

chromosome ends in R. breviuscula are involved in the formation of chromatin threads, which may

act  as substrates for ectopic recombination.  Tyba repeats  near these repeat-rich regions may be

preferentially used as the site for recombination and may thus facilitate the occurrence of EEFs

(Figure  7C). Alternatively,  the  recruitment  of  Tyba repeats  as  DNA templates  to  seal  double-

stranded breaks involved in EEFs may explain their pronounced association with EEFs (Vu et al.,

2017).

Limitations of the study

The  three  Rhynchospora species  analyzed  in  this  study  are  characterized  by  repeat-based

holocentromeres associated with  Tyba repeats.  However,  some  Rhynchospora species lack  Tyba
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repeats (Ribeiro et al., 2017); thus, it is not clear whether repeat-based holocentromeres evolved in

all  species of the genus. Extending our approach to other holocentric species lacking  Tyba-like

repeats will certainly reveal new insights into the evolution of repeat-based holocentromeres. In

addition, the presence of holocentric chromosomes in multiple genera of sedges as well as in closely

related rushes (e.g., Luzula species), but not in Juncus, suggests transition to holocentricity occurred

a long time ago (>60 Mya), which makes temporal tracking challenging. Indeed, our analyses of

orthogroups did not identify a clear pattern related to different centromere types
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Figure 1. Summary of genome sizes, assemblies, scaffolding, and annotations.

(A) Assembly and (B) final scaffolding stats; (C) comparison between estimated genome size and

assembly and scaffolding sizes; (D) total number of high-confidence annotated genes; (E) gene

density per Mb. See also Table S1.
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Figure 2. Spatial genome organization: monocentric versus holocentric chromosomes.

(A)  J. effusus (top left) genome contact map (bottom left) and chromosome 1 (JeChr1) detailed

view  (bottom  right).  Centromere  organization  in  monocentric  chromosomes  (top  right).  (B)

Interphase nucleus hybridized with DNA probes for the centromeric DNA (cenDNA) and telomeric

sequence in  J.  effusus. (C)  R. pubera (top left)  genome contact map (bottom left)  and  RpChr1

detailed view (bottom right). Centromere organization in holocentric chromosomes (top right). (D)

Interphase nucleus  hybridized with DNA probes  for the centromeric  repeat  Tyba and telomeric

sequence  in  Rhynchospora. (E)  JeChr1  and  (F)  RpChr1  detailed  view  showing  the  clustered

(JeChr1)  and uniform (RpChr1)  distribution  of  main  genomic  features,  typical  for  monocentric

chromosomes and holocentric chromosomes in sedges, respectively.  Window sizes for sequence

type distribution density 100 kb (J. effusus) and 3 Mb (R. pubera). Centromeres and telomeres in
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chromosome models are represented by magenta and green circles, respectively. Scale bar = 10 µm.

See also Figure S1.

Figure  3.  Features  of  Tyba centromeric  DNA and CENH3 domains  among  Rhynchospora

species.

(A) Total number per chromosome of annotated Tyba arrays and CENH3 domains, (B) total amount

of bases associated with Tyba arrays and CENH3 domains, (C) density of Tyba arrays and CENH3

domains  per  chromosome.  (D)  Size  distribution  of  Tyba arrays  and CENH3 domains,  and  (E)

spacing between two consecutive arrays/domains among Rhynchospora species. Asterisks indicate

Dunn’s test P < 0.05. (F) Patterns of DNA dyad symmetry in the Tyba consensus sequences of the

three Rhynchospora species.
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Figure 4. Genetic and epigenetic composition of repeat-based holocentromeres in R. pubera.

(A) Zoomed-in view of  RpChr2 showing a 50-Mb region with multiple CENH3 domains that are

closely correlated with Tyba repeat distribution. Gene and Tyba densities were calculated over 100-

kb  windows.  (B)  Immunostaining  of  R.  pubera interphase  nuclei  for  CENH3,  H3K4me3,  and

H3K9me2. Scale bar = 2 µm. (C) Enrichment of CENH3, H3K4me3, and H3K9me2 from the start

and  end of  different  types of  sequences:  genes  (gray line),  TEs (brown), CRRh  (yellow),  Tyba

repeats (green), and CENH3 domains (magenta). ChIP-seq signals are shown as Log2(normalized
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RPKM ChIP/input). (D–E) Enrichment of DNA methylation in the CpG, CHG, and CHH contexts

for the same sequence types as shown in C for R. pubera (D) and J. effusus (E), genes (gray line),

satDNA (purple) and TEs (brown). Gray boxes in C–E highlight the modification enrichment over

the body of each sequence type. (F–G) Close-up view of the first (F) and last (G) centromere units

of RpChr2, which are composed of a Tyba repeat array very close to the telomere and showing the

typical CENH3 enrichment. (H) A centromere unit where an active gene is intermingled with the

Tyba repeat. (I) A Tyba array showing an insertion of the centromeric retrotransposon  CRRh and

CENH3-binding  activity.  (J)  Structures  of  the  typical  non-autonomous  TCR1 element

(Chr01:155470096–155451362)  and  its  likely  master  element  Helitron-27 (Chr05:40901972–

40918485). Similarity between TCR1 and Helitron-27 is mostly restricted to the terminal sequences.

The 5′  and 3′  terminal  sequences are  in  red and blue,  respectively.  Yellow: conserved  Helitron

sequence motifs in the alignment of  TCR1 and  Helitron-27 terminal sequences. Light gray: non-

coding regions. Green triangles:  Tyba array in  TCR1. Yellow and dark gray: putative exons and

introns in the Helitron-27 coding region, respectively. (K) Dot-plot comparison of a typical TCR1

element (vertical sequences) with two other elements (horizontal sequences) that have insertions of

TCR1-unrelated sequences marked as red lines and triangles. See also Figure S1, Table S2 and S3.
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Figure 5. Genome organization and evolution of sedges and common rush.

(A)  Circos  plots  of  R. breviuscula synteny to  R.  pubera and  R. tenuis.  (B)  Circos  plots  of  R.

breviuscula synteny to J. effusus and  C. littledalei. For A and B, tracks from outside to inside: 1.

Genes (black line) and TEs (red line), 2.  Tyba/tandem repeats (black line), and 3. LTR Ty1/Copia

(black line) and Ty3/Gypsy (red line) retroelement distribution. Distribution of the main sequence

classes was calculated in 3-Mb windows for R. pubera, R. tenuis, and R. breviuscula (A), in a 1-Mb

window  for  R.  breviuscula,  and  in  500-kb  windows  for  C.  littledalei and  J.  effusus (B).  (C)
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Karyotype  evolution  and  synteny  conservation  in  sedges  and  common  rush.  Transition  to

holocentricity is indicated by a star. Hypothetical ancestral karyotype for  Rhynchospora based on

the simplest karyotype of  R. breviuscula illustrates frequent end-to-end fusions (EEFs) in beak-

sedges.  For  reconstruction  of  karyotype  evolution  in  R.  pubera see  also  Figures  S4  &  S5.

Arrowheads:  orientation  of  the  R.  breviuscula chromosomes  in  the  R.  pubera and  R.  tenuis

ideograms.  For  both  J.  effusus and  C. littledalei,  ideograms indicate  the  syntenic  blocks  to  R.

breviuscula chromosomes. Numbers of putative EEFs or fission (F) events necessary to transform

the hypothetical  Rhynchospora ancestral  karyotype into the extant genomes are within the gray

circles. Repeat sequences at the junctions between Rb blocks are indicated by colored bars (Tyba =

green; rDNA = purple; telomeric DNA = blue) in R. tenuis and R. pubera ideograms. (D) R. pubera

Chr5 showing a Tyba array (black rectangle) at the junction between syntenic Rb2 and Rb5 blocks.

Synteny from RpChr5 to  Rb2 and  Rb5 stops close to the last  Tyba array, which is followed by a

gene-poor, TE-enriched region, mainly LTR Ty3/Gypsy of the Athila clade (indicated by asterisks)

that are frequently within R. breviuscula subtelomeric regions but absent in the fused chromosomes.

Genes and Tyba arrays are annotated asblack stripes and green lines, respectively. See also Figure

S2, S3, S4 and S5, and Table S4.
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Figure 6. Emergence and loss of CENH3 domains in R. pubera.

(A) CENH3 domain with  Tyba array loss in one of the four paralogous regions, while the other

three copies retain the  Tyba array. Zoomed-in view of all four regions demonstrates the CENH3

domain loss only in the  RpChr1 copy. (B) CENH3 domain with  Tyba array gain in one of four

paralogous regions due to a transposition of a  Tyba-containing  TCR1 in  RpChr1, while the other

three copies lack the Tyba array. The gained locus is indicated by the dashed box. Zoomed-in view

of all four regions demonstrates the acquisition of a new CENH3 domain only in the RpChr1 copy.

PR = paralogous region. Note that the four copies shared a similar chromatin composition. See also

Figure S5, Figure S7 and TableS5.
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Figure 7. Genome organization in monocentric versus holocentric chromosomes and proposed

model for end-to-end fusions.

(A) Typically, in a monocentric chromosome, compartments for deposition of more compacted and

silenced  chromatin  states  extend  along  large  megabase-long  regions  around  centromeres  and

pericentromeres, while genes concentrate at subtelomeric regions. A telomere-to-centromere axis is

frequently observed in monocentric species due to the clustering of centromeres and telomeres,

which increases the rate of interchromosomal chromatin contacts. (B)  Rhynchospora holocentric

genome  revealed uniform deposition of epigenetic marks at the macro scale and fine epigenetic

regulation of repeat-based centromere units and silenced and active chromatin states at the micro
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scale.  The  regular  spacing  between  centromere  units  (350–500 kb)  appears  to  be  the  distance

necessary to loop the chromatin back, aligning centromere units (20–25 kb) at the outer surface of

the condensed chromosome. A telomere-to-centromere axis is absent in holocentric species due to

the lack of centromere clustering, affecting the spatial genome organization and decreases the rate

of interchromosomal chromatin contacts. The model represents intra-/interchromosomal contacts

among three different monocentric (A, bottom left) and holocentric  (B, upper right) chromosomes.

(C)  Possible mechanism for the involvement of centromeric  Tyba repeats in end-to-end fusions

(EEFs).  Interaction  of  highly  repetitive  regions  close  to  the  telomere  could  facilitate  ectopic

recombinations of Tyba repeats.
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STAR Methods

RESOURCES AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further  information  and requests  for  resources  and reagents  should  be directed  to  and will  be

fulfilled by the lead contact, André Marques (amarques@mpipz.mpg.de).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All  sequencing data  used  in  this  study have  been deposited at  NCBI under  the Bioproject  no.

PRJNA784789 and are publicly available as of the date of publication. The reference genomes,

annotations and all tracks presented in this work are made available at https://data.cyverse.org/dav-

anon/iplant/home/dabitz66/marquesLabTrackHub/, the CoGe platform (https://genomevolution.org/

coge)  and the following  UCSC Genome Browser hosted by CyVerse.  All  other  data  needed to

evaluate the conclusions in the paper are provided in the paper and/or the Supplementary Materials.

This paper does not report original code.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from

the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Plant material

Plants from naturally occurring populations of R. pubera and R. tenuis growing in Curado (Recife),

Northeastern Brazil, and R. breviuscula growing in Londrina (Paraná state), Southern Brazil were

collected in 2013 and further cultivated under controlled greenhouse conditions (16h daylight, 26
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°C, >70% humidity).  As a monocentric outgroup an individual  of the ornamental  plant  Juncus

effusus  var.  spiralis was  commercially  obtained  and  cultivated  under  controlled  greenhouse

conditions (16h daylight, 20°C).

METHOD DETAILS

Genome size measurement by flow cytometry

The genome size of 1C=1.6 Gb for the  R. pubera accession sequenced here has been previously

measured (Marques et al., 2015). Thus, genome size estimations by flow cytometry were performed

for the accessions of R. breviuscula and R. tenuis as well as for Juncus effusus var. spiralis. For that,

roughly 0.5 cm2 of young leaf tissue was chopped with a sharp razorblade in a Petri dish together

with appropriate amounts of leaf  tissue of the internal reference standard  Raphanus sativus cv.

Voran  (2C=1.11  pg;  Genebank  Gatersleben,  accession  number:  RA 34)  using  the  ‘CyStain  PI

Absolute P’ nuclei extraction and staining kit (Sysmex-Partec). The resulting nuclei suspension was

filtered through a 50-µm filter (CellTrics, Sysmex-Partec) and measured on a CyFlow Space flow

cytometer (Sysmex-Partec). The absolute DNA content (pg/2C) was calculated based on the values

of the G1 peak means and the corresponding genome size (Mb/1C) according to  (Dolezel et al.,

2003).

Library preparations and sequencing

DNA  isolation:  High-molecular-weight  DNA  was  isolated  from  1.5  g  of  material  with  a

NucleoBond HMW DNA kit (Macherey Nagel). Quality was assessed with a FEMTO-pulse device

(Agilent), and quantity was measured with a Quantus fluorometer (Promega).

Whole-genome shotgun sequencing (WGS): Genomic DNA from R. breviuscula and R. alba were

deep-sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq 3000 in 150-bp paired-end mode. Alternatively, DNBseq

short read sequencing (BGI Genomics, Hong Kong) of genomic DNA was performed for R. pubera,
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R. tenuis,  and  R. tenerrima.  Available WGS short  reads from  R. cephalotes (SRX9381225),  R.

ciliata (Ribeiro et al., 2017),  R exaltata (SRX9381226),  R. globosa (Ribeiro et al., 2017), and C.

littledalei (SRX5833125, SRX5833124) were used.

PacBio:  A HiFi library was then prepared according to the "Procedure & Checklist - Preparing

HiFi SMRTbell® Libraries using SMRTbell Express Template Prep Kit 2.0" manual with an initial

DNA fragmentation by g-Tubes (Covaris) and final library size binning into defined fractions by

SageELF (Sage Science). Size distribution was again controlled by FEMTO-pulse (Agilent). Size-

selected libraries were then sequenced on a Sequel II device with Binding kit 2.0 and Sequel II

Sequencing Kit 2.0 for 30 h (Pacific Biosciences). The numbers of SMRT cells for each species

were as follows:  R. pubera (3 cells),  R. breviuscula (1 cell),  R. tenuis (2 cells), and  J. effusus (1

cell).

Omni-C: For each species, a single chromatin-capture library was prepared from 0.5 g fresh weight

material input. All treatments were according to the recommendations of the kit vendor for plants

(Omni-C, Dovetail). As a final step, an Illumina-compatible library was prepared (Dovetail) and

paired-end 2 x 150 bp deep-sequenced on a HiSeq 3000 (Illumina) device for  R. breviuscula,  R.

tenuis,  and  J.  effusus.  Alternatively,  the  R.  pubera library  was  paired-end  2  x  150  bp  deep-

sequenced using DNBseq technology (BGI Genomics, Hong Kong).

ChIPseq: ChIP DNA was quality-controlled using the NGS-assay on a FEMTO-pulse (Agilent);

then, an Illumina-compatible library was prepared with the Ovation Ultralow V2 DNA-Seq library

preparation kit (Tecan Genomics) and single-end 1 x 150-bp sequenced on a HiSeq 3000 (Illumina)

device. For each library, an average of 20 millions reads were obtained.

Enzymatic  Methyl-seq: To  investigate  the  methylome space  in  R.  pubera and  J.  effusus,  the

relatively  non-destructive  NEBNext®  Enzymatic  Methyl-seq  Kit  was  employed  to  prepare  an

Illumina-compatible library,  followed by paired-end sequencing (2 x 150 bp) on a HiSeq 3000

(Illumina) device. For each library, 10 Gb of reads were generated.
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RNAseq: Total RNA from root, leaves, and flower buds was isolated from R. breviuscula. For R.

tenuis, total RNA was isolated from flower buds only. For J. effusus, RNAseq data from the NCBI

(accession numbers  SRX2268676, SRX2268675, and SRX1639021) were used to complement its

genome annotation. For R. pubera,  total RNA was extracted from six different tissues (i.e., roots,

young leaves, old leaves, stem, early flower buds, and late flower buds). Poly-A RNA was enriched

from 1 µg total RNA using the NEBNext® Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module. RNAseq

libraries were prepared as described in the NEBNext Ultra™ II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit

for  Illumina  (New  England  Biolabs).  A  total  of  11  cycles  were  applied  to  enrich  library

concentration. Sequencing was done at BGI Genomics (Hong Kong) with a BGISEQ-500 system in

the DNBseq platform in paired-end mode 2 x 150 bp.

IsoSeq: For the proper annotation of the complex R. pubera genome, total RNA was extracted from

six different tissues (i.e., roots, young leaves, old leaves, stem, early flower buds and late flower

buds) and quality-assessed by a Nanochip (Agilent Bioanalyser, Santa Clara, U.S.A.). Next, cDNA

was  synthesized  according  to  the  TeloPrime  Version  2  kit  (Lexogen,  Vienna,  Austria).  We

exchanged  the  Lexogen  first-strand  synthesis  oligo-dT  primer  for  the  (5'-

AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTACT(30)VN-3') primer to introduce a 3' anchor base. Then,

the optimal number of cycles was determined by qPCR (Viia7, Applied Biosystems) with the 1x

Evagreen fluorochrome (Biotium, Fremont, U.S.A.), TeloPrime kit chemistry and 25% of the cDNA

as  input.  The  forward  primer  was  FP from the  TeloPrime  kit,  and  the  reverse  primer  was  5'-

AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTAC-3'.  The  residual  cDNA was  mass-amplified  with  an

extended Lexogen FP primer by adding 16mer barcodes as recommended by PacBio at the 5' end

and a cycle number by which 80% of the maximal fluorescence signal was reached. The PCR

products were bead-purified (Pronex beads, Promega) followed by PacBio library preparation with

the SMRTbell Express Template Prep Kit 2.0 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, U.S.A.), and then

quantity- (Quantus,  Promega) and quality-assessed (Agilent Bioanalyser).  Long-read sequencing
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was performed on a Sequel II sequencer with a Sequel II Binding kit 2.1, Sequel II Sequencing Kit

2.0  sequencing  chemistry  2.0,  and  a  single  8M SMRT cell  (Pacific Biosciences,  Menlo  Park,

U.S.A.). The movie time was 30 h after a 2-h immobilization step and 2-h pre-extension step to

adjust for high-fidelity (HiFi) sequencing.

Genome size estimation using k-mer frequency

Genome sizes of the three  Rhynchospora species and  J.  effusus were also confirmed by k-mer

frequency analysis with the findGSE tool  (Sun et al., 2018), after counting k-mers with Jellyfish

(Marcais and Kingsford, 2011). High-coverage short reads were used as follows: R. pubera (60x),

R. breviuscula (50x), and R. tenuis (130x). Since for J. effusus we did not have short-read data, we

used our high-coverage HiFi PacBio reads (70x).

Sequence-based ploidy assessment

We used Smudgeplot  (Ranallo-Benavidez et  al.,  2020) to visualize and estimate the ploidy and

structure of the sequenced genomes. This tool can infer ploidy directly from the k-mers present in

sequencing reads by analyzing heterozygous k-mer pairs.

Genome assembly

Reads obtained by the sequencing process were subjected to assembly using the HiCanu function of

Canu  (Nurk  et  al.,  2020) for  R.  pubera with  the  HiCanu  command  line:  canu  -assemble  -p

Hicanuassembly  -d  Hicanutest  genomeSize=1.6g  maxThreads=40  useGrid=false  -pacbio-hifi

*.fastq. Alternatively, Hifiasm (Cheng et al., 2021) was used for the assembly of R. breviuscula, R.

tenuis, and J. effusus with Hifiasm command: hifiasm -o output.asm -t 40 reads.fq.gz. Preliminary

assemblies were evaluated for contiguity and completeness with BUSCO (Seppey et al., 2019). 
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Optical map and hybrid scaffolding

We developed an optical mapping strategy to help resolve the complexity of the R. pubera genome.

High-molecular-weight DNA was prepared from young leaves of R. pubera. A total of 3.15 million

cell  nuclei  were purified by flow cytometry,  pelleted by centrifugation (30 min at  300  g),  and

embedded in four agarose plugs of 20-µL volume. The nuclear DNA was purified in the plugs as

described by Šimková et al. (2003) with an increased concentration of proteinase K (1 mg/mL of

lysis buffer). The proteinase- and RNase-treated DNA was isolated from the agarose gel, and the

resulting  525  ng  DNA was  directly  labeled  at  DLE-1  recognition  sites  following  the standard

Bionano Prep Direct Label and Stain (DLS) Protocol (Bionano Genomics, San Diego, USA) and

analyzed on the Saphyr platform of Bionano Genomics. A total of 1.27 Tbp of single-molecule data

with N50 of 236 kb, corresponding to effective coverage of 96.8x of the  R. pubera genome, was

used in  de novo assembly by Bionano Solve 3.6.1_11162020, using a standard configuration file

“optArguments_nonhaplotype_noES_noCut_DLE1_saphyr.xml” (Table S6). A p-value threshold of

1e–11 was  used  to  build  the  initial  assembly,  a  p-value  of  1e–12  was  used  for  extension  and

refinement steps (five rounds), and a p-value of 1e–16 was used for final map merging. To improve

the  contiguity  of  the  sequence  assembly,  an  automatic  hybrid  scaffold  pipeline  integrated  in

Bionano Solve 3.6.1_11162020 was run with the de novo optical map assembly. The default DLE-1

Hybrid  Scaffold configuration  file  was  used  with  the  “Resolve  conflict”  option  for  conflict

resolution. The conflicts between sequences and the optical map were manually curated, and the

pipeline was re-run using the modified  conflict_cut_statu.txt file (Table S7). The results obtained

from the optical mapping scaffolding of the genome assembly of R. pubera were used as input for

Omni-C scaffolding.
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Omni-C scaffolding

Omni-C  scaffolding  was  performed  using  the  HiC-pipeline  pre-processing  scripts  from

https://github.com/esrice/hic-pipeline and SALSA2 (Ghurye et al., 2019) with default parameters.

After testing several minimum mapping quality values of bam alignments, final scaffolding was

performed with MAPQ10. Several rounds of assembly correction guided by Omni-C contact maps

and manual curation of scaffolds were performed to obtain the pseudomolecules.

Assembly and scaffolding strategy

The rather homozygous genome of J. effusus was estimated to be close to 1C=271 Mb (Figure 1;

Figure S3Q). Sequencing of J. effusus var. spiralis yielded 19 Gb of reads and an initial assembly

of 258 Mb (79× coverage, N50  = 11 Mb,  Figure 1), where 18 contigs corresponded to complete

chromosomes. The assembly was further scaffolded to the expected 21 pseudomolecules (240 Mb),

and unplaced contigs contained 18 Mb, corresponding to the complete haploid chromosome set of

the  species  (Figure 2A;  Figure 1).  The  sequencing of  R.  pubera,  which  is  an  inbred  species,

yielded 66 Gb of PacBio HiFi reads, and the initial assembly spanned 1.7 Gb (38× coverage, N50 =

11.2 Mb). After removing redundant sequences likely due to some small residual heterozygosity, the

assembly  closely  matched  its  estimated  haploid  genome size  (Figure  1,  Figure  S3H).  A first

scaffolding  using  optical  mapping  was  followed  by  a  second  scaffolding  using  chromosome

conformation capture (Omni-C, Dovetail™) of the genome assembly, which yielded five very large

pseudomolecules (1.47 Gb, N50  = 361 Mb), while unplaced contigs contained 141 Mb (Figure 3E,

Figure 1). The sequencing of  R. breviuscula yielded 30 Gb of PacBio HiFi reads, resulting in an

initial assembly that was 813 Mb in length. In contrast to  R. pubera,  R. breviuscula is outbred,

which resulted in an assembly of its diploid genome size showing a high level of heterozygosity

confirmed by k-mer analysis (Figure S3K).  We pruned the resulting large contigs to the single
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largest representative haplotype (75× coverage, 421 Mb, N50 = 11 Mb; Figure 1) and then oriented

and ordered it into five pseudomolecules using Omni-C scaffolding comprising 370 Mb (N50  = 71

Mb;  Figure S1A). Unplaced contigs contained 50 Mb (Figure 1). The sequenced genome of  R.

tenuis yielded 45.9 Gb of PacBio HiFi reads resulting in an assembly of 770 Mb, which closely

corresponds to its diploid genome size, showing a high level of heterozygosity (Figure S3N). We

pruned the resulting large contigs to the single largest representative haplotype (120× coverage, 395

Mb, N50  = 19 Mb, Figure 1), which was oriented and ordered into two pseudomolecules of about

350 Mb (N50 = 215 Mb; Figure S1B). Unplaced contigs contained 47 Mb (Figure 1). 

Generation of Hi-C maps

Final Hi-C maps of  R. pubera,  R. breviuscula,  R. tenuis, and  J. effusus were generated by Juicer

(v1.6)  (Durand  et  al.,  2016) using  the  sequencing  data  from  DNase  in  situ Hi-C  (Omni-C)

experiments. Specifically, technical replicates were aligned and deduplicated and then the results of

each replicate were merged by MEGA from Juicer.

Quantitative analysis of Hi-C contacts

The python version of Straw (strawC v0.0.9) (Durand et al., 2016) was used to extract Hi-C counts

from the illustrated Hi-C maps (Figure 2; Figure S1) in 1-Mb resolution and with the normalization

approach of Vanilla Coverage (VC). To represent the intra- and interchromosomal interactions in an

intuitive manner, the  cis Hi-C contact of a chromosome was quantified as the sum of all Hi-C

counts within the chromosome per se, while trans Hi-C contacts referred to the sum of Hi-C counts

between  the  designated  chromosome  and  all  other  chromosomes.  The  final  intra-  and

interchromosomal contacts for each single chromosome were normalized through the percentages
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of  Hi-C  counts  over  the  sum  of  all  Hi-C  signals  in  the  corresponding  Hi-C  map.  It  is  also

noteworthy that the infinite extracted Hi-C counts through Straw were replaced by the mean of all

other finite counts within the extracted chromosomal pair.

ChIP

ChIP experiments were performed following  Reimer and Turck (2010), with adjustments for  R.

pubera and  R. breviuscula. Unopened flower buds were harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen

until sufficient material was obtained. The samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 30 min and

the chromatin was sonicated for 25 min. Then, 7–85 µL of sonicated chromatin was incubated with

2  ng  of  respective  antibody  overnight.  Immunoprecipitation  was  carried  out  for  rabbit  anti-

RpCENH3, for R. pubera and R. breviuscula, and for rabbit anti-H3K4me3 (abcam, ab8580), and

mouse  anti-H3K9me2  (abcam,  ab1220).  Recombinant  rabbit  IgG  (abcam,  ab172730)  and  no-

antibody inputs were used as controls. Two experimental replications were also maintained for all

the  combinations.  After  overnight  incubation  of  chromatin  with  antibody,  protein  beads  (anti-

mouse: Protein G Sepharose 4 Fast Flow, anti-rabbit: rProtein A Sepharose Fast Flow) were added

to  the  chromatin-antibody  mixture.  The  bound  chromatin  was  finally  eluted,  de-crosslinked,

precipitated, and sent for sequencing.

Synteny analysis

The synteny analysis shown in Figure 5 was performed using the MCscan pipeline implemented in

the  JVCI  utility  libraries  (Tang et  al.,  2008).  For  this  analysis,  CDS sequences  of  the  longest

transcript were used. Circular plots were drawn with the circos package (Krzywinski et al., 2009). 
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Whole-genome alignment (WGA)

A whole-genome alignment (WGA) between R. pubera, R. tenuis, R. breviuscula, J. effusus, and C.

littledalei was generated using the Cactus pipeline (Version 1.0)  (Paten et al., 2011). Prior to the

alignment  step,  all  nucleotide  sequences  were  20-kmer-softmasked  to  reduce  complexity  and

facilitate  construction of the WGA using the tallymer subtools  from the genome tools  package

(Version 1.6.1) (Kurtz et al., 2008). The Cactus pipeline was run stepwise with the default settings

described at https://github.com/ComparativeGenomicsToolkit/cactus#running-step-by-step.

Self-synteny

SyMAP v. 5.0.6 was applied to perform both synteny and self-synteny analyses (Soderlund et al.,

2011; Soderlund et al., 2006). Circular self-synteny plots were obtained with SyMAP or RIdeogram

software (Hao et al., 2020) using the synteny calculation blocks obtained from SyMAP.

Characterization of end-to-end fusions

For the characterization of the regions involved in EEFs observed in R. pubera and R. tenuis, we

first compared the synteny between their genomes with  R. breviuscula used as a reference. This

allowed us to pin the putative regions around the borders of the fusion events. Afterwards, genes

and Tyba repeats were loaded as annotation features on SyMAP. This further allowed us to detect

the sequence types in the putative translocated regions. In R. pubera, we counted 15 potential EEF

events, of which 11 regions had a  Tyba array right in the middle between two ancestral syntenic

chromosomes of R. breviuscula. Further inspection and characterization of such regions were done

by checking the genome coordinates and annotation features with IGV and Geneious (Kearse et al.,

2012), which revealed a remnant rDNA cluster involved in the EEF of two ancestral  Rb3 in the
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RpChr3. This detailed analysis further allowed us to reconstruct the karyotype history of R. pubera

based on the shared EEF signatures found in the genome.

Whole-genome duplication analysis

To identify ancient WGD events, we performed Ka/Ks analysis on the fully annotated genomes with

the SynMap available on CoGe (genomevolution.org).

Gene annotation

Structural  gene  annotation  was  done  combining  de  novo gene  calling  and  homology-based

approaches with RNAseq, IsoSeq, and protein datasets.

Using evidence derived from expression data, RNAseq data were first mapped using STAR (Dobin

et al., 2013) (version 2.7.8a) and subsequently assembled into transcripts by StringTie (Kovaka et

al., 2019) (version 2.1.5, parameters -m 150-t -f 0.3).  Triticeae protein sequences from available

public  datasets  (UniProt,  https://www.uniprot.org,  05/10/2016) were aligned against  the genome

sequence using GenomeThreader  (Gremme et al.,  2005) (version 1.7.1; arguments -startcodon -

finalstopcodon -species rice -gcmincoverage 70 -prseedlength 7 -prhdist 4). Isoseq datasets were

aligned to the genome assembly using GMAP (Wu and Watanabe, 2005) (version 2018-07-04). All

transcripts from RNAseq, IsoSeq, and aligned protein sequences were combined using Cuffcompare

(Ghosh and Chan, 2016) (version 2.2.1) and subsequently merged with StringTie (version 2.1.5,

parameters --merge -m150) into a pool of candidate transcripts. TransDecoder (version 5.5.0; http://

transdecoder.github.io)  was  used  to  find  potential  open  reading  frames  and  to  predict  protein

sequences within the candidate transcript set.

Ab initio annotation was initially done using Augustus  (Hoff and Stanke, 2019) (version 3.3.3).

GeneMark  (Ter-Hovhannisyan et  al.,  2008) (version 4.35) was additionally employed to further

improve structural gene annotation. To avoid potential over-prediction, we generated guiding hints
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using the above described RNAseq, protein, and IsoSeq datasets as described by Hoff and Stanke

(2019). A specific Augustus model for Rhynchospora was built by generating a set of gene models

with full support from RNAseq and IsoSeq. Augustus was trained and optimized using the steps

detailed by Hoff and Stanke (2019). 

To  maximize  uniformity  across  all  annotated  species,  Augustus  was  also  run  in  comparative

annotation mode  (Nachtweide and Stanke, 2019). The generated WGA served as sequence input

together with the mapping of RNAseq data as described above.

All structural gene annotations were joined using EVidenceModeller  (Haas et al., 2008) (version

1.1.1), and weights were adjusted according to the input source: ab initio (Augustus: 5, GeneMark:

2), homology-based (10), and comparative ab initio (7). Additionally, two rounds of PASA (Haas et

al., 2003) (version 2.4.1) were run to identify untranslated regions and isoforms using transcripts

generated by a genome-guided TRINITY (Grabherr et al., 2011) (version 2.13.1) assembly derived

from Rhynchospora RNAseq data and the above described IsoSeq datasets. 

We used BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) (ncbi-blast-2.3.0+, parameters -max_target_seqs 1 -evalue

1e–05) to compare potential  protein sequences with a trusted set of reference proteins (Uniprot

Magnoliophyta,  reviewed/Swissprot,  downloaded on 3 Aug 2016; https://www.uniprot.org).  This

differentiated candidates into complete and valid genes, non-coding transcripts, pseudogenes, and

transposable  elements.  In  addition,  we  used  PTREP  (Release  19;

http://botserv2.uzh.ch/kelldata/trep-db/index.html),  a database of hypothetical proteins containing

deduced amino acid sequences in which internal frameshifts have been removed in many cases.

This step is particularly useful for the identification of divergent transposable elements with no

significant similarity at the DNA level. Best hits were selected for each predicted protein from each

of the three databases.  Only hits  with an e-value below 10e–10 were considered.  Furthermore,

functional annotation of all predicted protein sequences was done using the AHRD pipeline (https://

github.com/groupschoof/AHRD).
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Proteins  were  further  classified  into  two  confidence  classes:  high  and  low.  Hits  with  subject

coverage  (for  protein  references)  or  query  coverage  (transposon  database)  above  80%  were

considered significant and protein sequences were classified as high-confidence using the following

criteria: protein sequence was complete and had a subject and query coverage above the threshold

in  the  UniMag database  or  no  BLAST hit  in  UniMag but  in  UniPoa and not  PTREP;  a  low-

confidence protein sequence was incomplete and had a hit in the UniMag or UniPoa database but

not in PTREP. Alternatively, it had no hit in UniMag, UniPoa, or PTREP, but the protein sequence

was complete. In a second refinement step, low-confidence proteins with an AHRD-score of 3*

were promoted to high-confidence.

BUSCO (Seppey et al., 2019) (version 5.1.2.) was used to evaluate the gene space completeness of

the  pseudomolecule  assembly  and  structural  gene  annotation  with  the  ‘viridiplantae_odb10’

database containing 425 single-copy genes. 

Orthogroup analysis

Orthogroup assignments (Table S4) was performed with OrthoFinder (Emms and Kelly, 2019). For

GO term enrichment, a GO annotation file (gaf; 2.1) was built using all GO terms assigned by the

functional annotations of R. pubera, R. breviuscula, R. tenuis, and J. effusus. GO term enrichment

was performed by feeding GO terms of the shared orthologos into Ontologiser (ontologiser.de). P-

values were corrected using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure.  We used the UpSetR in the R

package (http://gehlenborglab.org/research/projects/upsetr/) to analyze how many orthogroups are

shared between the five species or are unique to a single species.

De novo repeat discovery and annotation

To identify the overall  repetitiveness  of genomes we performed  de novo repeat  discovery with

RepeatExplorer2  (Novak  et  al.,  2020) for  nine  species  of  Rhynchospora,  C.  littledalei, and  J.
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effusus. We used a repeat library obtained from the RepeatExplorer2 analysis of Illumina paired-end

reads. All clusters representing at least 0.005% of the genomes were manually checked, and the

automated annotation was corrected if needed. Contigs from the annotated clusters were used to

build  a  repeat  library.  To  minimize  potential  conflicts  due  to  the  occasional  presence  of

contaminating sequences in the clusters, only contigs with average read depths ≥ 5 were included

and all regions in these contigs that had read depths < 5 were masked. Genome assemblies were

then  annotated  using  custom  RepeatMasker  (REF  -  Smit,  AFA,  Hubley,  R  &  Green,  P.

RepeatMasker  Open-4.0.  2013-2015 http://www.repeatmasker.org) search with options -xsmall  -

no_is  -e  ncbi  -nolow.  Output  from  RepeatMasker  was  parsed  using  custom  scripts

(https://github.com/kavonrtep/repeat_annotation_pipeline)  to  remove  overlapping  and  conflicting

annotations.

Transposable element protein domains  (Neumann et al.,  2019) found in the assembled genomes

were annotated using the DANTE tool available from the RepeatExplorer2 Galaxy portal. To find

master  Helitron elements related to  TCR1,  we first  searched the genome assembly for  Helitron

helicase-coding  sequences  using  DANTE  (https://repeatexplorer-elixir.cerit-sc.cz/galaxy/)

exploiting  the  REXdb  database  (Neumann  et  al.,  2019) (Viridiplantae_version_3.0)  and  then

manually  identified  boundaries  of  full-length  Helitron elements.  We  identified  111  putative

autonomous Helitrons and compared their terminal sequences with TCR1. This revealed that TCR1

is most similar to the Helitron-27, sharing 90% and 100% identity over 30-bp sequences at the 5’

and  3’ ends,  respectively  (Figure  4K–L),  meeting  the  criteria  for  classification  of  TCR1 and

Helitron-27 into the same family (Thomas and Pritham, 2015). To find TCR1 insertions in the R.

pubera genome, we performed iterative blastn searches using 30-bp sequences from their 5’ and 3’

termini and consensus sequences of Tyba. 

To obtain the average number of  Tyba arrays for each  Rhynchospora genome, we first removed

spurious low-quality Tyba monomer annotations with less than 500 bp and merged with bedtools all
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adjacent  Tyba monomers situated at a maximum distance of 50 kb into individual annotations to

eliminate the gaps that arise because of fragmented Tyba arrays. Length and distance between Tyba

arrays were then calculated using bedtools. Bar plots of the average distance and unit length used to

compare the Tyba arrays among the three Rhynchospora species were made in RStudio using ggplot

library.

Detection of dyad symmetries in Tyba repeats

Dyad simmetries detection was performed as reported in Kasinathan and Henikoff (2018). We used

EMBOSS palindrome (Rice et al., 2000) to detect perfect dyad symmetries in the Tyba consensus of

the three Rhynchospora species with the following parameters:

-minpallen 4 -maxpallen 100 -gaplimit 20 -nummismatches 0 –overlap

ChIP-seq analysis

Raw sequencing reads were trimmed by Cutadapt (Martin 2011) to remove low-quality nucleotides

(with quality  score  less  than 30)  and adapters.  Trimmed ChIPed 150-bp single-end reads  were

mapped to the respective reference genome with bowtie2  (Langmead and Salzberg,  2012) with

default parameters, where all read duplicates were removed and only the single best matching read

was kept on the final alignment BAM file. BAM files were converted into BIGWIG coverage tracks

using the bamCompare tool from deeptools (Ramirez et al., 2016). The coverage was calculated as

the number of reads per 50-bp bin and normalized by reads per kilobase per million mapped reads

(RPKM). Plots of detailed chromosome regions showing multiple tracks presented in Figure 4 and

Figure 6 were done with pyGenomeTracks (Lopez-Delisle et al., 2021). 

CENH3 domains were identified by comparing the ChIPed and input data using MACS3 (Zhang et

al.,  2008).  The  parameters  for  MACS3  included  -B  –broad  –g  1470000000  –trackline. As  an

alternative method for detection of CENH3 domains, we compared input and ChIP using the epic2
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program  for  detection  of  diffuse  domains  (Stovner  and  Saetrom,  2019).  Parameters  for  epic2

included --bin-size 2000. Only CENH3 domains detected with both methods were kept for further

analysis. 

To determine the sizes and positions of centromere units, we merged with bedtools CENH3 peaks

that were separated by less than 50 kb to eliminate the gaps that arise because of fragmented Tyba

arrays or due to insertion of TEs. Small CENH3 domains of less than 1 kb were discarded. Length

and  distance  between  Tyba arrays  and  between  CENH3  domains  were  then  calculated  using

bedtools. 

Bar plots of the average distance and unit length used to compare CENH3 domains and Tyba arrays

were made in RStudio using the ggplot library.

The  obtained  repeat  annotation  was  used  to  evaluate  the  association  of  individual  classes  of

repetitive sequences with the CENH3 domain in R. pubera. For each repeat type, we calculated the

total  abundance  in  the  genome  as  a  sum  of  repetitive  element  length  and  compared  it  with

abundance  of  repetitive  elements  located  within  CENH3 domains.  For  each  type  of  repetitive

element, we calculated the observed/expected ratio using:

OE=
∑ ( RCENH 3 )

∑(
LCENH 3

LG
)RG

where  RCENH3 is length of repeat located within CENH3 domains,  LCENH3 is the length of CENH3-

binding regions, LG is total genome size, and RG is total length of repeat type in the genome.

Identification of paralogous CENH3 domains

To identify groups of paralogous CENH3 domains within the blocks of homologous regions of R.

pubera,  we identified the two nearest paralogous genes on both sides of each CENH3 domain.

Subsequently,  the  groups  of  four  genes  surrounding  CENH3  domains  were  used  to  identify
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corresponding regions on the other homologous blocks where we checked for the presence of the

CENH3 domain.  Resulting  groups  of  four  homologous  regions  were  manually  inspected  using

dotplot  (https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btm039)  and  the  IGV

(https://doi.org/10.1038/nbt.1754) browser.

Methyl-seq analysis

To comparatively evaluate the DNA methylation context of a holocentric and monocentric genome,

we applied Methyl-seq and used the Bismarck pipeline (Krueger and Andrews, 2011) to analyze the

data. Individual methylation context files for CpG, CHG, and CHH were converted to BIGWIG

format  and  used  as  input  track  for  overall  genome-wide  DNA methylation  visualization  with

pyGenomeTracks. 

Metaplots

Analysis of the enrichment of all ChIP treatment files was performed as follows: BAM files of each

ChIP treatment  were  normalized  to  the  ChIP Input  BAM  file  by  RPKM  using  bamCompare

available from deeptools. The generated normalized BIGWIG files were used to calculate the level

of  enrichment  associated  with  gene  bodies,  Tyba repeats,  CENH3  domains,  and  TEs  using

computeMatrix  scale-regions  (parameters:  --regionBodyLength  4000  –beforeRegionStartLength

2000  –afterRegionStartLength  2000) also  available  from  deeptools.  Finally,  metaplots  for  all

ChIPseq treatment files were plotted with plotHeatmap available from deeptools  (Ramirez et al.,

2016).  Additionally,  coverage BIGWIG files  of  transcriptional  activity  (RNAseq) and all  DNA

methylation contexts were also used to calculated their enrichment on gene bodies,  Tyba repeats,

CENH3 domains, and TEs with computeMatrix and plotting with plotHeatmap.
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Dating WGD events

To date the two rounds of duplication of the genome of  R. pubera, a large tree of concatenated

single copy genes was produced. For this analysis, each of the four homologous regions of  R.

pubera were  separated  and treated  as  a  tip  in  the  subsequent  phylogeny reconstructions.  Only

coding sequences were used. We used BUSCO (Poales dataset) (Seppey et al. 2019) to look for

conserved single-copy genes that are shared by all selected datasets. We performed this analysis in

three different ways: solely the large syntenic block of R. pubera, solely the smaller syntenic bloc of

R. pubera, and the two blocks combined. For the analyses, we included the following nine datasets:

J. effusus, Carex littledalei, R. tenuis, R. breviuscula, and the four homologous blocks of R. pubera.

BUSCO analyses were run for all datasets; all the resulting single-copy genes were selected for

each dataset. The single-copy genes shared among all datasets were used for the analyses: 841 for

the larger block1, 400 for the smaller block2, and 1,204 for the two blocks combined. All genes

were  then  aligned  with  MAFFT  (Katoh  and  Standley,  2013),  trimmed  with  Trimal  (Capella-

Gutierrez et al., 2009), and concatenated into a single large multi-fasta alignment, and used as input

for a ML tree built with IQtree (Minh et al., 2020). 

A molecular  clock analysis  was  performed  to  explore  genome evolution  in  Rhynchospora  and

related genera. Divergence times were estimated using BEAST v.1.10.4 (Drummond and Rambaut,

2007) through the CIPRES Science Gateway fixing the tree topology from the Bayesian inference

of the Rhynchospora concatenated 1,204 BUSCO gene alignment. Uncorrelated relaxed lognormal

clock  (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) and Birth-Death speciation model  (Gernhard, 2008) were

applied. Two independent runs of 100,000,000 generations were performed, sampling every 10,000

generations. After removing 25% of samples as burn-in, the independent runs were combined and a

maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree was constructed using TreeAnnotator v.1.10.4 (Drummond

and Rambaut, 2007). To verify the effective sampling of all parameters and assess convergence of

independent chains, we examined their posterior distributions in TRACER. The MCMC sampling
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was considered  sufficient  at  effective  sampling  sizes  (ESSs)  equal  to  or  higher  than  200.  The

phylogeny  was  dated  using  both  fossils  and  secondary  calibration  from  published  dated

phylogenies. We chose three calibration points: i) Juncaceae/Cyperaceae divergence at 72.0 Mya

(Bremer, 2002); ii) a fossil for Carex at 37.8 MYA (Smith et al., 2010), and iii) R. pubera/R. tenuis

divergence at 32.0 Mya (Buddenhagen, 2016). 

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)

Interphase nuclei were prepared using the air-drying method, after enzymatic digestion with 2%

cellulase Onozuka and 20% pectinase Sigma  (Ribeiro et al., 2017). Roots were fixed in Carnoy

ethanol:acetic acid 3:1 (v/v) for 2 h and stored at –20 °C. The best slides were selected for FISH,

performed as described by Pedrosa et al. (2002) and the slides were counterstained with 2 µg/mL

DAPI in Vectashield (Vector) mounting buffer.  Juncus effusus interphase nucleus was hybridized

with directly labeled (FAM)TTTAGGG(8)-telomeric probe and a directly labeled (CY3) probe for

its  most  abundant  satellite  repeat,  while  R.  breviuscula nucleus  was  hybridized  with  the  same

telomeric probe and directly labeled Tyba (CY3) oligo-probe.

Immunostaining

Immunostaining  was  performed  as  described  before  by  Marques  et  al.  (2016).  Rabbit  anti-

H3K4me3 (abcam, ab8580), mouse anti-H3K9me2 (abcam, ab1220), and previously generated R.

pubera rabbit anti-CENH3 (Marques et al., 2015) were used for immunostaining.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Comparison of Hi-C contacts

The chromosomal interactions between holo- and monocentric plant species were compared by the

ratios of cis and trans Hi-C contacts, i.e., for each species, we quatified the ratios of cis and trans
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Hi-C counts for every chromosome and tested if they were significantly different across distinct

species.  For  grouped comparison,  we adopted the mutiple  testing  method of  one-way ANOVA

(Analysis  of  Variance),  specifically  the  Kruskal-Wallis  ranked  test  with  Holm-Bonferroni

correction, because the compared values and ratios of intra- and inter-chromosomal contacts were

different in length among various species and were not supported by evidence such as normality.

Pair-wise significance analysis was conducted using Dunn’s post hoc test.

Tyba array and CENH3 domain size and spacing

The  Dunn’s test was used to compare  pairwise  distributions of values of interest between  Tyba

arrays and CENH3 domains size and spacing.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Related to Figures 2 and 4. Characterization of the  Rhynchospora and J. effusus

genomes.

(A–B) Contact maps for the five assembled pseudochromosomes of R. breviuscula (A) and the two

assembled pseudochromosomes of R. tenuis (B). The intensity of pixels represents the normalized

count of Hi-C links between 500-kb windows on a Log scale. (C) Hi-C contact counts (bin size = 1

Mb, normalization = VC) of intra- (cis) and interchromosomal (trans) chromatin contacts in the

four  species  showing  a  significantly  higher  ratio  (p <  4.04e–05)  in  holocentric  compared  to
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monocentric species, which implies relatively enriched trans interactions in the latter species. (D–

E) Distribution of the main classes of sequence types in R. breviuscula (D) and R. tenuis (E) with a

1-Mb sliding window. Note the high peaks of LTR Ty3/Gypsy density at most subtelomeric regions

in  R. breviuscula chromosomes. Self-synteny of  R. breviuscula  (D) and  R. tenuis  (E) genomes is

shown in the inner circle. (F–G) Summary of genome-wide DNA methylation contexts in R. pubera

(F) and  J. effusus (G). (H) Metaplot showing the enrichment of CENH3 on  Tyba repeat arrays

(green)  and  CENH3  domains  (magenta)  in  R.  breviuscula.  (I)  Immunostaining  of  metaphase

chromosomes and an interphase nucleus of J. effusus for H3K4me3 and H3K9me2. Scale bar = 5

µm. 
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Figure S2. Related to Figure 5. Composition and evolution of sedges and rush genomes.

(A) Schematic phylogenetic tree and repeat composition of beak-sedge genomes and comparison

with C. littledalei and J. effusus. (B–C) BUSCO assessment for completeness of genic space with

the viridiplantae_odb10 dataset, using the entire genome assembly (B) or the longest transcript (C).
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Figure S3. Related to Figure 5. Identification, characterization, and dating of WGDs in in R.

pubera.

(A) SynMap self-synteny plot of R. pubera. Block structure is indicated by outer arcs. (B) SynMap

self-synteny dot plot colored based on Ks values. Ks values on a Log scale are shown to the right of
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the dot plot. Note the large peak that correlates with the large duplication events in R. pubera and a

second small peak most likely representing an ancient WGD. (C) Same plot as (B), but selecting

only the sequences with the lowest number of synonymous substitutions, allowing the identification

of intragenomic syntenic block relationships (Block1A and Block1B). We were unable to detect any

relationships  for  Block2.  The  small  colored  block  within  the  vertical  gray  bar  represents  the

sequences with the lowest number of synonymous substitutions usSed in the dotplot to the left. Ks

values are indicated by the color scale in B. (D) Based on the assessment of the relationships among

the syntenic blocks of R. pubera, we selected 1,204 BUSCO genes (Poales dataset) uniquely present

in each block and also shared with R. breviuscula, R. tenuis, C. littledalei, and J. effusus to build a

phylogenetic tree from a concatenated alignment, which was further used for dating the duplication

events in  R. pubera. We confirmed the Block1A and Block1B relationships with 100% bootstrap

support and also determined that a first WGD occurred around 3.8 Mya, followed by a second event

around  2.1  Mya.  Note  that  the  second  WGD  closely  overlaps  in  both  Block1A and  Block1B

branches. Yellow bars indicate the dating time interval. (E) Phylogenetic analysis of Block2 genes

did not resolve the relationships for this particular block and was not used for dating. (F) K-mer

based estimation of genome size and heterozygosity and (G) Smudgeplot analysis of k-mer-based

ploidy inference for  R. pubera using 21-mers. GSE = genome size estimation. Smudgeplot infers

ploidy directly from the k-mers present in sequencing reads by analyzing heterozygous k-mer pairs.
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Figure S4. Related to Figure 5. K-mer based genome size estimation and ploidy inference and

WGD identification in sedges and rushes.

(A–D) 21-mer based estimation of genome size and heterozygosity. GSE = genome size estimation.

(E–H)  Ploidy and genome structure inference based on 21-mer Smudgeplot  analysis.  (I–L)  Ks

values of coding sequences for each genome; a shared ancient WGD peak was observed for all

species.
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Figure S5. Related to Figure 5. Comparative alignment of the duplicated end-to-end fusion

(EEF) transition regions in the R. pubera genome.

(Left) Ideogram model of R. pubera chromosomes, with the dashed boxes indicating the extracted

and compared regions on the right.  (A)  Alignment of the EEF of  Rb3 and  Rb4 found once on

RpChr1 and RpChr2 and twice on RpChr3, showing the same fusion signature. (B) Alignment of the

EEF of  Rb2 and  Rb5, found on  RpChr1,  RpChr2,  RpChr4, and  RpChr5, also showing the same

fusion signature. (C) Alignment of the EEF of Rb1 and Rb5, found on RpChr2 and RpChr5 with the

same fusion signature. (D) Alignment of the EEF of Rb1 and Rb2, found on RpChr1 and RpChr4

with the same fusion signature. Colored boxes assign the synteny to R. breviuscula chromosomes.

Red stripes on the synteny alignments depict Tyba repeats, while genes are annotated in dark blue.
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Figure  S6.  Related  to  Figure  5.  Identification  of  the  sequences  underlying the  transitions

between the syntenic regions to R. breviuscula chromosomes in the  end-to-end fusions (EEFs)

found in the R. pubera and R. tenuis genomes.
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(A) EEF of Rb2 and Rb5 found on RpChr1, RpChr2, RpChr4, and RpChr5. Similar fusion signatures

are shared among the four chromosomes. In three of them, a Tyba repeat is found between them. (B)

EEF of  Rb3 and  Rb4 found on  RpChr1 and  RpChr2 and twice on  RpChr3 with the same fusion

signature. A Tyba repeat array is found between the transitions in all cases. (C) EEF of Rb1 and Rb2

found on RpChr1 and RpChr4 with the same fusion signature, without a Tyba repeat in between. (D)

EEF of  Rb1 and  Rb5 found on  RpChr2 and  RpChr5 with the same fusion signature, with a  Tyba

repeat in between. (E) EEF of  Rb1 and  Rb4 found only on  RpChr1 with a  Tyba repeat array in

between. (F) EEF of Rb2 and Rb4 found only on RpChr2 with no Tyba repeat in between. (G) EEF

of Rb3 and Rb3 found only on RpChr3 and with a remnant of a rDNA cluster in the transition region

(with detailed annotation shown to the right). (H) Characterization of the three EEFs responsible for

the chromosome reduction in R. tenuis. On RtChr1 we found an EEF involving Rb2 and Rb5, and a

second event involving Rb5 and Rb1, while on RtChr2, we found a single EEF involving Rb3 and

Rb4. Colored arrows indicate the  R. breviuscula  chromosomes and point to the telomeric region

involved in the fusion event. Remarkably, although similar ancestral chromosome associations are

found in R. pubera and R. tenuis, the chromosomal ends involved in the fusions are different. Red

stripes on the synteny alignments depict Tyba repeats, while genes are annotated in dark blue.
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Figure S7. Related to Figure 6. Characterization of emergence and loss of CENH3-binding 

regions in R. pubera.

(A) Example of CENH3-binding region and Tyba array lost in one of four paralogous regions, while

the other three copies retained the Tyba array and CENH3 binding. The conserved locus is indicated

by the dashed box, along the x-axis of the dot plot, with rectangles marking the area associated with

CENH3 (magenta) and the  Tyba array (green). The genome positions of the extracted regions are

given to the right.  (B)  Example of CENH3-binding region and  Tyba array gain in  one of four

paralogous regions due to a transposition of Tyba-containing TCR1 in RpChr1, while the other three

copies lack the Tyba array. The gained locus is indicated by the dashed box, along the x-axis of the

dot  plot,  with  rectangles  marking  the  TCR1 element  (blue),  the  area  associated  with  CENH3

(magenta), and the Tyba array (green). The genome positions of the extracted regions are given to

the right.
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Summary

The central objective of this work was to use long sequence reads to study the long-range
organization of satellite DNA. Therefore we aimed to develop a bioinformatics pipeline for the
satDNA annotation and analysis  in  ultra-long unassembled nanopore reads.  This  goal  has been
achieved, and two of the three chapters of this thesis demonstrate the accuracy and utility of this
approach  in  revealing  patterns  of  organization  of  repeats  that  can  then  be  used  to  infer  the
evolutionary mechanisms that led to their formation. The main advantages of this approach is that
neither a reference genome nor high coverage is needed to analyze the genome average organization
of  any  number  of  repeats  simultaneously.  Nevertheless,  some  features  of  the  analysis  can  be
considered limitations. Namely read length, which limits the upper array size that can be determined
and the reference database accuracy that determines the accuracy of the read annotation.

Using  this  approach  the  genomes  of  meta-polycentric  Lathyrus  sativus and  holocentric
Cuscuta europaea were analyzed. In L. sativus a surprising bimodal array length was detected, with
short  arrays  found  at  the  3’  ends  of  Ogre  retrotransposons  and  long  arrays  located  at
pericentromeres.  These  results  suggest  that  Ogres  affect  the  L.  sativus genome  in  two  ways,
accumulating  new  tandem repeats  within  their  sequences  and  mobilizing  them  throughout  the
genome.  It  is  not  yet  known how new tandem repeats  originate  in  Ogres,  but  based  on  their
widespread  occurrence  in  plants,  it  is  possible  that  this  mechanism  is  more  widespread  than
reported.  The  presence  of  long  arrays  in  the  pericentromere  would  also  suggest  that  it  is  an
environment  favorable  for  array  expansion  and/or  retention,  possibly  because  of  the  low
recombination rates characteristic of heterochromatin.

The  analysis  of  C.  europaea focused  on  resolving  the  previously  mentioned  complex
structure of its heterochromatic bands. Annotation and analysis of Nanopore reads confirmed that
the most abundant member of this domain is the CUS-TR24 satellite, whose arrays are interrupted
by simple  sequence repeats  (SSRs)  and L1- CS LINE retrotransposons.  Because  there  are  two
periodicities  in  the  size  of  the  CUS-TR24  arrays,  the  size  of  the  SSR arrays  varies  and  the
nucleotide  sequences  of  L1-CS  are  diverse,  this  pattern  is  most  likely  the  result  of  multiple
simultaneous processes. These are processes in which the CUS-TR24 monomer acts as the basis for
pattern formation by continuously amplifying and providing hotspots for SSR emergence while
being targeted by L1-CS retrotransposons. 

Lastly, a chromosome-scale whole genome assembly of holocentric  Rhynchospora pubera
and it being an auto-octoploid, provided a unique opportunity to identify paralogous centromeric
loci in the genome assembly and to observe potential polymorphisms between them. While most
centromeric loci did not exhibit any polymorphisms, gain and loss of centromeric loci in a subset of
cases was observed. The gain of centromeric domains was connected to the gain of previously
identified Tyba centromeric satellites that often happened by the mobilization of Tyba arrays by a
Helitron transposon. The loss of centromeric loci corresponded to the loss of Tyba arrays either
through deletion or gradual mutation. Unfortunately, the results gathered were insufficient to decide
whether  Tyba arrays  spread throughout  the  chromosomes  first  through Helitron  activity,  which
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triggered centromeric activity or centromeric activity expanded along chromosomes initially and the
Tyba arrays followed.

Usually, transposable elements and satellites are researched and considered independently
because of their different structures and amplification mechanisms. However, in this thesis, it is
clear throughout all three chapters that transposable elements and satellites often evolve together. In
this context, transposable elements are involved in various stages of satellite evolution, from the
origin  of  tandem  repeats  to  acting  as  vehicles  of  satellite  mobilization,  while  satellite  arrays
potentially act as targeting sequences for transposable element insertion. Only three plant species
are presented here, but owing to the widespread nature of both types of repeats, this relationship can
potentially be observed and further investigated across various eukaryotic genomes.
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